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INTRODUCTION 
Thera ara two major areas of investigation in this study. The 
greater emphasis is placed upon the synthetic, crystallographic. and 
fluoro'IRfttric study of "anionic cuprous halide clusters." The second area 
of interest is the synthe$is and X-Ray structural characterization of 
polymeric cupric fluoride compounds. 
Anionic cuprous halide clusters ara of interest IMH:ausfl they form 
small discrete centars which emit in the solid state. These can be 
studied with X-Ray diffractometry to observe the environment of the 
emitting center. These investigations can give dues leading to 
correlation of the influences of solid state structure upon alDission 
properties and thus to a knowledge of how to design materials to act as 
fluorescent" phosphorescent scz:nsitizers for photoconductors. <1,2> 
Luminescence of cuprous halides has baen known since 1939 when 
..J. T _ Randall discovered this phanomanon and its tamperatura 
sansitivity for cuprous chlorida. (3) Beginning in 19'18. saveral 
investigators IMH:a'IRft activaly interestad in thaluminescance of cuprous 
halides and thair complexes. H. D. Hardt was one of the primary 
investigators in this araa. synthesizing numerous copper <D complexes 
and reporting thair luminescence at ambient and low 
temperatures.(4,5,6, 7,8) A reversible shift as observad by one's aye in 
the emission maxima with the reduction of temperatures, vas identified 
1 
by Hardt as "fluorescanca tharmochromism. •• 
Sinca tha aarly work of Hardt. .any fluorascant cuprous halide 
complaxas hava baan axaminctd. 1\ common charactaristic of many of 
thasa complaxas is dosa proximity of unbondad copper ato-.s in tha 
matal halida clustar. 
2 
E. II. Holt. in har raviaw of anionic cuprous halida complaxas has 
damonstratad tha graat divarsity of structuras and coordination 
gaomatry that lhasa matarials exhibit. (9) The simplast structura the 
dihalocuprata <D anion consists of a coppar bound to two halide ato-.s in 
a linaar structura. 1\ 1110rct co•plicatttd structure. thalutxahalotatra-
cuprata <D dianion damonstratas trigonal coordination in its co•plax 
thraa di'IRtmSional•otif. Tha last typa of coordination found in cuprous 
halide complaxas is tatrahadral in which four halidas ara bound to each 
coppar in tha complax. Savaral axamplas of tatrahadral coordination 
have baan found and in many of thasa. the complex is poly..ric in 
natura. 1\s many of lhasa complaxas emit when axdtad with ultraviolet 
light. thara is a large body of known structuras ona could examina to 
rdata st.ructura with amission. In thasa anionic clusters. coppar is 
bound only to halide atoms and is tarmad "ligandlass." .A.nothar family of 
Cu<DX dusters involvas CuX<L> aatarials whera I. is an organic ligand. 
Pravious work in this laboratory astablishttd -.atal to ligand charga 
transfer. matal-matal interactions. and ligand to ligand intaractions to ba 
tha axdtation mKhaniSlDS laading to emission in thasa compounds. 
<18.11.12.13,14) 
Anionic dusters offar an opportunity to study tha intaractions of 
coppar atoms with aach oth•r in diffarant spatial arrangamants without 
competing amission arising from -tal to ligand or ligand-ligand 
intaractions. Thraa dassas of ligandlass clustar wara axaminad in this 
3 
study; CuX2·· Cu2X4=. and ~Xf;= clusters X=L Dr, or Cl. Structural 
arrangamant was datarmined using singlet crystal X-Ray diffracto-try. 
nuorRSCanca measura.ants warct talcan at tamparaturtS ranging from 
18K to room tamparatura by scanning tJut amission spactr.a vhila RXCiting 
thct samplct with ultraviolat light of wavelength of 388 nm. Corrctlations 
batvctctn ctlactronic intaractions and strud.urct vera RXplained on tha 
basis of d orbital intaractions. 
Tlut SRCond araa of study, the synthasis and structural 
datarmin.ation of copper <II> fluorida clustars. dttmonstratad a 1Ditthod 
for prap.aration of novctl poly-..ric compounds. llost coppar <m fluoride 
salts RXhibit little tandency to form polymeric clustars by fluoride 
bridging bcttwaan mttal atoms. llany cupric fluoridct clustars ara of thct 
typa MFs, whctrct tha metal has six nonbridging fluorides bound to it 
with ctach fluoride atom forming thct vartax of an octahadron. 
Coppar <ID fluorida was raactad with Group I matal fluorides to 
giva mixad salts. Thasa 1bixad salts wara producad by fusion in an 
atmosphara of anhydrous hydrogan fluoridct. 
PflRT I 
CORRELI\TIOK 01' EJUSSIOH .ftND STRUCTURE Dl 
SOI.ID ST.ftTE .AKIOHIC COI'IPLEXES 01' 
COPPER <I> H.AI.mES 
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CH.A.PTER 1 
INTRODUCTION .AND HISTORIC.AL 
Lu'IDinescence in copper <I> halides was first discovttr~td in 1938 by 
Randall when he examined sa:va-al materials with an ultraviolet light 
source and found them to ctmit visible light. (3,15> Randall exa'IDinfld 
several of these materials also at liquid nitrogen tcz:mperaturClS. 
Cuprous chloridcz: exhibitcz:d an apparcz:nt shift in its cz:'IDission wavcz:length 
as thcz:re was a visiblcz: chang«t in the color of the e'IDitted light at room 
temperature comparcz:d to that at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
The e'IDission propertiClS of cuprous halidClS were not further 
a:xa'IDined until Hardt's work in 1973. <1G,17> He examined the thermal 
changes in the cz:mission in a more quant,itative manner with a low 
tcz:mperature fluoromettcz:r. He proposed two p~siblc fntplanations for 
this ta:mpcz:raturtz: depa:ndcz:nt emission change. which he called 
fluorcz:sccz:nce thcz:rmochromism. The visible color change with 
temperature might be causad by a shift of the actual A max, or more 
possibly by the cz:ye's variable sensitivity to intensity change at A max 
with tcz:mperature. Both eff4l!:cts would cause the color change exa'IDined 
by Randall. However Randall had no way of distinguishing them as the 
cz:ye was a poor spa:ctrofluorometer. 
In Randall's work, where thcz: emission properties of cuprous 
halide complexes were only examined visually, little infor•ation can be 
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determiJWd. The eye sees light as an average of the emitted radiation 
making it impossible to determine visually the maxima of the spectra 
and changClS with temperature. Correlation of emission with electronic 
transitions responsible for emission can requira the measurement of 
emission spectra at several temperatures. 
Excitation in copper <D halide complexes can be broken down into 
three catagories. 
1 > Hetal to Ligand Charge Transfer (JILCT> 
2 > Ligand- Ligand Interaction <LLD 
3 > Hetal- lfetallntaraction (IUfl) 
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Metal to ligand charge transfer (lfLCT> describes a 3d18- 3d9tt* 
transition, in which an electron is promoted from a 3d orbital to an 
antibonding orbital of the ligand. (4,18,19,28> This transition is found in 
cuprous halide clusters in which copper is ligated to aromatic Lewis 
bases such as pyridine and quinoline. 
Ligand -ligand interactions involve ft- tt* transitions caused by 
close packed parallel ft systems_ This effect is seen primarily at low 
temperatures. ThCl: emission spectra of solid <Cui<quinoline»4 was shown 
to exhibit identical emission fine structure to that found in frozen 
solutions of quinolinCl: in Cl:thanol at 77°K. <21, 22> ThCl: separation 
betwCl:en aromatic ligands apparantly shrinks below tha threshold value 
for intarligand ft- it* intaraction whan tha tamparatura is near 77° K. 
This Cl:mission is not saen at room temperatura. The emission from the 
ligand -ligand interaction shown by Buchnar in the sptctra of 
1 
<Cu<Ph3P> <phcm»+ to be less intense. at a shortcz:r wavelength, and 
shorter lived than the metal to ligand charge transfer interaction. <28> 
.A wide variety of cuprous halide clusters has been synthesized. 
This study is primarily interested in the so called ligandless dusters, 
in which copper halides bond together to form a multitude of anionic 
species. The copper atoms found in these dusters exhibit three 
different types of coordination; tetrahedral. trigonal planar, and linear. 
Figure 1 shows examples of tetrahedrally coordinatad complexes. 
The first complex. (CuX2>"x• is a polymeric structure in which copper 
atoms are bridged by pairs of halide atoms to for• a chain of corllftr 
sharing parallelograms. <23.24,25.26.27> The second structure. 
<Cu.X3>=r is a chain of alternating copper and halide atoms in which each 
copper atom has two terminal halide atoms bound to it. <28> The third 
structure. <Cu2X3>-x• is a polymeric ribbon of edge sharing 
parallelograms with each copper bound to four bridging halide atoms. 
<29,38,31,32,33,34,35,36> The fourth structure. <Cu2X3>-x• is allotropic 
with the third structurR, howRver, therR is little rcz:semblance between 
thR two. (37,38,39> This last compound is composed of a scz:ries of 
tricyclic clusters. with an alternating up and down pattRrn, fused to 
each other by one edge. 
Figure 2 shows thre:e examples of copper complexes in which 
coppe:r shows planar trigonal coordination. The first compound, <CuX3>= 
Figure 1. Tetrahedrally Bound Cuprous Halide Anions. 
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Figure 2. Trigonally Bound Cuprous Halide Anions. 
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is tha simplast ona and has a singlGt coppttr atom bound to thr4Hl terminal 
halides. <48.4L42,43> ThGt sacond dustar, <Cu2 I5>3-, is also ralativaly 
simplGt with two trigonally bound coppGtr atoms bridgad by a singlGt 
halidGt atom. <44> Tha third and most complGtX structurGt of this typa. 
<Cu7Clto>3 -, shows a poly1Daric clustGtr of tricyclic ring systams that ara 
bridgttd by a linaar coppar di~alida unit which displays tha third typa 
of coordination found in cuprous halida clust~s. linaar dicoordinata. 
(45> 
Two of tha anionic dustars of intarast in this study GtXhibit 
planar trigonal coordination. tha haxahalotatracuprata <D <39.46.47,48> 
and tha tatrahalodicuprata <I> dianions. <49,58.,5L52.53.,54,55.56.57> Tha 
third clustar of intarast is thalinaarly coordinated dihalocuprata <I> 
anion. <58. 5S.68.,6L62,63,64,65.66.67,68.69. 78., 71, 72. 73. 74, 75. 76. 77, 78. 79.88> 
Figura 3 shows an avaraga haxahalotatracuprata <I> dianion. This 
anion has halida atoms at aach of tha six apices of an octahadron and 
four coppar atoms orianted insida the halida shall to form the apices of a 
tatrahedron. This highly symmatrical anion has two-fold axas through 
each opposing halide, through opposing pairs of coppar atoms and thrae 
fold axas can be drawn through any of tha coppar or halida atoms. It 
might also ba bisacted by various mirror planas. 
Figura 4 shows tha two forms of tha tatrahalodicuprata <I> 
dianion. Tha first form shown is tha bent form in which tha clustar is 
bent lika a hinga on thalina formttd by tha two bridging halide atoms. 
Tha sacond form. the planar form. has all atoms of tha clustar placad in 
tha same: plana. Tha bent form is interasting in that it can place tha two 
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Figure 3. Hexaha1otetracuprate Anion. 
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F1gure 4. Tetrahalod1cuprate An1on. 
coppar atoms in closar proximity than tha planar form if all bond 
lengths stay constant. 
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The third and least complex cluster examined is a linear 
dicoordinate cluster. The dihalocuprate <D cluster shown in Figure 5 
consists of a copper atom bound to two terminal halides. This three atom 
group can be bent or be absolutely linear but is normally found to 
deviate one or two degraes from perfect linearity. 
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Figure 5. Dihalocuprate Anlon. 
CHAPTER n 
X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
X-ray crystallography is the most definitive method of structural 
determination, as onG! can derive the composition, interatomic distances, 
and bonding angles, as well as the areas of electron density occupied by 
the atoms of thCl: mattl:rial. ODCl: can gtl:t a threCl: di'IIKmSional picturel: of thCl: 
molCl:culCl: by this powerful mtl:thod, Cl:stablishing its conformation and 
configuration. 
SinglCl: crystals with a high dCl:greCl: of inttl:rnal ordtl:r are requirtl:d. 
ThCl: atoms and molCl:culCl:s making up thCl: crystal artl: arrangn in an 
ordtl:rly rtl:pCl:ating motif_ This ptl:riodic structurtl: allows thCl: uSCl: of X-ray 
diffraction mtl:thods to give tha structurtl: of the unit CCl:ll which 
rtl:prCl:sCl:nts thCl: unique thrtl:Cl: dimtl:nsional rCl:pCl:ating pattern of the 
crystal. 
ThCl: unit ce2ll of a crystal, the smallest unique repeating unit, is 
definel:d by its three2 edges iL b.. and c. and the three angles between the 
Cl:dgtl:s: a, B, and 'i- The length of the edges and the angles formed by thCl:SCl: 
edges plactl: a crystal in one of tha: saven crystal classes. 
1> triclinic a~b~c. cx~B~y 
2> monoclinic a 1:- b 1:- c, a=f' 98° B 1:- 98° 
' 
3> orthorhombic a~b~c. o:=B=-r 98° 
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4> tatragonal a=b~c. a=B="f' 98° 
!D cubic a=b=c. o:=B='f 98° 
6) hexagonal a=b ~c. cx=B= 90°, "f' 128° 
7> rhombohedral a=b=c, oc=B=y~ 98° 
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Tha savan crystal systems dafina only tha shapa of tha voluma of 
spaca that rapaats. but giva no idaa of its contents or intarnal 
arranga'IIKil:nt. Each unit cell is lika all othars in tha crystal and is 
dafinad by a combination.of thasa thraa dimansional shapas with 
intarnal sy•.atry ala..ants such as rotation axas. and -.irrors. 
Thara ara fourtaan distinct Bravais spacalatticas. Thay dafina 
tbit rapatition of tha crystal's pattarn in spaca·without rafaranca to tha 
datails of tha: rapaatad waotif. Thara ara savan si•plalatticas that do 
not exhibit faca or body cantaring. Thasa simplalatticas ara danotad by 
P for primitiva a:xcapt in tha casa of tha rholRhohadral call which is a 
primitiva typa lattice but is danotad with an R. Tha savan non-primitive 
lattices ara danotad by tha typa of cantaring involved. C. F. or L C-
cantaring involva:s cantaring with raspact to ona of tha faces of the 
simplast unit of the spacelattica. Face cantering can also ba danotad by A 
orB for cantering on that faca. F-cantaring involves ca:ntaring with 
raspact to all three faces simultanaously. 1-cantaring. also known as 
body cantaring. involves cantaring with raspact to a point at tha 
intarsaction of tha body diagonals of tha basic unit spaca lattica. 
Thara ara 32 crystal dassas or point groups. which ara associatad 
with tha arrangemant of symmatry elamants that can ba prasant in tha 
unit call. Tha ganaral natura of tha unit call datarminas tha crystal 
systam. while tha internal sym-try deta:rmi.nas tha crystal class. Tha 
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internal sym'IDCltry allows ona to solve structures by finding only tha 
atoms fou.nd in ona of tha symmetrically associated motifs in tha crystal. 
Tha coordinate system of tha crystallattica allows u.s to Selel tha 
symmetry rdationships bCltwaan tha asymmetric units of tha u.nit call, 
tha smallest symmetry related repeating u.nit of a crystal. Each 
asymmetric u.nit is related to all other asymmetric units in tha u.nit call 
by symmetry opa:rations su.ch as rotational axes, mirror planes, and 
canters of inversion. Tha symmetry operations displayed by tha point 
group. and tha Bravais lattice. define tha crystal's space group from tha 
238 possible space grou.ps. 
Determination of tha stru.ctura of a crystal. sinca it is made of 
regularly rapa:ating units, is simplified to tha determination of tha u.nit 
call and in most cases of ona asymmetric u.nit. 'What ona actually 
datarminas is tha space and time averaged stru.ctu.ra for tha crystal as 
most solid matter has soma random disorder imperfections and atoms ara 
constantly vibrating within a small area. This averaging is taking place 
over a crystal containingte15 to te18 unit calls with atomic vibrations on 
tha order of 1813 per seconds. Tha structure determined. however, can 
giva distances to thousandths of angstroms a~ anglas to hu.ndradths of 
dagraas which is mora than adequate for lROSt purposas. 
Tha crystals usad must be approximately 8.2m1A on each edga. 
They should have sharp wall-defined facas withou.t cracks and bubbles. 
They shou.ld be transparant, if·tha color is light enough. If no small 
crystals are available. piaces can ba carefully claavad from larger 
crystals for use. 
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The crystals used in this study vera air stable and required no 
special preservation techniques, such as isolation in a sealed capillary 
or preservation in a stream of low temperature nitrogen gas, to prevent 
decomposition. The crystals were attached by a drop of super glue to a 
glass fiber held in a brass support. The brass support vas placed in a 
goniometer head and optically centered on a four circle Syntax P3 
automatic diffractometer. .A. rotational photograph vas taken to 
ascertain crystal quality and to obtain starting data to precisely height 
center the crystal. Crystals of adequate quality for study give 
rotational photographs in which the pattern of spots on the photograph 
extend to the edge of the photograph and are intense with well defined 
edges. Poor crystals give spots that are larger and more diffuse in 
appearance, and halos or rings appear in the photograph. 
The spots on the rotational photograph are points where 
diffraction occurs and the conditions of the Bragg equation are met: 
n'-=2d sin a (1) 
n is an integer number, usually one; '- is the wavelength of the X-ray 
radiation used; for molybdcmium radiation" is 8.71869 J...; a is the angle of 
incidenca of the X-ray beam on the set of planes diffracting and giving 
constructive int2rference. and dis the distance in angstroms between 
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repeating planes in a crystal. <Figure 6) The planes may be represented 
as parallel and successive slicas of the unit cell with the first slice 
through the origin. The planes are dasignated by their Hiller indices h. 
k. and 1 where h is tha number of planes that cut through the unit cdl 
along the a. cell edge. k along the 1l cdl edge. and 1 along the -=. cRll edge. 





N i\. = 2d sinO 




vector mathods to give the following general equation which is the 
equation for the triclinic crystal class. 
1/d2 = u·%2b2c2sin-2 a + k 2 c2 a 2 sin2j3 + 12a2b2sin2y + 2abc(kla(cosj3 COS't -
COS«) + lhb<cosy cosa - cosJ}) + hlcc(cosacosJ} - cosy))) <2> 
where 
(3) 
Tha sph~~tr~~t of reflaction <Ewald sphare) is a graphical mRans of 
rapraS~Rnting tha aJROUnt of tha data that can btt colllltctiltd. In tha 
varsion of tha Ewald construction shown in Figure 7 tha radius of tha 
Ewald Sphere is 1/A- The incident baam•s diraction vectors., strikes tha 
crystal canter at point 0. The point 0 is the origin of the reciprocal 
lattice. The vector s is the vector describing the reflectiltd beam and 
intersects the limiting sphere at point B. Reflection occurs when the 
vector S intersects the sphere of reflection at the reciprocal lattice 
point hkl where hkl are the l'liller indices for the reciprocal lattice 
point. The limiting sphere is thGt sphere with radius 2/A which is a 
geographical repr"-Sentation of all possible reflections accessible to 
radiation of wavelength I. Tha limiting sphara is cent~ad on tha origin 
of Uut reciprocal lattice and is tha anvalopa of all possible positions of 
tha Ewald sphere within the reciprocal lattice. <81> 
The reciprocal lattice is described in terms of axes a*. b*. and c* 
which are vactors that can hilt ralatiltd to tha vectors rapresentiltd by tha 
call axas a. b. and c by tha following vactor ra:lationships. 
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1nc1dent A 
beom ~~----~----~£----------4 $0 
limitinq sphere 
Figure 7. Ewald Sphere. 
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a_ a*= 1, a- b* =e. a_ c* = 8 
b _a*= 8, b- b* = 1. b _ c* = 8 
c _a*= e. c- b* =e. c _ c* = 1 
The r«iprocal axflS arct normal to the plan4t formed by the normal axtts 
not dftSignatn by the same letter as the rfKiprocal axis of int4lrfl5t_ For 
example a* is normal to the plaft4l formed by ax4lS band c. By extension 
of this argument it can be shown that the normal lattice, L is reciprocal 
to the reciprocal lattice. L * _ 
Tha raciprocallattica has two proparties that make it useful for 
describing diffraction. First. tha reciprocal lattice vector is normal to a 
family of planas <hkD in tha normal spaca lattica. Second. the length of 
tha raciprocallattice vactor Sis tha raciprocal of the inter-planar 
spacing d<hkD for the planes <hkD. These two properties are significant 
in that the essantial faatures of oriantation and spacing for a whola sat 
of paralld planes <hkD ara expressad by tha raciprocallattica vactor 
or tha raciprocallattica point hkl. If lhasa indices, commonly callad tha 
lfillar indicas. raprasant an X-ray raflaction; than tha raciprocallattica 
is a map of tha diffraction pattern for tha crystal. 
Neither tha Bragg aquation nor any of tha abova mantionad mathods 
of describing obsarvad cqffraction daals with intansity of diffraction. 
Lattica planes that coincida or naarly coincida in oriantation and position 
with dansdy populatad planar or naarly planar groups of atoms will 
show tha graatast diffraction intansity. Tha intansity of rafla:tions is 
raadily maasurad as total crystal intansity-
Tha: inta:nsity of tha: ma:asura:d rafla:ction howa:var givG:S no idcta of 
thct phasG: of thct r~Rflctctctd bctam. Thct phasa: of tha: reflution must be 
known to solve thG: structure. Phasa: cannot he measured as intcmsity 
can. so it must be calculatG:d. The inability to directly mG:asure phase is 
known as tha: phasa: problem. There are saveral ma:thods for 
determining the solution of tha phase for a group of reflections. The 
determination of phasct is G:asier for centrosymmetric structura:s where 
all phases are 8 or n and tha sign of tha structura factor, F, is ctithctr + 
or-. The phasG:s for an asymmetric structure vary from -ft to 1t which 
complicata:s tha: phasG: determination greatly. 
ThG: phasG: of structure factors arG: thG:n dG:termina:d indirectly by 
USG: of one of thG: programs for sequG:ntially determining phase such as 
MULT.f\M, by thG: usG: of tripla:t rdationships and the USG: of magic intG:ger 
valuG:s. The probability of thG: phase being positive is calculated at 
ava:ry step along the phasG: datermination to ensura: correctness of thG: 
solution . .A.s thG: determination of thG: phasG: is a statistical dG:termination 
sevG:ral solutions can be givG:n. Tha solutions arG: then assignad figuras 
of merit by how wall thG: solutions agrG:G: with tha phasG: rdationships 
and tha "squared structurG:." The solution with thG: ba:st figura:s of mG:rit 
is tha:n assuma:d to be th12 corrG:ct solution. which is not na:cG:ssarily 
trua. ThG: trial strudurG: from thG: btitSt. solution is thG:n usad as the 
starting point for tha rafinamant of thcz: structurG:. 
TherG: ara thra:a: distinct sta:ps in thG: datG:rmination of a crystal 
structura: by X-ray diffraction. First. onG: must cncparimantally 
dctterminG: thct unit ca:ll dimG:nsions and collG:ct the intG!:nsity data of tha: 
diffractczd baam from thcz crystal. Sctcond, onG: must derivct a trial 
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structurct. using some direct methods ttz:chnique such as !lUI. TAN or 
SHEI.X or by the usa of Patterson. haavy atom methods. when haavy 
atoms axist in tha unit call. Third and finally. ona must rafina tha trial 
structure until the calculated and observed data agraa within dtz:Sirad 
limits. 
The axperimantal starting point for the datarmination of a 
structure by X-ray diffraction is optically cantering tha crystal on tha 
goniomater head. Naxt. a rotational photograph is taJcan to obtain 
starting diffraction data that is usad to pracisdy haight canter tha 
crystal and bagin the procass of datarmining tha unit call parametars. 
Call parameters are determinad by lczast squares fit of the refined 
positions of 15 reflactions selectad from the rotational photograph. In 
cases whara errors in call paramatars are high. a fast data scan is run 
to identify intensely diffracting data points with 28) 28° to improva tha 
call paraaatar arrors. Onca tha arrors reach an accapt.ahla 18ini1Mlm. 
than data is collftctad. Tha numbar of octants of data collactad is 
dapandant on tha diffraction symliUltry of tha crystal class; for tridinic 
crystals. four octants must ba collactad; for 'IDOnoclinic crystals. two. and 
for orthorhombic and highar symmetry dassas. ona octant of data must 
ba obsarvad. 
During data collection. tha diffracto-.atar racords tha intansity 
data. I. associated with aach raflaction of indax. h k 1. in tha following 
format: saquanca numbar <nagativa for standard r4dlactions>. h. k. 1. 2e., 
~ t. x, 28 scan range. scan spaad, paak profile. ltdt background. paak 
count. right background. scalad nat count on a 1*1'1Dinuta basis. standard 
deviation. and axposura hours of tha crystal. 
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The diffraction data is corrected for four different axperimental 
artifacts. Correction factors are appliad for background. polarization. 
Lorentz effect, and crystal decomposition. 
The correction for the background is calcu.lated u.sing the 
following aquations. 
I int = < I meas - Lbg - Rbg > * scan speed. 
g I int= < I meas + Lbg - Rbg >..,2 * scan speed. 
I int =Integrated Intensity. 
g I int = Standard deviation of I int. 
I maas =Measured Intansity. 
Lhg = Left Background. 
R.bg = Right Background. 
(4) 
(5) 
The polarization correction is necessary dWl to unequal reflection 
of the unpolarizad components of the x-ray :baam. Each vector of the 
x-ray beam has a paralld component and a perpendicular component. In 
tha raflactad baam. lha paralld co•ponant <~allal to tha reflacting 
plana> is diffractad with graater afficiency compared to tha 
perpendicular componant causing the diffractad baam to ba polarized. 
Tha polarization corraction is calculated by tha following expression: 
(6) 
tharafore. pis a,function of 2e and doas not depand on the gto'IIMttry of 
data collection. 
The Lorentz effect depands on collection mathods and the size of 
28. 'When crystals ara rotated at constant spttcl. ra:fl.ctions with low 28 
spend 'IROrtt time in the beam than those with high 28. The Lora:ntz 
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factor is given by: 
L = 1/sin 28 ("1) 
The combined Lorentz-polarization correction is given by: 
Lp = < 1 + cos 2 28 > / 2sin 2e (8) 
In tha casas whera significant decomposition of the crystal occurs during 
tha course of data collection. one must apply a correction factor which 
assumes that decomposition is a linear function with raspact to tima. 
Therafora standard reflections are ramaasurad periodically and tha 
correction is applied to aach data point hatwaan avery sat of standard 
reflections. Tha composition correction is givan by tha following 
equation. 
Cor dacomp = I orig / I ava (9) 
whera 
I orig =starting intansity of a standard raflaction 
I ava =is tha average currant intensity of the standard reflection in 
batwaan any two observations. 
Tha abova mantionad corrections can ba combined into a singla 
axprassion to give tha overall corracte:d intensity: 
I cor = I int * <Lp>-t * <I orig / I ave > <18) 
Dna than determines the structure factor F as tha absolute valua 
of the square root of the corrected integrated intensity. I cor= 
I F hkl I = <I cor,t/2 (11) 
The associated error in I F hlcll, Fv is calculated by the following: 
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f!F = < 1 / 2 > ( k / Lp > 1' 2 (( Nt + NRbg + NLbg > + ( 8.01Mpk >2 > / 
<12> 
vhttra 
Nt = 8 of counts 
Ntbg = 8 of laft background counts 
NRhg = W of right background counts 
(13) 
Although th• structur1t factor IF I is dU""ivtHI from the collecttHI 
intensity data. the liMlasurcHI data contuns no Information about phase a. 
as phases cannot .ba 'IIMitasured The phase 1s the difference 1n period, 
expressed as an angle, hetvaen the wave resulting from reflection of a 
speaflc set of planes and a wave resulting frena reflection at the origin. 
1 p (xqz)=-v 
00 00 00 
! lfhkll cos ( Z 1t (hx+kq+lz) - + hkl 
h=-oo k=-oo 1=-oo 
(14) 
To f1nd the solution for the structure one 'IRUSt determine the phase of 
at least so'IIHI: reflecttons. 
One can then use a Fourier transform of the phased stnJCtUI'e 
foctOIS to synthesize an Interpretable elactron dens~ty map of the 
structure, shoving the pos1t1ons of at least some of the atoms. There are 
two mathamatical approaches to deter'IIU.mng phase; Patterson mapp1ng. 
also calle:d the: Heavy .Atom lfe:thod. and Dire:ct He:thods. The: Patte:rson 
map is I1S4ld for structurfiS containing a fe:w ha:avy atoms, vhe:n F is 
squarad. tha phasa: angle:'s sign is diminatad. The: Patterson map is the: 
Fourie:r transform of IF 12 . Pa:aks on the: map are: interpre:te:d as tha 
positions of tha a:nds of vactors bcttwaan haavy atoas translatad to tha 
origin. Tha vactors hfil:twaan haavy atoJDS ara thalROSt intansa. 
Dapanding upon spaca group sy•matry, groups of vactors may appaar on 
spacific planfiS or linfiS. Thasa ara callad Harkar linfiS and planas. and 
from thasa positions haavy atoms may ha calculatad. 
In this study, Diract lfathods wara 'mOSt oftan usad to de:termine: 
haavy atom positional paramaters for tha trial structura. Through tha 
usa of Sayra's rula. tr1plat ralationships. and -.agic intager mathods. ona 
can datu-mine: tha phasas of a liJaitad nulRhar of raflactions. Enough 
phasad structura factors ara ganeratad to par.Ut tha Fourier transform 
map to display tha trial structura _ HULT.AN. tha program usad for this 
study, hagins with a starting sat of raflactions. tha phasas of which ara 
.. parmutad ... Each permutation is a starting po1nt for phasa axtansion 
and raf1namant us1ng tha tange:nt formula. Tha tangant formula as givan 
by Karla and Hauptman 1n 1956 is: (83) 
I I E<h'> E<h-h'>l sin<~ <h'> +t (h-h'» 
tanf<h>=--h~·---------------------------------------------~---------------------------------
I I E<h'> E<h-h'>l cos< • <h'> +. <h-h"» 
h 
The steps in I'IUL TAM are as follows: <82> 
(15) 
(i> Calculata the IE Is, normalized structure factors, from I F I obs 
valufiS using a Wilson plot method 
<ill Sat up l:2 relationships to detctrlaJ.nct a linuted numhctr of reflctetions 
of type 2h 2k 21 that have a f1xed pos1t1ve phasa 
hil) Usa of thiR triplet relationships to axtand the sat of phases. 
•<h>-. (h')-. (h-h') = 6 (16) 
<iv> During solution datarminatlon. valuas: are ass1gnad to unknown 
phasas: by mag1c 1ntttgctr phasa pctr1RUtabon. A number of starting 
assignliHtnts are madiR and from thasa, savaral solutions are calculatad. 
<v> Calculata Figures of Merit for aach solution. 
<a> .A.BSFOM wh1ch IS a ._asure1R4tnt of tha axtant to wh1ch phase 
relationships are sabsf1ctd. Theoretically ABSFOM can vary from zero 
for totally 1ncorract random phasas and 1.8 for theoretically corract 
phase relationships. howavar, in practica .ABSFOII for corract phase 
ralationshlps ara 1n tha ranga of 11 to 1.4. (82) 
(b) PSIZERO as dctflnctd by 
r_ I r_ E(h') E (h-h') I 
'110= b b 
L ( r. I E (h') E fh-h') I ~ ) 1/~ 
h h 
<17> 
wherq E <h> is a weak or accid~Rntally absent raflaction and the 
summation includes all the E s in tarms of which tha structura: is to be 
solve. This tctst function was derivctd from a statistical form of Sayre's 
sign relationship whare thcz: sign of the product of the: phases of a 
triplett da:finctd by h, h'. and h + h' is probably equal to +1.8. For corrctct 
sets of phases PSIZERO should have a value between L8 and 2 8 <82> 
(c) R, the ras1dual which is a measure how well the "squ.arad structure" 
resembles tha ••structure" for tha: sa:t of phase under consideration 
It is dafina:d by tha paramatric Rquation: 
:r I I E<h> I ohs - I E<h> I calc I 
R~-~--------------------
L. I E<h> I obs 
h 
vharR E (h) calc = K r E (h') E (h-h') 
h 
and K is a constant such that 






<d> The three prav1ous Figures of Hard are usually co1Dh1nad to 
give a colDhinad Figura of Hard CFOH. 
( z-z-.in } CFOM = WI Z max - z min + wa ( C'V &>max- 8 } < 'V 8) max - C 'If 8> 1Rin 
+ W3{ R max-R ) 
R max - R min 
(21> 
The wa1ghts WI + W2 + W3 = 3 and Z and R are 1\BSFOH and the 
res1dual. The bast theoretical CFOH IS 3.8. 
(vi) TheE values are used with the phase angles of the solution 
with the bast CFOH to calculate a pralimnary tr1al structure. 
The prali-..nary atomc coordinates ara1nput into the b1nary data 
fila used by the X-RAY SYSTEH for least squares refinement of the data 
to g~va an improved structure_ (85) Each least squares rafina:mant IS 
followed by a diffaranca: Four1a:r synthesis and cra:abon of a bond 
diStance and angles comparison With refined atoms and peaks of electron 
danslty from the differa:nca Four1ar to f1nd rama.n~ng atoms. The new 
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unrefined atoms are: input into thtt binary data file. then rctfined using 
laast squaras refinement. This cydic procass is continued until all atoms 
ara found as shown by thtt low intansity of tha Rlactron dansity paaks 
from tha diff12ranccz: Four1u- map until tha structure: is completR and 
chcz:mically rcz:asonabla. 
In the first stagas of tha structural solution. tha th£rmal dipsoid 
that describes tha araa in spaca in which tha dactron dansity of an atom 
is most lilcaly to ba found is astimatad as a spharical araa in which 
displacamants along thcz: x. y. and z axctS ara aqual. This is ralated to thcz: 




f= atomic scattcz:r1n9 factor 
tw= scattaru.g factor for a stationary atom 
A= wavalangth of X-ray usad 
B= isotrop1c tharmal paramatar or Dabytt-Waller temperature factor 
u2= 'IRftan squantd amphtude of thcz:rmal motion 
.After all of th£ nonhydrogen atoms are found, an anisotropic least 
squares refinement is performcz:d to allow tha tharmal parameters to 
vary in six specific dimensions as describad by its six different root 
mean squarcz:d displacema:nts Thcz: isotropic and anisotropic thermal 
para'IDCttars ara rdatad by: 
sT ~ s = ~uh2 + ~22k2 + ~~2 + 2 ~tahk + 2 ~23kl + 2 ~31lh <24> 
sT= <h k D vactor 
S= tha column symbol for tha vttctor S 1n thtt raciprocal axttS basis 
~ = the isotropic thermal parameter 
~xx= the anisotropic thermal paramaters 
Aftar atoms ara rttfinad to completion. thtt structure 1S viawad 
using ORTEP. (84) Tha ORTEP drawing g1VttS an at:curata thrae 
dimansional raprttSentation of tha atolDI.c arrangalDCtnt of the molaculttS 
in tha crystal1ncluding thtt atomic thermal paramatars. 
CHAPTER Dl 
LUJIDIESCEMCE 
Luminasca:nca IS daf1nctd as tha procctss 1n which radiation is amlttad 
by a 'IROlacula or an atom attar it has absorhftd anttrgy to go to an axcitm 
stata. (86) Thftrft are four laws which govarn tha procctss of 
luminascence. <87> They are outlina:d ha:low _ 
ThaBet Ma:nt Absorption Law, the first law of Lumina:sca:nca:, statas 
that "hctfora: emission can occur from a lu1Dina:scent system, absorption 
must taka place." <88> This law raquircts that a quantum of light he 
absorha:d for a quantum of light to ha: emitted hut says nothing of how 
this a:mission occurs. Howa:ver it is easily seen that if no light is 
absorbed than nona can he emittad. 
Tha sacond and bast known law of luminascence, the Stokas Emission 
Law, deals with th2 amission quantum. It statas that" tha anergy 
raleasad from a luminascant body is always lass than tha anergy 
absorha:d for initial axcitation." (87) In other words, in accordanca with 
tha sacond law of tharmodynamics soma anargy is lost ha:twaan 
absorption and amission. Tha loss of anergy is most noticaabla in tha 
shift to longer wavalangth from tha ahsorbad light to the emittad light. 
This shift to longer wavalength is known as tha Stokas shift. Thara ara 
some violations of tha: Stokas Law whara mor2 anergy is amittad than 
ahsorbad. as shown by a shift to shorter wavdangths. This shift is 
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called an .A.nti-Stokas shift . .A.nti-Stokas Shifts arisa from surplw; 
anargy baing availabla to tha systam whila it is in a tharmally axcitad 
stata . .A.nti-Stokas Shifts arifl: saan mora fraquanUy as ona incraasas tha 
tamparatura at which tha axparimant is baing parformad . .A.nti-Stokas 
Shifts ara virtually nonaxist~Rnt at low tamparatura. 
Tamparatura also aff~Rcts tha shapa and intensity of a-mission paaks 
in maasurad spactra. Thasa affacts arisa by tha changas in populations 
of tha availabla rotational and vibrationallavals with incraasa in 
tamparatura . .A.t low tamparatura. paaks ara sharpar and mora intansa 
as thara ara fawar absorbing cantars that ara at tharmally axcitad 
lavals. Tha transitions that occur ara primarily alactronic and not 
vibrational or rotational in natura. Elactronic transitions raquira much 
largar amounts of anargy in discrata quantum than rotational or 
vibrational transitions. Thay show up as a singla wavdangth amission 
or absorption. and not as a naar continuous spactrum as for rotational 
and vibrational transitions. 
In systams that ohay tha first two laws, tha third law is ganarally 
obayad. Tha third law of luminascanca, tha Law of Quantum Yidd, states 
that " tha absorpbon of radiation by a luminascant systam is a quantum 
procass involving omz: quantum par absorbing cantar; tha yidd of 
lu.minascanca in tha idcz:al casa baing naar unity." (87) Put mora simply, 
for aach quantum absorb42:d, oncz: is amittad. In raality. afficicz:ncias naar 
unity ara scz:an only in diluta solutions at low tamparaturas. 
Tha final law of luminascanca, tha Law of tha Opbmum. statas that 
"tha intansity of Rmission incrRasas to an optimum valua in both solid 
and liquid solutions with an increase in concRntration of luminescent 
canters. followed by a dacraasing emission at higher concentrations." 
C87> This implies that tha optimum is a point at which increasing 
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concentration causes a loss of afficiancy by shielding and other affects. 
Thera ara se:varal proces:S(l;s encompassed by tha ganaral umbralla 
of luminasccmca. Thera ara saveral typas of lumnascanca. 
cathodoluminascanca. light emission caused by dactron bombardmant; 
tribolulDinascanca causad by WMKhanical interaction; chalBOluminascance 
through chemical raactions such as the luminol reaction; and 
photolulDinascanca, raamission of absorbad light. PhotolulDinescanca is 
the major araa of interest and will b4it simply called luminascanca. Thera 
ara savaralavants that occur during luminascanca. Tha first process. 
absorption. is scz:lf explanatory. Attar absorption. radiative and 
nonradiativa operations can occur. Tha nonradiativa oparations ara 
vibrational ralaxation; tha loss of anargy by conversion to thermal 
anargy, and intarnal conversion. such as tha conversion of an excited 
singlat state to an excited triplet stata or decay from singlat to singlet 
state. Tha radiative op4H"ations are fluorescence, which is the 
immediate raemission of absorbed light, and phosphorttscanca, the 
dalayad raamission of absorbed light. Of thaluminascanca processes, 
fluorascanca and phosphorescence. fluorascanca is the process of 
primary interest. 
Tha process of fluorascanca consists of a photon baing absorbad by 
tha fluorescing spacias, moving it to a vibrationally and electronically 
excited singlet state. with nonradiativa relaxation to thelowast 
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vibrational level of the electronically exdtad singlet state, followed by 
photon emission to drop to a vibrationally exdted level of the ground 
singlet state with nonradiative relaxation to the lowest occupied 
vihrationalleval of the ground singlet state. <Figure 8> .An exdted 
singlet state has a lifatiuae of 18-9 to 18-7 seconds. thus the decay time for 
fluorescence is equally short. In other words when one turns off the 
axdtation source. coua100nly an ultraviolet light source, the .aterial 
stops fluorescing immediately. Tha radiation emitted by the fluorascing 
material is generally of a longer wavelength. lower energy than the 
excitation wavelength. This shift to longer wavelength is called the 
Stokes shift. 
In the singlet state. electrons are spin coupled. the spin orientation 
of tha two electrons in each orbital is opposite. The triplet state is tha 
electronically excited state in which one electron is pro100ted to an 
orbital of higher anergy and spin orientation as the electron remaining 
in the orbital from which it was pro-.oted. Th~ singlet state has both 
electrons in the sama energy state while the triplet state has three 
degenerate anergy states due to the three possible spin orientations for 
the two electrons. 
Fluorescence is measured using a fluorometer which records tha: 
light euaitta:d at right angles to the path of the incident ba:am . .A. typical 
fluorometer consists of the following parts: tha radiation source. a 
monochromator ba:twaan tha source and tha sample, a sauaple chamber 
with the incident beam inlet window oriented 98° from the window 
exiting the sa•ple cham~Mlr to the amission 11ttasure1Rent pathway, a 
monochromator ba:twaen the sample chamba:r and the detector, the 
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Dist.ancQ of EIQct.ron from NuclQus 
Figure 8. Fluorescence. 
detector which is attached to a signal amplifier and some sort of output 
device. <Figure 9) (89) 
The source is commonly a mercury or xenon arc lamp. The mercury 
arc has tha advantagas of giving very high intensities at its emission 
lines however it has a less continuous S}"!ctrum than a xenon arc lamp. 
The xenon arc lamp suffers from a lower intensity and produces a small 
numbflr of lines in the 4888 A. and 6688-8888 A. regions. This can cause 
errors in high resolution work but has little effect in low resolution 
studies. These sources need water or forced air cooling. They decrctase 
in emitted intensity with aging, which can be corrected by use of a 
refercmce photodtztector _ 
Honochromators are used to select the: czxdtation and emission 
wavelengths. Light is separated into a small band of wavelcmgths by the 
monochromator by use of gratings or prisms. Many instruments 
incorporate bandpass filters, which use gratings to remove light from 
higher order spectra. Grating instruments have a lower loss of 
intensity than prism instruments due to absorbance. OnG!: must select 
materials used for fluorometer prisms to minimize the absorbance and 
fluoresccmce of thtz prism in the area of interest. Quartz is used when 
measurements are made in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. 
Monochromators require calibration to known standards such as 
wavelangths of mercury_ Resolution is improved at the expensa of 
sensitivity and controlled by the monochromator slit width. Maximum 
resolution is obtaiJWd with a minimum slit width, however sensitivity is 






















allowed to pass through the monochromator. One other ar~Ra that must be 
corrected is the variable transmission of the spectra with changing 
wavelengths by the dispersing media. Some prisms and gratings have 
discontinuities or dips in the spectral intensity with a changa in 
wavelength forcing all spectra to be corrected. 
The sample call must he transparent to wavelengths of interest. 
Quartz is the material of choice for sample chamber windows. One must 
be particular about the quartz us~R:d, as some optical fused quartz can 
vary by 188,008 times in self fluorescence from others. (98> Some 
glassas have even higher inherent fluorescence. The sample cell must be 
designed to minimize the amount of stray and scattered light in order to 
ma:ximizG: sensitivity. 
Detection systG:ms normally involve high gain photomultiplier tubes 
with high voltage powG:r supplies. The use of photomultiplier tubes 
requires correction for wavelength scz:nsitivG: response. It is bast to usa 
a photomultiplier tuba with maximal rG:sponse in the spectral rcz:gion of 
interG:st. The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved by up to 108 fold by 
cooling the photomultiplier tube. 
The output can be displayed by metG:r, strip rG:corder, or more 
commonly recorded on magnetic madia, floppy disk or tapa. Usa of 
magnetic media allows one to manipulate data efficiently, corr&:ct for 
background affects from thcz: sample chamber, plot the data using various 




.A crystal of th~~t d~~tsirctd mat~~trial was JROUnt~~td on a Synt~~tx P3 
auto'IAatad diffractomat~~tr. Unit cttll dimensions w~~tre determined by 
least squares refinement of the best angular positions for fifteen 
independent reflections (28 > 15°) during normal align1Aftnt procctdures 
using 100lybdenum radiation < .A. = 8.11869 A>. Data were collutad at room 
temperature. A variablel scan model. a scan width of 1.2° bellow K~ 1 and 
1.2° above K« 2 to a maxiau• 2 9 value of 45.8° was used. Backgrounds 
were measur~~td at Clach side of th~~t scan for a combined time equal to the 
scan tilDe. The intClnsitiflS of three standard reflections were 
remeasured after llVClry 97 reflections. When necessary the intensities 
of th~~t reflections WClre correctttd for decomposition. Data was corrected 
for Lorelntz. polarization and background effects. Radundant and space 
group forbidden data were removed. Points where the intensity was 
100r~~t than three times background were considered obS~~trved. The trial 
structure was determined using MULT.AN to locate heavy atom positions. 
Least squares refinement was used to refine the positions and thermal 
paramet~~trs of the trial structure. Diff~~trence Fouri~~tr synth~~tSis was 
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usad to compara tha rafinad trial structura with tha obsarvad alactron 
dansity map. Tha most intansa paaks from tha diffaranca Fouriar wara 
input into a program that calculatas bonding distancas and bonding 
anglas batwaan known atoms and tha paaks found in tha diffaranca 
Fou.riar. ThrR data from this program idantifias positions of probabla 
atoms. Tha probabla atomic positions ara loadad into tha binary data 
fila, than rafinad using laast squarrRS rrRfinamant. This procass 
continu.ad until all nonhydrogan atoms wrRra found. 
Scala factors, positional. and anisotropic tharmal paramatars for 
nonhydrogan atoms wara rafinad to convargrRnca. Hydrogan positions 
wara calculatad than indudad in fixad positional and isotropic tharmal 
paramatars in tha finallaast squaras rafinamant of tha structura. 
Fluoromatric 
Hatarials usrRd in fluoromatric analysis wara isolatad by Pastura 
saparation. Crystals wara chackad for uniform optical amission prior to 
sampla praparation. All sprRctra WrRra drRtarminad using an Orid modular 
spactrofluoromrRtar with an avacuatad liquid halium coolad sampla 
chambar. Tha optical path consistad of a xanon lamp as an axcitation 
sou.rca. with an axcitation bG:am monochromator, thG: samplrR chambG:r, 
with inlrRt and outlrRt windows at 98° anglrRs from G:ach othar, an Rmission 
monochromator, and thrR photomultipliar tuba drRtrRctor. ThG: signal from 
thrR photomultipliG:r was amplifiad. than racordad by an .A.ppla II 
compu.tar. Spactra wara maasurad from 358 nm- 788 nm in 8.2 nm 
intarvals with a scan spaad of 1 nm par sacond with an axcitation 
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wavdangth of 388 nm. Tha intansity of a;mission was maasurad as a ratio 
of tha amittad light and tha intansity of tha incidant light from tha 
xanon lamp. Spact~a wara maasurad at 10, 25. 50, 75, 125, 175, 225, and 
275° Kalvin. 
Tha collacta;d spactra wara than corractad for background and 
photo18llltipliar tuba spactral rasponsa. Tha corraction was parformad 
using a program writtan by Dr. Dorothy Hamiliton. Hr. Jaff Armstrong. 
and Miss Linda Manskar _ 
Synthasis 
Cuprous halida salts wara purchasad from Aldrich Chamical 
Company and usad without furthar purification. Triphanylphosphina. 
triphanylarsina, and tris 2-<2-mathoxyathoxy>athyl>amina wara also 
purchasad from Aldrich Chamical Company_ 
Tha phosphonium and arsonium salts usad wara synthasizad by 
addition of aquimolar a'IDOUnts of tha alkyl halida to a solution of 
triphanylphosphina or triphanylarsina in rafluxing banzana. Tha 
raaction was considarad complata whan no furthar pracipitation of salts 
occurrad. Tha products wara racrystallizad from watar or athanol 
prior to usa. 
[potassium <Tris<2-<2-DW:thoxyatbo:xy>athynamine>J 
Hexajodotetracuprate 
To 5.0 ml of saturated aqueous potassium iodide was addad 8.38 g 
<2.8 mmol> cuprous iodide . .After the coppar salt dissolvad, a solution of 
1.8 ml (3.2 mmoi> tris <2-<2-methoxyethoxy>ctthyi>amine> and 5.8 ml 
acetone was then added. The mixtu.ra was covered with a watch glass 
than allowed to stand. Yellow crystals formed afta:r one week. The 
crystals fluoresced an intense yellow-green color which showed no 




Use the same method as above procedure. Yellow crystals formed 
after one weak; they fluoresced an intense yellow-green. These crystals 
ware also visually nontharmochromic. 
ffiodium <Tris<2-<2-mctthoxyethoxy)ethyi>aJDi.ne)] 
Hexaiodoteti'at;uprale 
These crystals ware prepared by the same procedures as those 
used for the potassium salt. The crystals initially formed were not 
large enough for X-ray crystallographic purposes. The crystals vera 
redissolved in acetone and the solution placed in a container saturated 
with diethylather vapor. Large yellow prisms ware formed after two 
weeks. These crystals fluoresced yellow-green which was unchanged on 
cooling with liquid nitrogen. 
ffi.ubidium <Tris<2-<2-methoxyelhoxy>ethyUamjnell 
Hexajodotatrat;uprata 
Preparation was by tha sa11Mt procedure as the potassium salt. 
Yellow crystals that fluoresced under U. V _ light source formed after one 
weak. Cooling with liquid nitrogen produced no change in emission. 
rstrontium lodo <Trjs(2-<2-mgt.hoxyetboxy>ethyn-
amjne>J Hg;xajodotetrarupratg; 
This compound was prepared using the same procedure as the 
potassium salt. Despite repeated attempts at recrystallization, no 




To 38.8 ml of 95:l'- ethanol. 1.8 9 <1.9mmol> bis(triphenylphos-
phoranylidine> ammonium chloride, 8.4 g (4.8 mmol> cuprous chloride, 
and 1.8 g <5.7 mmol> ascorbic acid vas added. The mixture was heated to 
boiling th2n allowed to stl:t. Colorless crystals that fluoresctl:d ytl:llow 
formG:d afttl:r a fcz:w hours. 
Bis(mqthyltrjpbenylarsonium) 
Hexajodotetrac;uprate 
ft. 1Rixture of 1.5 g (3.3 1Rmol> 1Rethyltriphenylarsoniu1R iodide, 8.3 
g <1.6 mmoi> cuprous iodide, and 8.8 ml nitromethane was heated to 
boiling,to dissolve all co•ponants. To the hot solution was added 15.8 ml 
anhydrous ethanol. The solution was allowed to cooL Bright yellow 
crystals formG:d after 2 hours. The crystals fluoresced yellow under 
U.V. light with no chan94l: when cooled with liquid nitrogen. 
Parahromopbenacyltrjphenylpbosphonium 
Dihromm;;uprate 
ft. mixture of 8.82 g <1.6 mmol> of p-bromopbenacyltriphenyl-
phosphonium bromidtl:, 8.38 g <2.1 mmol> cuprous bromida, 6.5 9 (2.8 mmol> 
ascorbic acid, and 48.8 ml nitromcz:thane wera baated to boiling. The 
solution was allowed to cool slowly. Colorlass nacz:dla shapcz:d crystals 
formcz:d aftcz:r two hours. Tha crystals fluorcz:sccz:d bright blucz: whan 
cz:xcitcz:d by a U. V. light sourccz:. 
Bis<Parabromopbqnacyltrjpbenylarsonium) 
Hqxabrouydqtracuprate 
ft. mixture of 2.8 9 <3.6 mmon of p-bromophcz:nacyltriphenyl-
arsonium bromide, 8.5 g (3.5 mmol> cuprous bromide, and 28.8 ml of 
anhydrous ethanol was heatcz:d to boiling and than allowed to slowly cooL 
Colorless crystals formad overnight. These crystals fluoresced blua 
whan axamined undar a U.V. light source. 
Bis(Paranitrohqnzyltriphenylphosphonium) 
Tetrajododjcupratc 
A mixture of 2.8 9 (4.8 m'IROI> of p-nitrobtnzyltriphanyl-
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phosphonium iodida, 68.8 ml of 95:Y. athanol, 48.8 ml nitromathana and 8.5 
9 < 2.6 m'IROI> cuprous iodide was heated to boiling then allowed to cool. 
Colorless crystals forliHl:d overnight. The crystals fluoresced hlua 
under aU. V. light source. 
Phenacyltriphenylphosphonium Dichlorocuprate 
A mixture of 3.8 g <7.2 m'IROI> o! phenacyltriphenylphosphonium 
chloride, 8.5 g < 5.1 m'IROI> cuprous chlorida. 1.8 g < 5.7 mmoi> ascorbic 
acid, and 58.8 ml of 95:Y. athanol was heatad to boiling than allowad to 
cool. After 2 hours colorlass crystals formed that fluorascad light 
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green under U.V. light source. 
Bis<biphenat:yltripbenylpbosphonium) 
Tqtrahromodicuprate 
A 10ixtura of 8.5 < 3.5 10moi> cuprous bromida. 2.8 g < 1.9 mmol> 
biphanacyltriphenylphosphonium hromida, 1.8 g < 5.71D1ROI> ascorbic 
acid, and 38.8 ml ethanol was war10ad to boiling. Tha lllixtura was 
allowad to slowly cooL Large colorlass pris10lika crystals formed in two 
days. The crystals fluorasced orange undar U.V. light sourca. Thara 
was no emission chang12 whan coolad with liquid nitrogan. 
Bis<paranitrohenzyllripbenylphospboniuJD) 
TetrahrOJDOtljcuprate 
A mixtura of 1.5 g < 3.1m1ROI> p-nitrobctnzyltriphenylphosphonium 
bro10ide, 8.4 g < 2.8 mmol> cuprous bro10ide, 1.8 9 < 5. 7 mlROl> ascorbic 
acid, and 38.8 ml of 95:Y. athanol was warliHl:d to boiling. Tba solution was 




.A mixtura of 8.4 9 ( 4.8 mmoi> cuprous chlorida, 1.519 < 4.8 mmoD 
banzyltriphanylphosphonium. 8.589 < 2.8 mmol> ascorbic acid, and 58.8 ml 
of 95¥. athanol was warmad to boiling. Nonfluorescant colorlass crystals 
formad in 6 hours. Tha: crystals 9ava a positiva tast for coppar. 
BisClriJM;lbylphenylammonjum) 
Tetracblorm;uprate 
.A mixture of 8.48 9 < 4.8 mmol> cuprous chloride;, 2.09 < 11.7 mmol> 
phanyltrimathylammonium chlorida, 1.8 9 < 5. 7 mmol> ascorbic acid, and 
38.8 ml of 95¥. athanol was warmad to boiling. The solution was allowed 
to cool slowly. Yallow brown nonfluoresctmt crystals formed overnight. 
CH.A.PTER V 
RESULTS .A.ND DISCUSSION 
In this study a serictS of 14 praviously unknown anionic cuprous 
halida complaxctS wara praparad. Thasa wara groupad into thraa 
familictS: CuX2 -, CU2X4 =, and Cu4X, =- Tha CU2~ = and CU4X6 = complaxctS 
axhibit trigonal coordination of tha coppar ato'IRS to thraa halida atoms, 
whila tha CuX2- complaxas exhibit tha lctSs common linaar coordination 
with two halida atoms bound to coppar <I> in tha anionic complax. 
Tha solid stata structuras of tha compounds wara datarminad 
using singla crystal X-ray diffraction. Complata rasults can ba found in 
tha tabletS and figuras following this chapter . .Aftar tha compound's 
structurawas datarminad. amission data weramaasurad on a powderad 
sampla ovar a ranga of tamperaturas batwaan 18 and 275°K. Emission 
data wara corractad for spactral rasponsa of tha photomultiplier. 
Thasa spactra are shown with tha ORTEP drawings <84) of tha compounds 
in tha saction following this chaptar. 
Cartain ovarall conclusions can ba drawn from tha structural and 
amission data of this study fro• work dona by Hamilton and Holt (91> and 
from work dona aarliar in this laboratory. <18> Tha multiplicity of 
coppar coordination, idantity of tha halida, copper-coppar distancas, and 
placamant of copper atoms on crystallographic symmatry alamants 
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appa:ar to hava: an a:ffa:ct on tha: "A. max of tha: a:mission spa:ctrum. 
Tha: Cu4Xi= and Cu2x4= clusta:rs prepara:d in this study both 
display thra:a: coordinata: coppa:r compla:xa:d to thra:a: halida: atoms. Yet 
tha: coppa:r coordination is not ida:ntical. In Cu4X6 = clusta:rs. all thra:a: 
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halida: atoms ara: bridging ona:s. linking coppa:r atoms in pairs. In Cu2X<1= 
two of tha: thra:a: halida: atoms bound to a:ach coppa:r atom ara: bridging. 
Tha: third halida: is a ta:rminal ona:. Mora:ova:r, tha: coppa:r atoms in this 
structura ara: doubly bridga:d whara: in Cu4X6 = any two coppa:rs ara: 
bridga:d by only ona: halida: atom. Thus tha: coppa:r a:nvironma:nts ara: not 
ida:ntical in tha: two clusta:rs. 
Conclusions from tha: data ma:asura:d in this study ara: basacl on tha: 
a:xpa:ctation that coppa:r atoms in ida:ntical a:nvironma:nts should a:mit in 
an ida:ntical way if a:mission arisa:s from a coppa:r basad ma:chanism. This 
a:xpa:ctation is borna: out by obsa:rvation of a 528 nm a:mission maximum 
for tha: [HaC tris<2-C2-ma:thoxya:thoxy>a:thyl>amina: :h. [Ba( trisC2-
<2-ma:thoxycotthoxy>cotth yl>amina:::h, 0<< tris(2-C2-mcotthoxycotthoxy> 
cotth yl>amincot :h. [R.b< tris(2-< 2-ma:thoxycotthoxy>a:thyl>ami na: :h. and 
0<<12-crown-4>1? CCush~l Cudi complcotxa:s. It is also substantiata:d by thcot 
obscotrvanca: of 445-465 nm cotmission in tha: Cud4 complcotxcots with 
bis<ta:traathylammonium> and bis<ta:trabutylammonium> mcotasurad ha:ra. 
Thcot "A. max of thcot cotmission spa:ctrum shifts to longa:r wavcotlcotngth as iodidcot 
is rcotplaccotd by bromincot in any particular complcotx. Thus thcot Cu4Bri= 
compla:xa:s with bis <parabromopha:nacyltripha:nylarsonium> and bis-
<tcottrapropylammonium> ttmission in tha: 688-618nm rcotgion and bis-
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<paranitrohanzyltriphanylphosphonium) Cu2Br4 amits at 588 nm . 
.A.ttampts to prapara chlorida analogs of thasa materials wara 
unsuccassful. Tha maasuramant of an amission spactrum doas not offar 
dcz:tailad information about tha 12xcitation mechanism in situations where 
tha amission wavelcz:ngth is highly Stokes shifted from the axcitation 
wavelength . .Absorption spectra for complexas of anionic Cu<I> halidas 
are typically broad and fea.turelass. Emission spectra are indepandent of 
the excitation wavelength <within± 58 nm). Thus tha: shift of emission 
maxima to longar wavelengths <lowar energies) with change in halide 
from I to Br suggests that the change to a more elactronegativa halide 
may lower the energy lavel of tha; emitting state. 
Coppar halide complexes may be seen to be built up of simple 
rhombohadra composed of alternate copper <D and halide atoms sharing 
edges to form more complicated structures. Within these rhombohedra, 
angles at halides may compress or expand to bring copper atoms into 
close proximity or increase their separation. Thus copper-copper 
separations have been obsarved to range from 2.5-3.2 A. 
Hoffman determined that copper (I) atoms in polynuclear clusters 
may exhibit a metal- metal interaction. <92) His calculations 
demonstrated a continuous increase in the metal -metal attraction as the 
copper -coppar distances decreased. The strength of this interaction was 
explained on the basis of overlap of the empty 4s and 4p orbitals of the 
copper atoms with fillad d orbitals on the neighboring copper atom. 
Hoffman's calculations showed that the attraction betwean copper atoms 
becomes significant when the distance between copper atoms is something 
less than 2. 7 A . 
Only ona: complex in this study was found to hava: a Cu-Cu 
separation of la:ss than 2. 7 A . <Tabla:s 1 and 2> The short sa:paration 
distance found in the [Na<tris<2-<2-methoxyethoxy>ethyl>amina:::h is 
thought to be an artifact of the disorder of the structure. 
Coppa:r-coppa:r sa:parations in the CU4X6 = clusta:rs ava:raged 2. 77<2>..2.. . 
Those in the Cuzx4= clusta:rs averaged 2.865<5>A. This coppa:r -copper 
sa:paration was maintained when bromide ra:placed iodide in these 
clusters. Tha: rhombohedra distorted to maintain this separation when 
iodine atoms were replaced by the smaller bromine atom with 
subsa:qua:ntly shorter Cu-X bonds. The Cu-X-cu angla: widened from 
approximata:ly 68° in iodide: compla:xa:s to approximately 78° in bromide 
compla:xes. Thus tha: potential copper to copper excitation mechanism, 
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d18, d 18 -!> d 9, d18s 1, is belia:ved to be uni~portant in determination of 
the A. max obsa:rved in this sb,tdy. Howa:va:r th~ intensity of the emission 
appa:ared to increase as thG: copper-coppa:r distance dG:crG:asa:d. In 
compounds where the coppG:r-coppG:r distance was greata:r than 3.88A tha 
fluorescent emission was not obsa:rvable at room tampa:rature to tha 
human ayG:. Howaver this obsa:rvation is difficult to quantify as no 
mathod was found to insura: equivalant praparation of samplas for 
fluoromG:tric obsarvation. 
The Cu4X6 = clusters exist with a tetrahedron of copper atoms inside 
on octahedron of halide atoms. Various crystallographic symmcdry 
ala:mants may ba imposed upon this ida:alizad cluster. Two fold symmetry 









SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL .AND EMISSION 
DATI\ FOR Cll4 X6 = 
Cll-CU cu-x x-cu-x cu-x-cu 
2.55(4) 2.52<1) 114.9(2) 60.9(8) 
2.855(7) 2.64(3) 126.7(6) 67.8(2) 
2.73(2) 2.53(2) 117 .51(2) 64.1(2) 
2.79(3) 2.60(2) 122.0(2) 66.2(2) 
2.72(1) 2.52<1) 116.2(3) 63.7(3) 
2.88<1) 2.58(1) 126.6(3) 69.2(3) 
2.71<2) 2.53<1) 116.8(5) 63.2(4) 
2.84(2) 2.62<1) 125.9(5) 68.3(4) 
2.748(3) 2.535(2) 118.66<10> 64.04(4) 
2.759(2) 2.633(3) 121.22(6) 65.33(5) 
2.15<1) 2.380(7) 117 .4(3) 70.0(3) 
2.83<1) 2.4<1) 121.5(3) 72.9(2) 














SUHlfARY OF SYlfHETRY AND ElfiSSION 




two fold through iodidClS, disordered 520 
Canter of symmetry in center, disordered 520 
two fold through two iodidClS 528 
two fold through two iodides 528 
[1(<12-crown-4>1 7 4 bar in canter of motif 
[Cud~] 
528 
3 fold axis through one copper 535,630 
second copper in general position 
BROlfiDES 
PBPTAs* 2 fold through bromine 610 
centrosy10etric soo 
bis<BuPh$P> 3 fold through copper 445,530 





opposite edges of the copper rhombohedron. Mirror planczs may contain 
any pair of copper ato•s and the iodine ato• bridging them as well as 
tha: iodine atom on the opposite side of the iodine octahedron. Three fold 
axes may pass through any copper atom and emerge through the center 
of the opposite face defined by the other three copper atoms. 1\4 bar 
sy•metry element •ay exist in the center of the tetrahedron. Cu4x6= 
dusters are not in themselves centrosy••etric. 
CU4X6 = clusters often disord~ in the solid state. The disorder 
takczs the for• of eight half occupancy positions to account for tht four 
copper atoms. These disorderad positions form the cornars of a cuba 
which thtn shows each of the six iodine atoms ctnterad above one fact of 
the cuba. Howczver, at any one timG:, only altczrnatt copper atoms arcz 
prczscznt. Thus the tcztrahedron of ~opper atoms exhibits disorder about 
a two fold axis which passes through two oppositcz czdgas. Figura 11 
illustrates this disordczr and its resolution. Figure 18 illustrates thcz 
presence of a thrcze fold axis in this disordered 1n0tif and also the 
prescznce of a center of symmG:try which cannot be prczscznt in either of 
the two ordered motifs. 
X-ray diffraction determines the averagcz of the contents of the 
entire array of unit cells. And thus, while any specific unit c4dl contains 
one of tha two ordared motifs, thcz czntire array of unit cells shows 
approximataly a 58/58 distribution of the two 1n0tifs. 
The presence or absenca of a symmG:try element through a copper 
atom of tha -.otif appears to influencG: '/I. max in thcz G:mission sputra of 
Cu4x6= clustczrs. If one tabulates '/I. max with crystallographic symmG:try 
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Figure 10. Three fold Axis through Hexahalotetracuprate. 
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DISORDERED MO'l'IP A MOTIF B 
Figure 11. Disorder in Hexahalotetracuprate. 
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elemcmts present in the Cu4x,= complexes examined in thcz: courscz: of this 
work. one finds an intarcz:sting phcz:nomcz:non. <Table 3) Oncz: finds that the 
Cu4l(,= clusters in which X= iodine and in which copper atoms do not lie 
on a crystallographic symmetry elemcz:nt, are consistent in showing 
emission at 528 nm. The presence of a symmetry element within the 
cluster or through iodine atoms d9Qs not apparently influence the 
wavelength of maximum emission. This is also true for Cu4l(,= dusters 
in which X= Br. The clusters in which a symmetry element passes 
through a copper atom display changed emission. Consistent perhaps 
with the creation of two crystallographically different copper sites, one 
on the symmetry element and one in a general position. both complexes 
show two emission maxima. Bis<methyltriphenylarsonium) Cu4I,shows 
maxima at 535 and 638 nm as compared with the 528 nm observed when no 
copper atom exists on a symmetry element. Bis(butyltriphenyl-
phosphonium) Cu.q}4 shows cz:mission maxima at 445 and 538 nm as 
compared to the 688 - 618 nm emission when symmetry elements are 
absent. There has been no previous mention in the literature of the 
influence of solid state or crystallographic symmetry elements at an 
atom upon the emission spectra observed. An explanation of this effe:ct 
may be expected to involve a discussion of the influence of symmetry 
elements upon the vibrational levels of the atom. At this point, there is 
insuffident data to support any such discussion_ 
Three previously unknown Cu2X4 = dusters were prepared in this 
study. Tetrahalodicuprate <I> clusters in the literature display two 
conformations. <Figure 12) The bent form in which the complex is b4:mt 
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T.ftBLE 3 
SUMl'lftRY OF STRUCTURAL ftMD EMISSION 
D..ftT.ft FOR cu2 x4 = 
C.ftTION cu-cu CU-BRt CU-BRb 
X=Br 
PNBzPh3P* 2.974(4) 2.384<3) 2.38<3) 
2.47(4) 
X=l 
PNBzPh3P* 2.755(6) 2.517(5) 2.564(5) 
2.574(5) 
CftTION BRt-cU-BRb BRb-cu-BRb CU-BRb-CU A :tfftX 
X=BR 
PNBzPh3P* 124.8<1) 184.6(1) 75.4<1> 594 
131.4(2) 
X=I 




Figure 12. Tetrahalodicuprate Anion. 
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lika a hinga through a lina formad by th2 two bridging halides is shown 
at tha top of figura12. Tha othar form. tha planar form, has all atoms in 
tha anionic complax in thel sauw plana as illustrata~ by tha structura at 
tha bottom of figura 12. Tha Cu2X4 = clustars praparad in this study wara 
all of tha planar typa. Nona of thaSCl clusters contains a symmatry 
damant through coppar, daspita tha potantial prasanca of 
crystallographic two fold axClS or mirrors in tha idaalizad motif. Nona of 
thase clustars display coppar-copptr SClparations of lctSs than 2. 7 A. . 
Thus tha amission maxima of tha two Cu214= emission spectra are 
consistant and tha: changa: of a:mission maxima ara: consista:nt and tha: 
changa: of emission maxima with ra:placa1Ditnt of iodida: by bromide is 
anticipated although tha: diraction of tha changCl is unaxplainad. 
Tha synthasis of tha complexas pra:pared in this study affordad 
new mata:rials of sevfl:ral anionic CuX familifls. Howa:var such a synthesis 
is not controlla:d by intention. \o/hilfl stoichio1Dittries of rClactants can ba: 
controlled, this doCls not nCi:cessarily translate to stoichiomCltry of 
product. ThCl formation of a Cu2X4= as opposed to a Cu.qx~= clustClr is not 
undar thCl dirG:ction of thcz: Clxparimcmter. The stoichiomatry of the 
mother liquor changes as the crystallization of product occurs with 
methyltriphenylphosphonium as tha cation onfl: can get thraa different 
products to crystalliza: from the same beaker_ Indeed a changR of 
solvent or temparature of crystallization may lead to the production of a 
differant anionic CuX structura. Thus, an intarprCltation of tha CuzX.q=, 
amission must dClpend upon thfl prClparation of mora: mambcz:rs of 
this structural typ12 . .A.tt12mpts to axtG:nd tha knowladgc of machanisms 
laading to amission of tha Cu2X4= family of complaxas is undarway. 
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CuX2- complaxas apptar to bet mora stabla vhan X = Cl. Thus thara 
ara many CuCh- complaxas known. soma CuBr2- structures hava baan 
rctported, and only two Cub- complexes in tha literatura. <79> Complexes 
of this family are characterized by short Cu-X bonds which appear to 
indicata considerable multiple bond character and by linaar or naarly 
linaar bond anglas at coppar. <Table 4> Bis<triphanylphosphoranyi> 
ammonium dichlorocuprata <I> [ Cu-Cl, 2.886<5>, 2.884<6>..2..; Cl-Cu-Cl, 
178.9(6)0 ] and benzyltriphenylphosphonium dichlorocuprata <I> [ Cu-Cl, 
2.888<3>, 2.897<3>.2.. Cl-Cu-Cl, 175.4<2>0 ] show emission maxima at 415-425 
nm. Parabromophenacyltriphenyl phosphonium dibromocuprate <D [ 
Cu-Br, 2.287<8>. 2.229<8>A.; Br-Cu-Br, 178.8<5)0 _] amits at 448 nm. None of 
thasa axists with a crystallographic cctnter of symmatry prfl:sctnt at 
copp12r. 
Two othar nfl:w matctrials warct prG:parctd: bis<phanyltrimathyl 
ammonium> CuCI4 and bis<methyltriphenylphosphonium> Cul;s. Thase 
vera unique within thct group of complexes preparctd in this study and 
thcz:ir cz:mission spactra were not maasured. 
TABLE 4 
SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL AND EMISSION 
DATA FOR CUX2 -
CATION cu-x x-cu-x 'A. MAX 
X=Cl-
PnPh3P* 2.886(9) 175.8(4) 
2.895(8) 
BzPh3P 2.888<3) 175.4<2) 425 
2.897(3) 
BTPA** 2.884(6) 178.9(6) 415 
2.886(5) 
X=Br-
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CRYST.AL D.AT.A FOR DIS CPOT.ASSIUM <TRIS <2-<2-
METHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> .AMINE)) 
HEX.AIODOTETR.ACUPR.ATE <D 
(]((NC150sH33))2( Cu41s> 
1748.7 g molct -1 
















Octants mctas. +h. +k, +1 
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T.ABLE 6 
BOND DISTANCES<"> .AND BOND .ANGLES ( 0 ) FOR DIS CPOT.ASSIUH 
<TRIS <2-<2-HETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> A.HINE> 
HEX.AIODOTETR.ACUPR.ATE <I> 
11-cut• 2 52<1) Cut• -11-Cu2 .. 69.2(3) 
11-Cu2 .. 2 56(1) Cu1"-12-Cu2 .. 65.1(3) 
12-Cul" 2.58(1) Cu2' -13-Cu2"" 63.7(3) 
12-Cu2 .. 2.56(1) cur -14-cut• 64.7(3) 
I3-cu2" 2.58<1> 11"-Cul"-12" 116.2(3) 
13-Cu2 .. 2.58<1> 11"-Cu"-14" 117.4(4) 
14-Cul" 2.57<1) 12'-Ct~l"-14" 126.8<3) 
14-Cul .. 2.57<1> 12"-Ct~2"-13" 119.6(3) 
Kl-011 2.73(4) 12• -ct12• -11•• 119.7(3) 
Kl-012 2 88(5) 13" -Cll2"-n•• 128.2(3) 
Kl-021 2.71<4) 011-Kl-012 65.<1> 
Kl-022 2.83(18) 011-Kl-021 98.<1> 
Kl-031 2.67(4) 011-Kl-022 65.(2) 
Kl-032 2 91(4) 011-Kl-031 183.(1) 
K1-N1 2.87(4) 011-Kl-032 188.(1) 
N1-C11 1 47(8) 011-K1-N1 63.<1> 
N1-C21 1.36(8) 012-Kl-021 152.(2) 
N1-C31 1.43(8) 012-Kl-022 95.<1) 
C11-C12 1 53(8) 012-Kl-031 186 (1) 
C21-C22 1.56(9) 012-Kl-032 188.(1) 
C31-C32 1.58(9) 012-Kl-Nl 128.(1) 
C12-011 1.45(9) 021-Kl-022 68.(1> 
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TABLE 6 <Continuad) 
C22-021 1 38(1) 021-K1-D31 99.<2> 
C32-031 1.42(8) 021-Kl-032 182.(1> 
011-C13 1 44<6> 021-K1-N1 62.<1) 
C21-C23 1.53(9) 022-K1-031 99.(2) 
031-c33 1 53(6) 022-K1-032 89.(2) 
C13-c14 1.54(8) 022-K1-N1 1zl.(2) 
C23-C24 1.58<11> 031-Kl-032 63.(1) 
C33-C34 1.49<1> 031-K1-Nl 62.(1) 
C14-012 1.33(8) 032-K1-N1 119.(2) 
C24-022 114<14> K1-0U-C12 111.(3) 
C34-032 1.43(7) K1-011-C13 116.(3) 
C12-C15 1 48<1> C12-0U-C13 118.(4) 
022-C25 1 27<12> K1-021-C22 115.(3) 
\ 
032-c35 1 48<8) K1-021-c23 181.<3> 
Cu1-Cu2 2 76(1) C22-021-C23 121.(5) 
Cut-Cui 2 75<1) K1-031-C32 128.(3) 
Cu1-Cu2' 2 88(1) K1-031-C33 117 .(3) 
Cu2-Cu1 2 88(1) C32-031-C33 112.(4) 






TABLE 6 <Continued> 
K1-032-C34 98.(3) 
K1-032-C35 116.(3) 



















• = sym'IRG:try operation x, y. z 

























POSITION.A.L P.A.R.A.HETERS FOR BIS CPOT.A.SSIUH <TRIS <2-<2-
HETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> .A.HINE> 
HEX.A.IODOTETR.A.CUPR.A.TE <I> 
X<SIG<X» Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z» 
8.1994 ( 2> 8.2376 ( 2) 8.5185 ( 3) 
8.3844 ( 2> 8.2458 ( 2> 8.6485 ( 3) 
8.2588 8.3924 ( 2) 8.7588 
8.2588 8.8896 ( 2) 8.7588 
8.2782 ( 4) 8.1928 ( 3) 8.6483 ( 8> 
8.3882 ( 4) 8.2891 ( 3) 8.7988 ( 6) 
8.8782 ( 4) 8.4538 ( 5) 8.2572 (18) 
8.1247 <19) 8.5187 <17> 8.4411 <29> 
8.8537 (22> 8.3912 (26) 8.4561 (36) 
8.1561 (19) 8.5847 <19) 8.1868 (33) 
8.1662 <44> 8.3652 (49> 8.1811 (56) 
-8.8225 <17> 8.5289 (21) 8.2127 <25) 
-8.8132 <17> 8.3942 (26) 8.1156 (32> 
8.8893 <26) 8.5888 <18> 8.2529 (45> 
8.1294 (24> 8.6887 <21> 8.3437 (46) 
8.1133 (37) 8.5777 (37> 8.4548 (43) 
8.1134 (25) 8.4786 (24> 8.5448 (42) 
8.1828 (32) 8.4884 (31) 8.5168 (59) 
8.8478 (27> 8.3256 <23> 8.4581 (45> 
8.1145 <34) 8.6863 (25) 8.1548 (58) 
8.1725 (28) 8.5665 (28) 8.1257 <57) 
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TABLE 7 <Continucz:d> 
C23 8.2842 <33) 8.4544 (48) 8.8888 <42) 
C24 8.1787 (38) 8.3898 <31) 8.1884 (183) 
C25 8.1738 (51) 8.3867 <38) 8.1983 (85) 
C31 8.8296 (28) 8.6161 <21> 8.2634 (58) 
C32 -8-8178 ( 28) 8.5864 (31) 8.1895 (56) 
C33 -8-8718 (22) 8.4898 <22> 8.1423 (45) 
C34 -8.8678 <27) 8.4284 (26) 8.1659 (49) 
C35 -8.8876 (33) 8.3287 (27) 8.1833 (51) 
H111 8.1718 8.5951 8.3253 
H112 8.1384 8.6549 8.3581 
H121 8.1342 8.5977 8.5153 
H122 8.8672 8.5866 8.4675 
H131 8.1455 8.4876 8.5979 
H132 8.8739 8.4943 8.5772 
H141 8.1457 8.3975 8.4882 
H142 8.1842 8.3891 8.5947 
H211 8.8832 8.5951 8.8945 
H212 8.1218 8.6502 8.1491 
H221 8.1939 8.5859 8.8626 
H222 8.2818 8.5718 8.1982 
H231 8.2258 8.4751 8.8874 
H232 8.2382 8.4622 8.1342 
H241 8.1439 8.3957 8.8287 
H242 8.2112 8.3676 8.8385 
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TABLE 7 <Continued> 
H311 8.8161 8.6866 8.3428 
H312 8.8332 8.6618 8.2578 
H321 -8.8566 8.6111 8.1941 
H322 -8.8831 8.5954 8.1896 
H331 -8.1144 8.5848 8.1684 
H332 -8.8668 8.4978 8.8622 
H341 -8.8649 8.4148 8.2464 






















THERli.AL P.AR.ft:tiETERS FORBIS CPOT.ASSIU:tl <TRIS <2-<2-
I'IETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> .ft:tllNE> 
HEXAIODOTETR.ACUPRATE <I> 
uu U22 U33 U12 U13 
89.( 3) 56.( 2) 62.< 2) -28.( 2> -19.( 2) 
46.< 2) 48.( 2) 86.( 2> 8.< 2) 14.( 2) 
78.( 4) 27.( 2) 49.( 3) 8. -8.( 4) 
62.( 4> 20.( 2) 86.( 4) 8. 8.( 4) 
84.( 6) 58.( 4> 79.( 6) 1.( 4) U.< 5> 
71.( 5) 48.( 4) 69.< 5) -3.( 4) -26.( 5) 
93.(34) 49.(25) 16.(25) 38.(23) -1.(22) 
74.(34) 151. (50) 78.(36) 55.(36) 
-28.<29> 
57.(28) 64.(29) 66.(35) -17.(24) 11.(25) 
386.(98) 289.(23) 77.(51) 224.(96) 37.(56) 
68.<28) 184.<35)' 18.(24) 28.(26) 8.<18> 
21.(24> 156.(48) 61.(28) -13.(27) -1.<24> 
142.(52> 23.(23) 43.(33) -6.(31) 59.(42) 
44.(38) 28.(38) 31.(34) -9.(25) -8.(31> 
148.<78) 117 .<67), 6.(36) 56.(57) 27.(41> 
46.(33) 36.(33) 28.<37> -22.(28) -25.(31) 
76.(52) 64.(49> 79.(55) 46.(42) 65.(45) 
103.(49) 22.(31> 67.(42) -15.(31> 1.<48) 























T.ABLE 8 <Continua:d> 
C22 49.<41> 53.(42) 128.(65) -36.(35) 19.(44> 39.(42) 
C23 181.(59) 158.(73> 7.(33) -15.(58) 23.(39) -16.<42> 
C24 63.<58) 9.(33) 338.(62) 19.(33> -99.(86) -52.(64) 
C25 248.(12> 48.(44) 222.(28) 81.(59) 65.(93) 73.(62) 
C31 57.(38) 15.(26) 99.(53) 9.(27) 35.(43) -23.(36) 
C32 56.(44) 55.(41) 99.(54) 55.(36) -4.<43) -8.(42> 
C33 44.(34) 23.(29> 41.(36) 16.(25) -18.(32) 15.(28) 
C34 58.<42> 54.(41) 56.(42) -44.<34) -28.(38) -8.<34> 
C35 119.(63) 35.(36) 79.(52) U.<4D 3.(47) -51.(36) 
.Anisotropic parama:ta:rs ara: in tha: form: 
a:xft(-2p2<Uuh2a*2 + U22k2b*2 + U3312 c*2 + 2Ut2hka*b* + 


































CRYST .A.L D.A.T.A. FOR DIS CB.A.RIUH IODO <TRIS(2-<2-
:t1ETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> .A.HIME>l 
HEX.A.IODOTETRACUPRATE <D 
[Bai<NC1s'J6H33>::1;2<Cu.4Is> 
2198.9 9 mola -1 
18.2?4 <2> A 
18.275 (3) 
14.398 (4) 
82.36 (2) 0 
95.36 (2) 
87.47 (2) 










Octants _as_ ±:h. +Jc. ±1 
TABLE 18 
BOND DISTANCES <A.> .AND BOND .ANGLES <0 > FORBIS CB.ARIUII 
IODO CTRISC2-<2-IIETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> 
.A:tiiNE>l HEX.AIODOTETR.ACUPR.ATE <D 
Bal-14 3.57(3) Cul'-11-cu~ 44.5(2) 
Bal-011 2.88<2) Cu1'-11-Cu4" 46.1<1) 
Bal-012 2.78(2) Cu1'-It-cu3' 66.2(2) 
Bal-021 2.78<2) Cu2"-11-cu4" 64.8(2) 
Bal-022 2.91(4) Cu2"-11-cu3' 45.7<2> 
Bal-031 2.81(3) Cu4"-11-cu3' 43.5<2) 
Bal-032 2.89(3) Cu4"-12-Cu2' 43.1(1) 
N1-C11 1.48(3) Cu4"-12-cu3" 65.6<1) 
N1-C21 1.45<3> Cu4"-12-Cu1' 46.1(2) 
Nt-c3t 1.49(3) Cu2'-12-Cu3" 46.8<2) 
C11-C12 1.49(3) Cu2' -12-Cut• 66.2<2) 
C21-C22 1.55(3) Cu3"-12-c.,tt• 45.7<1) 
C31-C32 L49(3) Cu3''-I3-cu4' 43.6<2> 
C12-011 1 39(3) Cu3'' -13-Cu2'' 64.1<2> 
C22-021 L38(3) Cu1'-13-Cu4' 64.2(2) 
C32-031 1.41<3> Cut• -13-cu2'' 44.4(2) 
011-C13 1.44(3) Cu4''-13-Cu2'' 43.8<1) 
021-C23 1.45<3) 11'-Cul'-11" 119.9<2) 
031-C33 1.42(3) 11'-Cul'-13' 121.8(2) 
C13-C14 1.49(3) 12'-Cul'-13' 117.9(2) 
C23-C24 1.48<5) 11''-Cu2'-12' 117.5(2) 
C33-C34 1.56(4) II''-Cu2'-13'' 128.8(2) 
11 
78 
TA.BLE 18 <Continued> 
C14-012 1.48(3) 12'-Cll~-1:5'' 122.6<2) 
C24-022 1.39(3) 11'-Cu3'-I~' 119.4<2> 
C34-032 1.48(3) 11'-Cu3'-13'' 128.9(2) 
C35-D32 1.45(3) 12''-Cll3'-~ 118.8<2) 
012-C15 1.43(4) 14-Bai-Hl 152.<1> 
022-C24 1.39(3) I4-Ba1-011 148.<1) 
C24-022 1.39<3) 14-Ba1-012 88.(1) 
022-C25 1.43(3) I4-Ba1-D21 134.<1) 
032-C35 1.45(3) 14-Bal-022 88.(1) 
11-Cu1 2.57(2) I4-Ba1-031 98.<1) 
11-Cu2 2.59<3) 14-Ba1-o32 71.<1) 
11-Cu3 2.53<2> Ba1-N1-C11 113.(1) 
11-Cll4 2.58<2> Ba1-HI-C21 187.<1) 
12-Cu1 2.55<2) Ba1-H1-C31 184.(1) 
I2-Cu2 2.54(2) C11-N1-C21 114.(2) 
12-Cu3 2.56(2) C11-H1-C31 111.<1) 
12-Cu4 2.59<2) C21-N1-C31 107.(2) 
13-Cul 2.58(3) N1-C11-C12 115.(2) 
I3-cu2 2.68<2> H1-C21-C22 111.(2) 
13-Cu3 2.55<2) N1-C31-c32 113.(2) 
I3-cu4 2.55<2> C11-C12-011 189.(2) 
Cu1-Cu2 2.78(3) C21-C22-D21 187 .(2) 
Cu1-Cu3 2.79(2) C31-C32-031 110.(2) 
Cul-Cu4 2.73(2) C12--011-C13 113.(2) 
79 
TA.BLE 18 (Continued) 
Cu2-Cu3 2.73(2) C12-011-Bal 111.(1) 
Cu2-Cu4 2.76(3> Bat-011-C13 113.<1) 
Cu3-Cu4 2.79<3> Ba1-tl2t-C23 116.<1) 
C22-021-C23 113.(2) 
C22-021-Ba1 121.(1) 


















• = symmetry operation x, y. z 























POSITIONAL PARAIIETERS FOR BIS CBARIUH IODO 
<TRIS<2-<2-HETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> Al'.IDIE>) 
HEXAIODOTETRACUPRATE<D 
X<SIG<X» Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z» 
8.4222 ( 1) 8.8938 ( 1) -8.8434 (1) 
-8.8366 ( 1) 8.1975 ( 1) 8.5182 ( 1) 
8.3882 ( 1> 8.4585 ( 1) 8.4956 ( 1> 
-8.8326 (1) 8.58231 (1) 8.2767 (1) 
8.3584 ( 1) -8.1638 ( 1) -8.9848 ( 1> 
8.8715 ( 5) 8.3944 ( 4) 8.4341 ( 3) 
8.1166 ( 5) 8.5688 ( 4) 8.5641 ( 3) 
-8.8919 ( 5) 8.4134 ( 4) 8.5761 ( 3) 
-8.8915 ( 5) 8.6133 ( 4) 8.4248 ( 3) 
8.3684 (12) 8.1663 <13) 8.3386 ( 8) 
8.1748 (13) 8.8649 (16) 8.2179 (11) 
8.3892 <14) 8.3666 <11) 8.1242 <11) 
8.2255 <15) 8.2386 (15) 8.8144 (11) 
8.6518 <12) -8.8224 (12) 8.2631 ( 9) 
8.4257 (15) -8.1542 (12) 8.2789 (18) 
8.6818 (15) 8.2545 (15) 8.2688 (18) 
8.5787 <19) 8.2578 (21) 8.3588 (15) 
8. 4887 ( 22) 8.1568 (21) 8.3929 (14) 
8.2625 (21) 8.8982 (19) 8.3782 <14) 
8.1451 (22> 8.1151 (21) 8.2994 (17) 
88 
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TABLE U <ContinuaD 
C15 8.8678 <27> 8.8368 (48) 8.1547 (22) 
C21 8.5913 <21> 8.3836 (19) 8.2843 (16) 
C22 8.4548 (26) 8.4442 (17) 8.1825 (18) 
C23 8.2582 (32) 8.4198 (23) 8.8882 (28) 
C24 8.2128 (32) 8.3613 (21) 8.8813 (21) 
C25 8.1768 <29> 8.1852 <29> -8.8718 (18) 
C31 8.7338 <28) 8.1918 (28) 8.2568 (15) 
C32 8.7486 <19> 8.8519 (28) 8.3833 <14) 
C33 8.6684 (26) -8.1531 <2D 8.3119 <14> 
C34 8.5422 <27> -8.2258 <19) 8.2114 (16) 
C35 8.3118 (29) -8.2324 (23) 8.2858 (19) 
H111 8.6528 8.2465 8.3999 
H112 8.5295 8.3439 8.3629 
H121 8.5249 8.8617 8.3912 
H122 8.4589 8.1613 8.4564 
H131 8.2817 8.8848 8.3861 
H132 8.2429 8.1322 8.4281 
H141 8.8116 8.8184 8.3268 
H142 8.1182 8.2893 8.2848 
H212 8.6334 8.3748 8.1439 
H221 8.4148 8.4444 8.2428 
H222 8.4535 8.5361 8.1529 
H231 8.1915 8.3952 8.1357 
H232 8.2561 8.5153 8.8762 
82 
TABJ.E U <ContinuacD 
H241 8.1228 8.3993 -8.8137 
H242 8.2665 8.4853 -8.8449 
H3U 8.7586 8.1928 8.1988 
H312 8.8882 8.2434 8.2853 
H321 8.8365 8.8132 8.2988 
H322 8.7485 8.8584 8.3715 
H331 8.7461 -8.1964 8.3836 
H332 8.6578 -8.1514 8.3794 
H341 8.5534 -8.2341 8.2838 























THERMAL PARAMETERS FOR DIS CB.ARIUJI IODO 
<TRIS<2-<2-IIETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> .AKDIE>l 
HEXAIODOTETR.ACUPRATE <D 
uu U22 U33 U12 U13 
31.4<6> 14.9<5) 24.6(5) -2.4(4) 3.4<4) 
42.4(7) 18.8<6> 47.2(8) -3.5<5> 5.2<6) 
32.8<7) 27.3(7) 58.1(9) 1.3(5> 2.6(6) 
67.2(9) 44.4(8) 31. 7(7) -6.5<7) -2.1< n 
69.4<18) 37.5(7) 36.8<7) -28.3<7> 17.2<7) 
41.(3) 24.(2) 44.(3) -2.(2) 7.(2) 
48.(3) 25.(3) 45.(3) -5.(2) 8.(2) 
44.(3) 25.(2) 39.(3) 3.(2) 6~(2) 
46.(3) 22.(2) 42.(3) 8.(2) -3.(2) 
41.(7) 58.(8) 27.(6) -16.(6) 7.(5) 
41.(8) 78.<U> 63.<18> -38.(7) 23.(7) 
58.(9) 8.(6) 89.<1D 4.(6) -12.(8) 
59.<18) 52.<18> 66.<18) 7.( 8) -21.(7) 
46.(8) 29.(7) 48.(7) 8.(6) -9.(6) 
74.<18) 15.(6) 54.(9) -1.(7) 13.(7) 
43.(9) 31.(8) 37.(8) -9.(7) -9.(7) 
33.<11> 55.<13) 54.<13> -21.<18) 3.<18) 
58.<14) 53.(14) 28.<11> 1_(11) 3.<18) 
65.<14) 48.(12) 45.<11> -7.(18) 38.<18) 
























TABLE 12 <Continu.41HD 
C15 54.<18) 25.7<4D 95.(24) -78.(22) 2.<16) -83.(26) 
C21 49.<13) 31.<1D 77.<14) -19.<18) -12.(18) -11.<18) 
C22 98.(28) 6.(9) 84.<15) -6.(11) 4.<15> 8.<18) 
C23 117.(26) 27.<13> 182.(28) 48.<15> -11.<18) 6.(13) 
C24 122.(25) 45.<16) 128.(3D 6.(16) -84.<23) 12.<18) 
C25 189.(22) 88.<2D 59.<17> 18.<17> -36.<15) -17.<15) 
C31 33.<12> 41.<12) 67.<14) -14.<18) -8.<18) -18.(18) 
C32 31.<ID 42.<12) 48.<12) 2.(9) -8.(9) 5.(18) 
C33 183.(28) 32.(12) 37.(11) 26.<13> -18.<12) 14.( 9) 
C34 95.<21> 14.<18) 61.<15) 3.(12> -11.(14) 18.<18> 
C35 126.(24> 33.(14) 188.<19> -33.<15) 66.<18> -4.<13> 
Anisotropic paramcttetrs arct in thct form: 
axp<-zn2 <u11h 2 a*2 + u22~b*2 + u 3312 c*2 + 2U12hka*b* + 
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Figure 18. [Sodium(Tris(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl)amine] Cat1on. 
87 
Figure 19. Disordered Hexaiodotetracuprate Dianion. 
TABLE 13 
CRYSTAL DATA FOR BIS CSODIUII <TRIS <2-<2-IIETHOXYETHOXY> 
ETHYL>AIUNE>) HEXAIODOTETRJ\ CUPR.ATE <D 
Formula [Na<NC1506H33>J:i<Cu4I6> 
M'WT 1788.4 9 180le-1 . 
il 21.39 <2>A 
ll 11.968 (3) 





v 5:287.<5> A 3 
F<888> 3224 
jlHoJCor. 51.77 em-1 
AlloKcc, 8.71869 A. 
Deale ·2.186 9 em -3 
z 4 
Obs. r4tfl 1892 
R 8.9"/. 
R 12.3¥. W' 
Spac4t group Peen <Orthorhombic> 
Octants 108as. +h. +k. +1 
88 
TI\BLE 14 
BOND DISTANCES <.2.. > .AND BOND .ANGLES ( 0 ) FOR BIS CSODIUJI 
<TRIS <2-<2-METHOXYETHOXY>ETHYL).AifDIE>) 
HEXIUODOTETR.A CUPR.ATE <I> 
It-cui' 2.55<3> eut•-n-cu3' 43.6(7) 
11-cu2' 2.52(3) cut•-n-cul" 63.7<2> 
11-cut" 2.55<3) Cut•-n-cu3" 45.1(6) 
11-Cu2" 2.52(3> Cu3'-11-cut" 45.1(6) 
12-cut' 2.57<1> Cu3'-11-cu3" 65.43<7> 
12-<:u2" 2.55<1) Cu1"-11-cu3" 43.6(9) 
12-Cu3" 2.54(2) Cul'-I2-cu4' 46.7(5) 
12-cu4• 2.57(2) Cu1'-12-cu2" 67.8<2) 
I3-cu2' 2.54<1) Cul'-12-Cu3" 44.8(5) 
13-cu4' 2.52(3) Cu4'-I2-cu.2" 44.9(6) 
13-Cu2" 2.54<1) Cu4'-I2-cu3" 62.2<7> 
13-Cu4" 2.52(3) Cu2"-12-Cu3" 48.6<5) 
14-Cul' 2.56<1> Cu.2'-13-Cu4' 48.5(6) 
14-Cu2' 2.54<1) Cu2'-13-cu2" 64.1<2> 
I4-cu3' 2.53<3> Cu2'-13-Cu4" 45.5<6) 
I4-cu4' 2.64(3) Cu4'-13-Cu2" 45.5<6) 
Nal-QU 2.45<3> Cu4'-13-Cu4" 68.9<8) 
Nal-012 2.52(3> Cu2"-13-Cu4" 48.5(6) 
Na1-D21 2.58<3) Cu1'-I4-cu2' 65.8<2) 
Na1-D22 2.57(3) Cul-14-cu3' 43.5<5> 
Nal-031 2.42(3) Cu1'-14-cu4' 46.1(5) 
89 
TABLE 14 <Continum> 
Nai-D32 2.72<3> Cu2'-I4-Cu3' 48.8(5) 
Nl-CU 1.48(5) Cu2'-I4-cu4' 39.5<6) 
Nl-C21 1.52(6) Cu3'-I4-Cu4' 64.6(7) 
Nl-C31 1.51(7) u•-cut·-~ 128.3<6) 
C11-ct2 1.58<6) I1'-Cu1'-14' 119.8<8) 
C21-C22 1.44<6) 12'-Cul'-14' 128.2<2) 
C31-c32 1.55<7> 13'-Cu2'-14' 126.7(6) 
C12-D11 1.33(4) 13'-Cu2'-12" 117.8<6) 
C22-D21 1.31(4) I4'-cu2'-12" 114.9<2) 
C32-o31 1.32<5) U'-Cu3'-14' 121.<2> 
011-c13 1.47(6) u•-cu3'-I2" 123.(2) 
021-<:23 1.37(6) 14'-Cu3'-12" 115.6(8) 
031-<:33 1.57(5) 12'-Cu4'-13' 117.9<9) 
C13-cl4 1.36<7> 12'-<:ta4'-I4' 117.4<9) 
C23-C24 1.28<7) I3'-cu4"-I4" 123.7(9) 
C33-c34 1.48<6) OU-Na1-ot2 68.1(8) 
C14-D22 1.31(4) OU-Nal-021 183.9<9) 
C34-o32 1.37(5) 011-Na1-022 152.<1) 
012-c15 1.34(5) 011-Nal-031 185.4(9) 
022-<:25 1.43(4) 011-Nal-032 188.8<9) 
032-C35 1.38(4) OU-Na1-N1 67.<1) 
Cu1-Cu2 2.744(7) 012-Ma1-D21 185.7(9) 
Cul-Cul' 2.695<8) 012-Na1-D22 88.8(9) 
Cul-Cu2' 2.855<7> 012-Mal-031 146.8<9) 
T.ABLE 14 <Continuad> 
Cu2-Cu1' 2.855<7> 012-Ma1-D32 82.2(9) 
Cu2-cu2' 2.691(1) 012-Na1-N1 138.<1) 
Cu3-cu4 2.16(3) 021-Ma1-D22 66.8(8) 
Cu3-cu3' 2.13(3) 021-Nal-031 181.4(9) 
Cu3-cu4' 2.83<3) 021-Na1-032 156.1(9) 
Cu4-Cu3' 2.83<3> 021-Na1-N1 65.8(9) 






































• = sywnnatry operation x, y, z 























POSITION.A.L PI\RI\HETERS FOR BIS CSODIUH <TRIS 
<2-<2-lfETHOXYETHOXY>ETHYL>IUIINE)) 
HEXI\IODOTETR.A. CUPR.A.TE <D 
X<SIG<X» Y<SIG<Y>> Z(SJG<Z» 
8.7588 8.2588 8.1839 ( 1) 
8.'7996 ( 1) 8.8124 ( 2> 8.2582 ( 1) 
8.7588 8.2588 8.4869 ( 1) 
8.8857 ( 1> 8.3585 ( 2> 8.2588 ( 1) 
8.8882 ( 3) 8.2867 ( 4> 8.2878 ( 2> 
8.7791 ( 3) 8.3499 ( 4) 8.3845 ( 2) 
8.7764 <12) 8.3538 <17) 8.2848 ( 9) 
8.8856 (13) 8.2114 (19) 8.3837 <18) 
8.8888 ( 7) 8.2429 (11) -8.8338 ( 6) 
8.1466 <12) 8.3987 <28) 8.8894 (11) 
8.1579 (12) 8.3287 <18) -8.1158 (11) 
8.1295 <12) 8.8691 (28) 8.8128 <18) 
8.8648 <12> 8.8756 <19> -8.1836 (13) 
-8.8284 <12) 8.2733 (17) 8.8162 (18) 
-8.8884 <12) 8.3727 (21) -8.1845 (13) 
8.8877 (17) 8.2455 (27> 8.8877 (13) 
8.1879 (21) 8.3558 (38) 8.1115 <16) 
8.1655 (21) 8.3934 <27) 8.8693 (18) 
8.1951 (25) 8.4298 (37) -8.8373 <24) 
8.1768 (25) 8.4264 <39) -8.8989 (23) 
93 
T.ftBLE 15 <Continued) 
C15 8.1'188 (21) 8.2958 (36) -8.1'158 (22) 
C21 8.12'12 <22) 8.14'19 '<44) 8.1111 (18) 
C22 8.1228 (28) 8.8488 (38) 8.8'128 <18) 
C23 8.121'1 (2'1) -8.8154 (41) -8.8314 (25) 
'C24 8.1882 (28) 8.8845 (28) -8.8894 (19) 
C25 8.8399 (18) 8.8696 (33) -8.1668 (1'1) 
C31 8.8232 (2'1) 8.2243 (38) 8.1145 (19) 
C32 -8.8254 (29) 8.294'1 (32) 8.8'1'18 (21) 
C33 -8.8'184 (19) 8.3439 (34) -8.8285 (28) 
C34 -8.8549 (21) 8.3219 (34) -8.8882 (18) 
C35 8.8832 <19) 8.394'1 (31) -8.168'1 (16) 
H111 8.8'136 8.4122 8.1862 
H112 8.11'14 8.3549 8.15'14 
H121 8.1818 8.4631 8.88'19 
H122 8.19'12 8.3353 8.8'1'15 
H131 8.2128 8.5861 -8.8193 
H132 8.2318 8.3'188 -8.8285 
H141 8.1349 8.48'18 -8.8964 
H142 8.2833 8.46'18 -8.8121 
H2U 8.1'12'1 8.1'184 8.1892 
H212 8.1282 8.13'19 8.15'11 
H221 8.1538 -8.886'1 8.8884 
H222 8.8884 8.81'12 8.8824 
95 
TABLE 15 <Continua[) 
H231 8.1554 -8.8728 -8.8261 
H232 8.8823 -8.8628 -8.8152 
H242 8.1828 -8.8678 -8.1128 
H311 8.8123 8.1442 8.1181 
H321 -8.8683 8.2763 8.8953 
H322 -8.8187 8.3739 8.8898 
H331 -8.1152 8.3234 -8.8856 
H332 -8.8682 8.4255 -8.8895 
H341 -8.8578 8.2398 -8.8935 























THEJUI.ftL PARIUIETERS FOR BIS CSODIU:tl <TRIS (2-
<2-IIETHOXYETHOXY>ETHYL>IUUME)) 
HEXAIODOTETRA CUPR.ATE <D 
uu U22 U33 W2 U13 
37 .( 3) 55.( 1) 42.( 1) 5.( 1) 8. 
71.( 2) 64.( 1> 76.( 1) 34.( 1) -19.( 1) 
23.( 3) 78.( 2) 42.< D 8.( 2) 8. 
16.( 2> 114~( 2) 74.( 1) -15.( 1) -2.< 1> 
21.( 5) 78.( 3) 57.( 3) 17.( 3) 1.( 2) 
27 .( 5) 54.( 3) 54.( 2) -'l' .( 3) 6.( 2) 
55.(24) 51.<12) 61.(12) 26.<13) -'l' .(12) 
'l"l'. ( 25> 76. ( 1 7) 58.<12) 8.<16) 3.<14) 
29.<11> 49.( 6) 74.( 7) -9.( 8) -3.< n 
26.(25> 81.<18) 86.<1?> -34.<15) -7.<15> 
62.(24) 48.(13) 116.(28) -23.<14) 33.<17) 
49.(24) 59.<15> 73.<15> 1.<14) -17.<14) 
35.(22) 63.<16) 128.(21) 32.<15) -18.<15> 
67.(26) 58.<1?> 57.(12) -49.<14) 32.<13) 
17.(22) 94.(28) 123.(28) -31.<15) 7.(16) 
31.(35) 76.(21> 75.<18) -23.(22) -11.<19) 
'l"l' .<44> 58.(23> 62.(21> -7.(24) -48.(23) 
54.(42) 58.(21> 184.(27) -45.(22) -48.(27) 
111.(57) 99.(35> 126.(48) -87.(36) 1.(39) 
























T.f\BLE 16 <Continued> 
C15 72.(45) 118.(37) 165.(43) -39.(32) 85.(34) ~43.(32) 
C21 58.(45) 158.(4?> 78.(27) 62.(31) -12.(26) 68.(38) 
C22 51.(41) 59.(23) 87.(26) 55.(23) -9.(24) -2.(21) 
C23 125.(59) 118.<42) 145.(47) 92.<39) -93.(43) --46.(36) 
C24 41.(37) 46.(21> 188.(31) 27.(21) -38.(26) 8.(28) 
C25 28.<35) 112.<32) 75.(23> -26.(26) -16.<22> 14.<22) 
C31 99.(63) 197.(39) 75.(26) -35.(36) -14.(38) 5.(25) 
C32 13.(31) 71.(26) 128.(34) 25.(25) -16.(27> -21.(25) 
C33 38.(48) 84.<29) 116.(33) 8.(25) -5.(27> 29.(25> 
C35 68.(31) 88.(29) 62.(28) -2.(25) 3.(21> 15.<2D 
.Anisotropic para111tters ara in the for'IR: 
axp<-21t2 <U11h 2 a*2 + U:;nk2 b*2 + U33I2 c*2 + 2U1aJllca*b* + 






















CRYSTAL DATA FORBIS CRUBmiUII <TRIS<2-<2-IIETHOXYETHOXY> 
ETHYL>.AIIINE>l HEX.AIODOTETRACUPRATE <D 
Formula [Rb<NC15DsH33>J:aCCu4Js> 
II'WT 1833.4 9 molt -1 
il 12.385 (5) A. 
ll 21.778 (4) 
~ 21.284 (9) 
oc. 98.8 ° 
p 98.8 
't 98.8 
v 5682.4 (48) A. 3 
r <888> 3456 
J.liiOI<ct ~4~18 e .. -1 
AlloKcc, 8.71869 A. 





Space group Peen <Orthorhombic> 

























BOND DISTANCES <A> AND BOND .A.HGLES ( 0 ) FORBIS 
[R.UBIDIUII<TRIS<2-< -HETHOXYETHOXY>ETHYL> 
AMINE>J HEXftDDOTETR.ACUPR.A.TE <D 
2.54<1> Cu1-U-cu2 68.3(4) 
2.53<1> Cu1-12-Cu2 65.1(4) 
2.55<0 Cu2-I3-<:u2' 63.2(4) 
2.62<1> Cul-14-cut' 65.4<4) 
2.59<1) U-Cut-12 116.8<5> 
2.58<1) u-cut-14 117.8(5) 
2.88(6) 12-Cut-14 125.9<5> 
2.89(8) Il'-Cu2-12 128.8(5> 
2.88(6) 11'-Cu2-13 121.8<5) 
2.93<1) 12·Cu2-13 117.4<5> 
2.89<5> 011-Rb1-ot2 61.(2) 
3.84<5> 011-Rb1-D21 96.(2) 
3.82(8) 011-Rb1-~ 97.(1> 
1.35<19) 011-Rbl-031 188.(2) 
1.54(9) 011-Rbl-032 151.<2> 
1.44<11) 012-Rb1-021 142.(2) 
1.57<14> 012-Rb1-D22 91.<1> 
1.40<13> 012-Rbl-031 113.(2) 
1.53<12> 012-Rb1-D32 186.(2) 
1.51(9) 021-Rb1-022 97.<1> 
1.56<18) 021-Rb1-D31 188.(2) 
1.44<18) 021-Rb1-032 187.(2) 
188 
181 
TABLE 18 <Continuad) 
011-ct3 1.47(6) 022-Rb1-D31 155.(1) 
021-c23 2.67(28) 022~Rb1-032 118.(1) 
031-C33 1.28<9) p31-Rb1-D32 59.(2) 
C13-C14 1.54(8) N1-Rh1-mt 61.<1) 
C23-c24 1.97<18> Ht-Rhl-012 119.(2) 
C33-c34 1.59<13> M1-Rb1-D21 62.(1) 
C14-D12 1.38<6) Nl-Rbl-022 113.2<3> 
C24-022 1.51(8) M1-Rb1-D31 68.<D 
C34-032 1.511(1) :Nl-Rhl-032 115.(1) 
012-CJ.5 1.32(8) Rb1-ott-C12 128.(4) 
022-<:25 1.598(1) Rb1-D11-ct3 128.(4) 
032-c35 1.55(6) C12-0U-C13 183.(6) 
Cu1-Cu2 2.77(2) Rb1-012-C14 188.(4) 
Cu1-cu2' 2.84<2) Rb1-Q12-ct5 128.(4) 
Cut-Cut• 2.78<2> C14-012-ct5 128.(5) 























































POSITIONI\L PftR..ftlfETERS FOR BIS IRUBmiUK <TRIS 
<2-<2-IIETHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> AIIINE>] 
HEXAIODOTETRACUPRATE <I> 
X<SIG<X>> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
8.5186( 5) 8.2883( 3) 8.2346( 3) 
8.6515< 5) 8.3846< 3) 8.2424( 3) 
8.7588 8.2588 8.3893< 3) 
8.7588 8.2588 8.8868< 3) 
8.2622( 1> 8.8?48< 4) 8.4452( 4) 
8.6491<18) 8.2?92< 5) 8.1895< 5) 
8.?954<18) 8.3868< 6) 8.2854< 5) 
8.8994(44) 8.1562<35> 8.49?9<29> 
8.1654 8.1688 8.3644 
8.2891(38) -8.8258(25) 8.5195<24) 
8.U85 -8.8198 8.3996 
8.4512<38) 8.U86<25> 8.5189<27> 
8.4849<38> 8.8514<26> 8.3935<38) 
8.2533 8.8926 8.5862 
8.15?8 8.1282 8.5993 
8.1898<55> 8.1?86<42) 8.5656(35) 
8.8632<61) 8.2166<43) 8.4618<43) 
8.8633 8.1888 8.38?2 
8.1899 8.1888 8.3853 
8.2654(66) 8.838?(45> 8.6158(36) 
183 
184 
T.A.BLE 19 <ContinuCHO 
C22 8.2812(64> -8.8163(46) 8.5899<37> 
C23 8.1482 -8.8888 8.4957 
C24 8.1416 -8.8713 8.4428 
C25 8.U74 -8.8132 8.3246 
C31 8.3491 8.1284 8.6882 
C32 8.4612(54) 8.1U7(37> 8.5821<38> 
C33 8.5427(59) 8.1138<42) 8.4847(42) 
C34 8.5272<63> 8.1854(44) 8.4183<46) 























THERIUtL P.AR.A.METERS FOR BIS CRUBmiUM <TRIS <2-<2-
METHOXYETHOXY> ETHYL> ftiiDIE>l 
HEXAIODO TETR.ACUPR.ATE <D 
U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 
48.( 3) '12.< 4) 58.( 3) -11.( 3) 8.( 3) 
76.( 4> 58.( 3) 51.( 3) 18.( 3) 3.( 3) 
1'3.( 6) 6'1 .( 6) 26.( 4) 8. 8. 
182.( 'l') 52.( 5) 25.( 4) 8. 8. 
46.( 5) 63.( 5) 54.( 5) 8.( 5) -5.( 5) 
61.( 8) 85.( 9) 53.< 'l') 6.( 1) -3.( 6) 
96.<18> 88.( 8) 44.( 6) -38.< n -5.( 6) 
25.<41> 152.(78) '11.(45) 33.<43> 26.(33> 
38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 
28.(36) 83.(44) 51.(36) 38.(38) -38.(2'1) 
38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 
1.(34> 62.(39) '1'1 .(44) -'1 .(2'1) 1.(38) 
8.(29) 54.(48) 111.(55) -2.(29) 8.(33) 
38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 
9'1.(88) 55.(58) 88.('13) -2'1 .(61> 62.(69) 
11.(46) 183.('1'1) 36.(58) -9.(49) 18.(38> 
11.(48) 88.('15) 184.('19) 15.(53) -33.(54) 
38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 
38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 
























TABLE 28 <Continuad> 
C22 14.(56) 124.<86> 21.(58) -7.(59) 3.(44> 2.<55> 
C23 38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 8. 
C24 38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 8. 
C25 38. 38. 38. 8. 8. e. 
C31 38. 38. 38. 8. 8. 8. 
C32 1.(43> 58.(54) 53.(53> -4.(48) 1.(39) 4.<49) 
C33 3.(54) 85.(69) 1'8.(68) -16.(46) 2.(45) -13.(58) 
C34 12.<41'> 1'9.(1'2) 79.(1'2) -28.<52> 18.(48) 2.(59) 
C35 14.<48) 68.(62) 52.(5'1) -29.(45) -1'.(41) 2.(58) 
.Anisotropic parameters ara in the for'lll: 
exrt(-2p2<Uuh2 a*2 + U22:.:2b*2 + U33l2 c*2 + 2Ut2hka*b* + 




















450 550 GSO 
NAVELEHGTH (HII) 
Figure 21. Bis(Methyltriphenylarsonium) Hexaiodotetracuprate 
T.ABLE 21 
CRYST.AL DATA POR DIS <IIETHYL TRIPHEMYL.A.RSOJOUID 
HEX.A.IODOTETRACUPRATE <D 
Pormu.la [CH~CsH!;>3AsJ:!!CCu4Jsl 
MWT 1514.8 9 mole-1 




s 52.77 <2>0 
p 52.77 
1 52.77 
v 2291 (1) A_3 
F<888> 1384 
J.l)lo~Cer, 72.85 ewa-1 
i\lfoKer, 8. 71869 A. 
Deale 2.194 
z 2 
obs. refl. 3983 
R 4.8"/. 
Rw 5.5Y. 
Spaca group R3bare <Rhombohedral> 



















BOND DISTANCES <J\ > AND BOND 1\MGLES ( 0 ) FOR 
BIS<METHY1T~HENYLARSOXIU~ 
HEXAIODOTETR.A.CUPR.ftTE <D 
2.633(3) Cut-It-cu2 64.84<4) 
2.548(2) Cul-U-Cu~ 43.64(4) 
2.576(2) Cul-D-Cu24 44.81(4) 
2.535<2) Cu2-11-cu22 44.93<6) 
2.535<2> Cu2-U-cu24 45.2'1(6) 
2.576(2) ~-n-Cu24 65.33<5) 
2.548<1> n-eu2-u2 121.22<6) 
2.548<1> U-Cu2-114 U9.66(6) 
1.988<26) u2-cua-u4 118.66<18) 
1.934<41) 11-Cul-111 119.27(5) 
1.373(9) n-cu.t-n3 119.27(4) 
1.354<13) u 1-cut-n3 119.27(4) 
1.376<12) C11-.A.s1-C21 118.3(13) 
1.364<12) cu-A.st-cu1 188.6<17) 
1.323<13) C11-A.s1-c113 188.6<11> 







T.ABLE 22 <Continuttd> 
2.1'48(3) C21-Asl-C111 118.3<11> 
2.748<3> C21-.fts1-cu3 118.3(16) 
2.748(3) C12-C11-C16 119.2(5) 
2.759<2) C11-ct2-C13 128.2(8) 




1 = sym-.etry operation <z. x. y> 
2 = symmetry operation <2-z, 2-x, 2-y> 
3 = symmetry operation <y. z, x> 
4 = symmatry operation <2-y, 2-z. 2-x> 
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T.A.BLE 23 
POSITION.A.I. P.A.R.A.l'IETERS FOR BIS <METHYL TRIPHEMYLA.RSONIUII) 
HEXAIODOTETRACUPRATE <I> 
ATOll X<SIG<X» Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
I1 8.84428 (4) L89749 <4> 1.19589 (4) 
1\51 1.17262 (2) 1.17262 (8) 1.17262 (8) 
Cui 1.8485(1) 1.8485 (8) 1.8485 (8) 
Cu2 8.8582 (1) 1.8195 (1) 1.8788 (I) 
C11 1.1469 (5) 1.3328 (5) 1.8879 (5) 
C12 1.1921 (7) 1.3744 (6) 8.9696 (6) 
C13 1.1799 (8) 1.4881 (7) 8.9879 (6) 
C14 1.1198 (8) 1.55'18 (6) 8.9664 (8) 
C15 1.8725 (8) 1.5192 (6) 1.8883 (8) 
C16 1.8846 (7) 1.4847 (6) 1.1427 (6) 
C21 1.1249 (2) 1.1249 1.1249 
Hl 1.2349 1.3211 8.9283 
H2 1.2148 1.5196 8.8288 
H3 1.1134 1.6481 8.9228 
H4 1.8298 1.5727 1.1287 




THERII.A.L P.AR.AMETERS FOR BIS <METHYL TRIPHEHYL.ARSONIUM> 
HE~ODOTETR.ACUPRATE<D 
.ATOll uu U22 U33 W2 W3 U23 
11 51.6< 3) 66.4( 3) 58.2< 3) -18.2< 2) -14.7( 2) -32.6<2) 
.As I 41.8< 3) 41.8 41.8 -16.9< 2) -16.9 -16.9 
Cut 53.8< 2) 53.8 53.8 -21.6( 1) -21.6 -21.6 
Cu2 46.7( 9) 57.8<18) 51.3< 9) -28.9< 8) -15.5< 8) -24.8 
C11 44.( 3) 41.( 3) 43.( 3) -13.( 2) -21.< 3) -16.( 3) 
C12 116.( 6) 41.( 4) 49.( 4) -28.( 4) -38.( 4) -9.( 3) 
C13 124.< 7) 67.( 5) 43.( 4) -58.( 5) -35.< 4) 5.( 4) 
C14 118.( 7) 44.( 4) 94.( 6) -35.( 4) -78.( 6) 5.( 4) 
C15 138.( 8) 49.( 4) 182.( 7) -24.< 5) -49.( 6) -35.( 5) 
CIS 185.( 6) 48.( 4) 58.( 4) -38.( 4) -38.( 4) -9.( 3) 
C21 94.( 5) 94. 94. -44.< 3) -44. -44. 
.Anisotropic paramatRrs are in the form: 
exp<-21t2 <Uuh2 a*2 + u22~b*2 + u 3312 c*2 + 2U12hka*b* '+ 








4~~ ~~0 6,0 
tlnUEUIIr.TJI UIIIJ 
Figure 22. Parabrornophenacyltriphenylphosphoniurn D1brornocuprate. 
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TABLE 25 
CRYST.ftL D.A.T.A. FOR PftRI\BROIIOPHENACYLTRIPHDIYL 
PHOSPHONJUII DIBROIIOCUPRI\TE <D 
Formula C26H21BrOPCCu Br2> 
l'IVT 6~.7 9 ~~--1 
a 9.722 (2) A. 
ll 21.96 (2) 
1:. 12.516 (6) 
or. 98.8° 
~ 184.66 (3) 
't 98.8 
v 2585. (2) A. 3 
F<888> 1276 
jlKoKoc, 54.53 ClD-1 
AlloKor. 8.71869 A. 





Space group P2t"'n (Jionoclinic> 

























BOND DISTANCES <"- > 1\ND BOND .ANGLES ( 0 ) FOR 
PI\RI\BROKOPHENI\CY1T~HE~PHOSPHO~ 
DIBROKOCUPRI\TE <D 
2.287(8) Brl-cut-Br2 118.8<5) 
2.229<8) CU-Pl-c21 189.(2) 
1.97(4) C11-Pl-c31 112.(2) 
1.81(4) CU-Pl-c41 ll8.(2) 
1.88<3) C21-Pl-c31 187.<2> 
1.75<4) C21-Pl-C41 U8.(2> 
1.88<4) C31-Pl-c41 187.(2) 
1.27(6) Pl-ctl-C12 124.(4) 
1.33(5) P1-cll-C16 117.(3) 
1.37(6) C12-Cll-Cl6 117.(4) 
1.43(5) CU-C12-ct3 127.(4) 
1.34<6) C12-C13-C14 189.(4) 
1.36(6) C13-C14-c15 126.(4) 
1.33(7) C14-C15-cl6 122.(4) 
1.58<5) cu-c16-ct5 117.(5) 
1.41(5) P1-C21-c22 U7.<3> 
1.36(5) Ol-c22-c21 ll4.(3) 
1.48<6) Ol-c22-C23 122.(4) 
1.34(6) C21-C22-C23 124.(4) 
1.46(6) C22-C23-C24 124.<4> 
1.28(6) C22-c23-c28 116.(4) 
1.42<6) C24-C23-c28 119.(4) 
U5 
116 
TABLE 26 <Continued> 
C31-c32 1.44(6) C23-c24-c25 126.(4) 
C31-C36 1.37(7) C24-c25-C26 112.(3) 
C32-C33 1.43<7> Br3-c26-c25 189.(3) 
C33-c34 1.34<6) Br3-c26-C27 124.(4) 
C34-c35 1.34(6) C25-C26-c27 126.(4) 
C35-C36 1.43(7) C26-c27-c28 119.<4> 
C41-C42 1.35<6) C23-C28-C27 117.(3) 
C41-c46 1.35<7> P1-c31-c32 119.(4) 
C42-c43 1.31(7) Pl-C31-c36 125.(4) 
C43-c44 1.41(7) C32-C31-c36 117.(4) 
C44-C45 1.36(8) C31-c32-C33 128.<4> 



































POSITION.ftL PARIUIETERS FOR PARI\BROIIOPHEN.ftCYL 
TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUM DIBROifOCUPRJ\TE <D 
X<SIG<X>> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z)) 
-8.1114 ( 5) 8.6193 ( 3> 8.51?8 < 4) 
8.8341 < 6) 8.4936 < 2) 8.8814 < 5) 
8.5367 ( 6) 8.4823 ( 2> 8.7944 ( 5) 
-8 .8391' ( 6) 8.5554 ( 3) 8.6569 ( 5) 
8.1811 <11> 8.7857 ( 5) 8.2393 ( 9) 
8.3874 (38) 8.6636 (14) 8.3368 (24) 
8.1658 <41> 8.6898 <17> 8.11189 (28) 
8.1868 (39) 8.6339 (15) 8.8848 (28) 
8.2316 (33) 8.6174 (16) 
-8.8117 <29> 
8.2418 (42> 8.6616 <16) -8.8182 (35) 
8.2891 (43) 8.7258 <18) -8.8445 (36) 
8.1643 (39) 8. '7369 <17) 8.8457 <34) 
8.1514 (31) 8.6442 <14> 8.3359 (21) 
8.3872 (43) 8.6363 <17> 8.3815 (34) 
8.3622 (42) 8. 59'79 <17> 8.4784 (38) 
8.5827 (43) 8.5915 <28) 8.5219 (42> 
8.5519 <48) 8.5593 (19) 8.6194 (36) 
8.4481 {58) 8.5259 (11) 8.6566 (38) 
8.3141 (48) 8.5324 <16) 8.6184 <34) 
8.2628 (42> 8.5647 <19) 8.5176 (34> 
-8.8843 (43) 8.7119 (23) 8.2811' (38) 
111 
118 
T.A.BLE Zl <Continuad> 
C32 -8.1582 (51) 8.7668 (28) 8.1532 (48) 
C33 -8.3818 (56) 8.1732 (19) 8.1.286 <48) 
C34 -8.3745 (38) 8.7:262 (16) 8.1548 (28) 
C35 -8.3246 (65) 8.6?49 (19) 8.2886 (41) 
C36 -8.173'7 (43) 8 .661'9 (28) 8.2285 (34) 
C41 8.1739 (46) 8.?764 (19) 8.3828 (35) 
C42 8.3888 (45) 8.7979 (19) 8.2922 (35) 
C43 8.3549 <44) 8.8492 (27) 8.3375 (35) 
C44 8.2983 (44) 8.8817 (17) 8.4893 (35) 
C45 8.1637 (78) 8.858'1 (23) 8.4181 (39) 
C46 8.1837 (46) 8.8858 (23) 8.3678 (48) 
H11 8.1739 8.6881 8.1334 
H12 8.2431 8.5747 -8.8381 
H13 8.2889 8.6659 -8.13U 
H14 8.2163 8.7585 -8.8975 
H15 8.1384 8.7798 8.8581 
H21 8.5747 8.G896 8.4889 
H22 8.6596 8.5686 8.6549 
H24 8.2444 8.5188 8.6551 
H25 8.1588 8.5654 8.4777 
H31 -8.8888 8.7994 8.1374 
H32 -8.3538 8.8125 8.8878 
H33 -8.4799 8.7267 8.1275 
H34 -8.3833 8.6459 8.2438 
119 
T.A.BLE 27 <Continued) 
H35 -8.1259 8.6277 8.2628 
H41 8.3568 8.7743 8.2496 
H42 8.4428 8.8643 8.3281 
H43 8.3379 8.9173 8.4588 
H44 8.1878 8.8792 8.4672 
H45 8.8185 8.7918 8.3771 
H2U 8.1889 8.6484 8.3978 























THERMftl. PAR.A.IfETERS FOR PAR.A.BROIIOPHDI.A.CYL 
TRIPHEMYLPHOSPHONIUII DIBROIIOCUPRATE <D 
W1 U22 U33 U12 W3 
42.( 3) 88.( 4) 19.( 4) -7.< 3) 19.( 2) 
182.( 4) 42.( 3) 98.( 5) -8.( 3) 22.< 3) 
86.( 4) 65.( 3) 77.< 4) 1.( 3) -15.( 3) 
68.< 4) 57.( 3) 17.( 4) -3.< 3) 28.( 3) 
13.( 7) 58.( 8) 31.< 7) -8.( 5) 6.( 5) 
62.(23> 83.<24) 53.(23> 3.<18> 51.<19) 
58.(29) 47.(27) 5.<25> -3.(24) 8.(22) 
58.(28) ' 27.(25> 2.(25> 7.(22) 8.(21) 
29.<24) 31.(26) 31.(27> 8.(21) 2.(28) 
38.<3D 186.(46) 32.(31) 21.<3D 9.(24) 
47.(38) 12.(26) 55.(48) 18.(24) 12.(27> 
43.(28) 45.(28) 34.(33) 8.(23) 38.(25> 
8.(21) 26.(23) 16.(24) 2.<17) -1.<17> 
52.(32) 27.<28> . 5.<26) 28.(24) -12.(23) 
68.(32) 16.<25> 3.(25> -5.(23) -11.<24) 
16.<28> 15.(38) 96.(44) -9.<24) 8.(28) 
22.<27> 46.(38) 37.(32) 6.(24) -24.(25> 
48.(32) 45.(28) 11.(25> -8.(26) 22.(24) 
5.(24> 43.(28) 63.(33) -2.(21) -11.(22) 
























TABLE 28 <Continuad> 
C31 35.(33) 74.(39) 76.(48) -44.(38) 25.(29) 8.(33) 
C32 48.(36) 34.(32) 86.(43) -5.(28) -1.(31) 35.(38) 
C33 89.(41> 25.(28) 86.(43) -1.(38) 34.(35> 8.(28> 
C34 58.(29) 48.(28) 8.(25) -47.(23) 12.(21) -6.(21) 
C35 157.<61) 43.(33) 84.(45) -65.(36) 89.(44) -34.(38) 
C36 8.(25) 69.(38) 51.(33) -6.<26> 18.<24) 4.(27) 
C41 23.(28) 42.(31) 49.(36) -24.(27) 4.(26) 24.(27) 
C42 31.(31) 34.(38) 33.(31) -21.(24> -28.(23) 7.(27) 
C43 42.(33) 187.(49) 8.(38) -14.(33) -5.(24) 8<.38) 
C44 28.(26) 13.(25) 35.(31) -18.(23) -12.(24) -5.(23> 
C45 145.<68> 45.<38> 43.(39) 42.(39) -18.(39) -34.(38) 
C46 66.(48) 78.(39) 58.(39) 24.(32> 54.(32) -8.(32) 
Anisotropic paramaters ara in tha forJR: 
axp< -21t2 <Uuh2 a*2 + U22:tc2b*2 + U33l2 c*2 + 2U12hka*b* + 
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CRYST.AL DI\T.A FORBIS <PI\RI\BROIIOPHENI\CYL-
TRIPHENYLI\RSONIUI'D HEXI\BROIIOTETR.ftCUPR.ftTE <D 
For'IDUla Cs2H42A5 2D2Br80u4 
lfWT 1742.2 9 -.oltt-1 
:il 12.468 (4) A. 
b 12.467 (4) 
~ 37.58 (5) 
oc, 98.8 ° 
~ 98.8 
y 98.8 
u 58l9. (8) "' 3 
}'(888) 3328 
JllloXoc, 88.38 Cllll-t 
AlfoKoc, 8.71869 "' 
Deale 1JJ85 9 em 
-3 
z 4 
Obs. rttfl. 1844 
R 18.8 
Rw 12.7 
Spactt group P4J2t2. •92 <Ttttragonal) 
























BOND DISTANCES <A > .AND BOND .ANGLES ( 0 ) FOR BIS 
<P.AR.ABROIIOPHEN.ACYL-TRIPHENYL.ARSO:NIUIO 
HEXABROMOTETR.ACUPR.ATE<D 
2.388<7) , Cu2-Br1-cu2' 72.9<2) 
2.48<2> Cu1-Br2-cut• 78.1(3) 
2.39<1> Cu1-Br3-Cu2 78.2<3> 
2.39<1> Cu1-Br4-cu2' 78.8(3) 
2.48(1) CU-.As1-C21 185.(2) 
2.4(1) C11-.As1-c31 114.(2) 
1.91(5) CU-.As1-C41 187.(3) 
1.88<5> C21-.As1-c31 112.(3) 
2.83(6) C21-As1-C41 186.(3) 
1.88<6) C31-As1-C41 112.(3) 
1.89(7) Br2-Cu1-Br3 118.3(8) 
1.24<6) Br2-Cu1-Br4 121.3<9) 
1.57(7) Br3-cu1-Br4 128.4(4) 
1.38(7) Br1-cu2-Br3 121.1(3) 
1.35<18) Brt-cu2-Br4' 117.4(3) 
1.66(18) Br3-Cu2-Br4' 121.5<3> 
1.49<7> .As1-ct1-ct2 125.(4) 
1.42(8) Ast-cl1-ct6 123.(4) 
1.48(8) C12-C11-C16 112.(4) 
1.27(18) CU-C12-C13 141.(6) 
1.22(18) C12-C13-ct4 98.(6) 
124 
125 
T.A.BLE 38 <Continuad> 
C23-c24 1.58<W C13-ct4-c15 129.(5) 
C24-c25 1.45<18> C14-ct5-c16 116.(5) 
C25-C26 1.37<12> C11-ct6-cl5 124.(5) 
C31-c32 1.32<8) l\si-C21-c22 118.(4) 
C31-c36 1.61<8) .As1-c21-c26 117.(5) 
C32-c33 1.61(7) C22-c21-c26 128.(6) 
C33-c34 1.3'1(8) C21-c22-c23 121.(6) 
C34-c35 1.3'1(9) C22-c23-c24 112.<'1> 
C35-C36 1.38(9) C23-c24-c25 126.('1) 
C41-c42 1.5'1(9) C24-c25-C26 189.('1) 
C42-c43 1.46UD C21-C26-c25 121.<'1> 
C43-c44 1.33(8) .As1-C31-C32 119.(5) 
C43-c44 1.41(8) l\s1-C31-C36 124.(4) 
C44-C45 1.51(7) C32-C31-C36 116.(5) 
C45-c46 1.38(6) C31-C32-C33 118.(5) 
C46-C47 1.38(8) C32-C33-C34 132.(4) 
C47-c48 1.58<8) C33-c34-c35 117.(5) 
cut-cu2 2.75(1) C34-C35-c36 115.(6) 
cut-cut• 2.76(1) C31-c36-C35 129.(5) 
Cui-Cu2' 2. 76<1) .Asi-C41-C42 118.(4) 
Cu2-CUI' 2.'16<D m-c42-C4t 128.(5) 
eua-cu~ 2.83(1) ot-c42-c43 128.(5> 
C41-c42-c43 119.(4) 
C42-c43-c44 123.(5) 







































POSITIONI\L PARAMETERS FOR 815 <P.ARABROIIOPHENACY1-
TRlPHENYLARSO)UUH>HEX.ABROKO~CUPRATE<D 
X<SIGOO> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
8.1865 8.1865 1.8888 
8.4349 ( 5) 8.4349 1.8888 
8.4358 ( 5) 8.1886 ( 5) 1.8154 ( 2) 
8.3889 ( 5) 8.2334 ( 5) 8.9228 ( 2> 
8.2843 ( 5) 8.9846 ( 5) 1.8622 ( 2) 
8.6122 (4) 8.3558 (4) 1.1288 ( 1) 
8.3888 ( 6) 8.2593 ( 6) 8.9792 ( 2) 
8.2687 ( 6) 8.1692 ( 6) 1.8318 ( 2) 
8.6388 <27> 8.5752 (31) 1.8927 ( 9) 
8.5571 (42) 8.2386 (38) 1.1358 (12) 
8.5917 (42) 8.1688 (45) 1.1784 (15) 
8.5689 (63) 8.8782 (53) 1.1.887 <27> 
8.4838 (44) 8.8254 <48) 1.1599 <14) 
8.4459 (41) 8.8693 (44) 1.1252 (13) 
8.4835 (42) 8.1127 ( 46) 1.1168 (16) 
8.7146 (43) 8.3159 <43> 1.8881' (16) 
8.8889 (43) 8.2743 <45) 1.8951 (16) 
8.8876 (68) 8.2599 (61) 1.8764 (23) 
8.8671' (68) 8.2942 (52) 1.8378 (18) 
8.7732 (61) 8.3481 <52) 1.8237 (23) 
8.7825 <68> 8.3639 (44) 1.8511 <24> 
128 
TABLE 31 <Continued> 
C31 8.6795 (53) 8.4358 <44> 1.15'18 (1'1) 
C32 8.7885 <41> 8.4639 (48) 1.1528 (15) 
C33 8.8231 (3'1) 8.5223 (37) 1.1881 <12> 
C34 8.7768 (41> 8.5399 (43) 1.2287 <16> 
C35 8.6735 <62> 8.5857 (55) 1.2254 (18) 
C36 8.6294 (42) 8.4544 (43) 1.1962 <15) 
C41 8.4986 (47> 8.4321 (51) 1.8994 (28) 
C42 8.5342 (38) 8.5589 (45) 1.8924 (12) 
C43 8.4538 (48) 8.6315 (58) 1.8839 (12) 
C44 8.3488 (4'1) 8.6118 (37) 1.8854 (13) 
C45 8.2637 (48) 8.6926 (32) 1.8748 <12) 
C46 8. 3888 (3?) 8.?981 (38) 1.8138 <13) 
C47 8.4857 (56) 8.8226 (43) 1.8'185 <14) 
C48 8.4864 (43) 8.7394 <41> 1.8813 <14) 
H11 8.6548 8.2894 1.1812 
H12 8.5871 8.8547 1.2137 
H13 8.4518 -8.8437 1.1688 
H14 8.3982 8.8224 1.1898 
H15 8.4567 8.2837 1.8928 
H21 8.8888 8.2486 1.1286 
H22 8.9649 8.2348 1.8725 
H23 8.6354 8.4821 1.8487 
H24 8.9452 8.2524 1.8481 
H25 8.1586 8.3816 1.8882 
T.ABLE 31 <Continuad> 
H31 8.8229 8.4581 1.1386 
H32 8.8938 8.5572 1.1843 
H33 8.8243 8.5678 1.2419 
H34 8.6371 8.5282 1.2468 
H35 8.5565 1.4198 1.2886 
H41 8.3248 8.5487 1.8935 
H42 8.2361 8.7569 1.8618 
H44 8.3889 8.8927 1.8591 
H45 8.5633 8.7618 1.88'12 
H411 8.4728 8.3931 1.8772 























THERMAL P.AR.AifETERS fOR DIS <P.AR.ABROHO 
PHEN.ACYL-TRIPHENYLI\R.SONIWI> 
HEK.ABROKOTETR.ACUPR.ATE<D 
uu U22 U33 W2 W3 
56.( 5) 56. 83.( 'f) -7.( 5) -25.( 'l) 
38.( 5) 38. 38. -12.( 4) 1.( 5) 
56.( 4) 69.( 4) 55.( 4) 27.< 4> -U.< 3) 
78.( 4> 45.( 4) 51.< 4> 9.( 3) -1.( 3) 
59.( 4) 61.( 4) 99.( 5) 
-23.< 4) 9.( 4) 
26.( 3) 33.( 3) 38.( 3) -2.( 3) -8.( 3) 
48.< 4) 66.( 5> 58.( 5) 8.( 4) 12.( 4) 
57.( 5) 56.( 5) 47.( 5> -2.( 4) -6.( 4) 
49.(27) 97.(32) 63.(29> -5.(24) -47.(22) 
77.(48) 37.(34) 7.(31) 28.<32> -18.(29) 
31.(37) 47.(48) 47.(42) 
-1.<32> -36.(38) 
185.(69) 42.(53) 279.(23) -37.(58) -34.(75> 
56.(42> 33.(31) 36.(48) -7.(31> 38.(32) 
48.(38) 68.(41) 5.(31) 9.(33) -1.(29) 
23.(35> 58.(45). 86.(54) 33.(33) 3.(35> 
34.(48) 38.(36) 67.(48) -15.(32) 15.(35) 
14.(35) 35.(37) 74.(49> 28.(29) 2.(34) 
U8.(76> 126.(72) U6.<81> 98.(63) -U.<63> 
94.(59) 63.(48) 57.(52) -24.(46) 73.(47) 
























T.A.BI.E 32 <ContinuacD 
C26 168.(86) 18.(48) 156.(86) 23.(45) 74.(72) 39.(46) 
C31 84.(56) . 31.(39) 82.(53) 6.(39) 1.(44) 58.(36) 
C32 12.<33) 33.(37> 76.(58) 9.(38) 26.(32) -11.(32> 
C33 28.(33) 49.(36) 15.(38) 7.(27> -18.(26) 2.(27) 
C34 16.(34) 55.(42> 185.(56) -2.(32> 37.(36) 16.(38) 
C35 148.(74) 183.(61) 66.(58) 33.(54) 26.(54) -68.(58) 
C36 33.(48) 52.(38) 46.(41) 38.(32) 35.(34) 32.<32) 
C41 38.(42> 97.(63) 169.(81> 54.(42> -17.(47) -25.(58) 
C42 27.(35) 58.(41) 4.(38) -6.(31) -9.(24) 5.(28) 
C43 11.(33) 86.(52) 6.(32) 4.(37> -6.<25> 8.(32) 
C44 76.(45) 8.(29) 34.(36) 7.(32) 38.(32) 14.(27) 
C45 73.(48) 5.(26) 21.<33> -8.<27> 23.(29) 4.<22> 
C46 28.(33) 36.(35) 56.(42) -22.<29> 16.(29) 17.(31) 
C47 167.(71) 42.(48) 46.(45) -11.(45) 55.(46) 38.(34> 
C48 59.<43> 28.(36) 52.(44) 14.<33) -4.(32) 26.(32) 
Anisotropic paraliMltars ara in tha fora 
axp<-21t2 <Uuh2 a*2 + u22:ac2b*2 + U33I2 c*2 + 2U12hka*b* + 
2U13hla*c* + 2U23klb*c*» * te3 




CRYSTAL DATA FOR BIS <PAR.A.NITROBENZYL TRIPHEMYL 
PHOSPHONIUM> TETRIUODODICUPRATE <D 
Formula Cse"42N2D4PzCu2~ 
ti'WT 1431.5 9 lROle-l 
il 12.329 <s> A 




~ 96.62 (6) 
't 98.8 
v 2688. <3> A 3 
F<888> 1376 
JlKoKoc, 32.73 A -1 
Al!loJCoc. 8.71869 A 
Deale 1.828 9 Clft3 
z 2 
Obs. refl. 1786 
R 8.6 
Rv 11.4 
Space group P211'n <Monoclinic> 

























BOND DISTANCES <A> 1\HD BOHD .A.HGLES <0 > FORBIS 
<P.A.R.A.NITROBEHZYL TRIPHEHYLPHOSPHOHIUM> 
TETRAIODODICUPRATE <D 
2.574(5) Cu-11-cut' 64.9<1> 
2.564<5> 11-cu1-12 123.3<2) 
2.517(5) n-cut~n· 115.1(2) 
1. '19(3) 12-cu1-11' 121.6<2> 
1.79(3) C11-P1-c21 118.(1) 
1.77(3) C11-Pt-c31 118.(1) 
1.83(3) C11-P1-c48 189.(1> 
1.21(4) C21-P1-c31 112.(1> 
1.22(5) C21-P1-c48 189.(1> 
1.49(5) C31-P1-C48 187.(1) 
1.37(4) 01-N1-D2 124.(3) 
1.43(4) 81-Nt-c44 118.(3) 
1.34(4) 02-H1-c44 118.(3) 
1.35<5) P1-C11-c12 128.<2> 
1.42(5) Pl-C11-C16 128.<2> 
1.38<4) C12-C11-C16 119.(2) 
1.36(5) CU-ct2-c13 117.(3) 
1.38<4) C12-c13-ct4 126.(3) 
1.45<5) C13-C14-C15 116.(3) 
1.37(7) C14-C15-C16 122.(3) 
1.31<7> C11-c16-C15 128.(3) 
1_36(6) P1-C21-c22 121.<2> 
134 
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TABlE 34 <ContinuacD 
C3t-c32 1.41(5) P1-C21-C26 119.(2) 
C3t-c36 1.45<4) C22-C21-C26 128.(3) 
C32-c33 1.34(5) C21-C22-c23 117.(3) 
C33-c34 1.37(6) C22-c23-c24 118.(4) 
C34-c35 1.31(7) C23-C24-c25 125.(4) 
C35-C36 1.35(5) C24-C25-C26 117.(4) 
C48-C41 1.47(4) C21-c26-c25 123.(3) 
C4t-c42 1.46<4) P1-C31-c32 124.(2) 
C41-c46 1.3'1<5> P1-C31-c36 128.(2> 
C42-C43 1.27(5) C32-C31-c36 116.(3) 
C43-c44 1.39(5) C31-C32-c33 121.(3> 
C44-C45 1.45<4) C32-c33-C43 124.(4) 
C45-c46 1.34(5) C33-C34-C35 116.(4) 








































POSITIONAL P.ARAKETERS FOR DIS <PftR.ANITRO-
BENZYL TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUM> 
TETRAIODO DICUPR.ATE <D 
X<SIGOO> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
-6.1647 ( 2) 8.9645 ( 2> 8.9464 < 1) 
8.6774 ( 2) 1.8983 ( 2) 8.7892 ( 1) 
8.8264 ( 4) 1.8323 < 3) 8.9252 < 2) 
8.8578 ( 6) 8.7118 < 6) 8.6699 < 5) 
8.1276 (26) 8.5885 <18) 1.8839 <17) 
8.8829 <26) 6.6233 (22) 1.8929 <17> 
8.8761 <26) 8.5848 <28) 1.8598 <17> 
8.8783 <22) 8.5738 (19) 8.6599 (19) 
8.1185 (24> 8.5329 (22) 8.5938 <16) 
8.1191 (27) 8.4289 <23> 8.5898 (28) 
8.8S88 (26) 8.3688 <26) 8.6469 (26) 
8.8688 (28) 8.4836 <22> 8.7174 <18) 
8.8462 (21> 8.5833 <28) 8.7243 <17> 
-8.6778 < 22> 8.7435 <22> 8.6925 <28> 
-8.1568 (25) 8.6782 (31> 8.6869 <24) 
-8.2639 <25) 8.7841 (32) 8.7842 (28) 
-8.2774 <37) 8.8865 (42> 8. 7231 (27> 
-8.1999 (37) 8.8767 (36) 8.7298 (23) 
-8.8994 (25) 8.8458 (23) 8.7131 (28> 
8.8981 (24> 8.7734 (21) 8.5799 (18) 
8.1955 (28) 8. 7746 <26) 8.5552 (23) 
137 
138 
TABLE 35 <Continued> 
C33 8.2138 (35) 8.8284 <28) 8.4858 <22) 
C34 8.1342 <41) 8.8674 (27) 8.4328 (25) 
C35 8.8327 (35) 8.8716 (25) 8.4584 (21) 
C36 8.8853 (27) 8.8227 (25) 8.5251 (11) 
C48 8.1564 (23) 8. 7575 <22> 8.7535 (28) 
C41 8.1387 <21> 8.7283 (22) 8.8351 (17) 
C42 8.1968 <24> 8.6295 (24) 8.8714 (22) 
C43 8.1884 (26) 8.5875 (28) 8.9387 (18) 
C44 8.1821 (26) 8.6323 (25) 8.9818 (19) 
C45 8.8443 <26) 8.?259 (25) 8.9536 (22) 
C46 8.8648 (29) 8.7639 (24) 8.8814 <22) 
Hll 8.1328 8.5881 8.5493 
H12 8.1434 8.3994 8.5383 
H13 8.1871 8.2835 8.6411 
H14 8.8478 8.3563 8.7628 
H15 8.8178 8.5386 8.7741 
H21 -8.1423 8.5947 8.6783 
H22 -8.3255 8.6528 8.7848 
H23 -8.3538 8.8291 8.7336 
H24 -8.2179 8.9585 8.7423 
H25 -8.8373 8.8959 8.7188 
H31 8.2599 8.7433 8.5938 
H32 8.2889 8.8213 8.4678 
H33 8.1492 8.8962 8.3787 
139 
TABLE 35 <Continuacl> 
H34 -8.8262 8.9128 8.4246 
H35 -8.8132 8.8247 8.5387 
H41 8.2535 8.5982 8.8418 
H42 8.2284 8.5235 8.9596 
H44 -8.8869 8.'1881 8.9872 
H45 8.8244 8.8272 8.8591 
H481 8.2384 8.7389 8.7419 























THERMAL PARAMETERS FORBIS <PARANITRO 
BENZVLTRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUM 
TETRAIODO DICUPRATE <D 
U11 U22 U33 U12 W3 
52.( 1) 94.( 1) 68.( 1) 2.( 1) 19.( 1> 
51.( 1) 57.< 1) 55.( 1) -15.< D 14.< D 
69.( 2) 53.( 2> 61.( 2) 8.( 2) 23.( 2> 
29.( 4) 48.( 5) 56.( 5) -2.< 3) 9.( 4) 
142.(28) 28.(13) 128.(24) -1.<15> 36.(28) 
123.(26) 97.(24) 85.(28> 11.<19) 32.(19) 
88.<23> 71.(23) 55.<19) -12.(28) 19.<17> 
34.<17> 12.<16) 76.(22) -5.<13) -8.<16) 
66.(21) 32.<16) 29.(16) -14.<16) 17.<15>-
69.(24) 37.(21) 58.(22) 17.<16> 31.<19> 
37.(28) 48.(22) 128.(33) 28.<17> -17.<22> 
93.(27> 15.<18) 44.<18) -28.<17) 21.<18> 
31.<16> 11.<16) 48.<18) -4.<12) 9.<14) 
24.<17) 34.<19) 88.(26) -26.<15) 4.(17) 
35.(28) 97.(32) 183.(38) -2.(21> 29.<28) 
32.(21) 71.(38) 146.(38) -11.<19) 8.(23) 
88.(33) 121.(44> 96.(33) 78.(38) 5.(27> 
94.(33) 98.(38) 47.(23) 29.(26) 5.(23> 
61.(22) 34.<19> 83.(24) -18.<16) 26.<19) 
























TABLE 36 <Continued> 
C32 58.(23) 46.<22> 119.(32) 8.<18) 52.(23) 24.(21) 
C33 122.(34) 58.(25) 69.(25) 28.(24) 61.(25) 22.(21) 
C34 136.(39) 38.(22) 96.(31) 2.(23) 53.<31> 32.(21) 
C35 98.(38) 46.(23) 54.(22) -12.(28) -3.(22) 19.(17) 
C36 81.(26) 68.<24) 24.<16> -31.<19) -2.<18) -4.<16) 
C48 35.<18) 33.<19> 68.<22) 2.<14> 7.<16) -18.<16) 
C41 25.(16) 32.<17> 41.<17> 18.<13> -18.<13) 5.<13) 
C42 33.<18) 52.(22) 93.(21') -9.<16> 41.<18) -11.(28) 
C43 54.(21) 89.(26) 29.<17> 13.(28) 18.<16) 17.<18) 
C44 58.(21) 44.(21) 54.(28) -23.<17> -15.<17> -12.<17> 
C45 54.<21> 31.<19) 72.<24> 1.<11> -1.(19) -32.(18) 
C46 83.(25> 32.(28) 71.(25> 9.<17> 61.<22> -9.(18) 
Anisotropic parameters are in the form: 
exp<-21t2<u11h2a*2 + U22k2 b*2 + U33l2c*2 + 2U12hka*b* + 
2U13hla*c* + 2U23klb*c*» * 1e3 
142 





















CRYSTAL DATA FOR PHENACYL TRIPHENYL 
PHOSPHONIUlf DICHLOROCUPRATE <D 
c26H220PC12 
515.9 9 lROla-1 















Phca <Orthorhombic>. tl61 
























BOND DIST.f\NCES <J... > J\ND BOND ANGLES ( 0 ) 
FOR PHENACYL TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUM 
DICHLOROCUPRATE <I> 
2.895<8) cu-cut-cu2 17!J.Ct<4> 
2.886<9) C11-P1-C21 112.4<9) 
1. 7'1(2) C11-P1-c31 118.5(9) 
1. '16(2) Cll-P1-c41 186.1<9) 
1. '18(2) C21-P1-C31 189.(1) 
1. 79<2) C2t-P1-c41 113.<1) 
1.3'1(3) C31-P1-c4t 186.(1) 
1.36(3) P1-C11-Ct2 121.<2> 
1.41(3) Pt-c11-ct6 122.(1) 
1.33(3) C12-c11-ct6 11'1.<2> 
1.38<3) C11-C12-c13 123.(2) 
1.48(3) C12-ct3-c14 115.(2) 
1.36(3) Cl3-c14-C15 127.<2> 
1.46<3) Ct4-ct5-c16 118.(2) 
1.34<3) ct1-ct6-ct5 121.(2) 
1.35<3> P1-c21-c22 129.(2) 
1.38<3> P1-c21-C26 115.(2) 
1.3'1(3) C22-c2t-c26 116.(2) 
1.48(3) C21-c22-c23 122.<2> 
1.35<3) C22-C23-c24 118.(2) 
1.33(3) C23-c24-c25 126.(2) 
1.38<4) C24-c25-c26 118.(2) 
144 
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TABLE 38 <Continu•cD 
C34-C35 1.39<4) C21-C26-C25 128.(2) 
C35-C36 1.37(4) P1-c31-c32 116.(2) 
C41<42 1.51(3) P1-c3t-c36 123.(2) 
01<42 1.21<3) C32-C31-C36 128.(2) 
C42-C43 1.49(3) C31-C32-C33 122.<2> 
C43-c44 1.36<3) C32-c33-c34 121.(2) 
C43-c48 1.33<2) C34-C35-C36 125.<3> 
C44<45 1.38(3) C31-c36-c35 117.(2) 
C45-c46 1.39<3) Pt-c4t-c42 114.(1) 
C46<47 1.36<3> ot-c42-c41 121.(2) 


































POSITIONAL PI\RAJIETERS FOR PHENI\CYL TRIPHENYL 
PHOSPHONIU!I DICHLOROCUPR.I\TE <I> 
X<SIG<X>> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
1.8461 ( 3) 8.2814 ( 2> 8.8643 < D 
8.9185 ( 6) 8.2382 ( 4) 8.8882 ( 3) 
1.1744 ('l) 8.1786 ( 4> 8.1254 ( 3) 
8.6889 ( 5) -8.8585 ( 3) 8.3322 ( 2> 
8.7727 <14> 8.8841 ( 8) 8.2475 ( 6) 
8.6843 (16) -8.1274 <18) 8.2881 ( 8> 
8.5218 (22) -8.1274 (13) 8.2364 ( 9) 
8.5247 <19> -8.1792 (13) 8.1924 ( 9) 
8.6133 un -8.228? (13) 0.1974 ( 9) 
8.6918 (19) -8.2343 <18> 8.2398 <18> 
8.6869 (19) -8.1823 (11) 8.2828 ( 9) 
8.7328 (21> -8.8592 ( 11) 8.3757 ( 8) 
8.8264 (28) -8.8182 <12) 8.3781 ( 9) 
8.9235 <22) -8.8184 <13> 8.4126 (18) 
8.9242 (19) -8.8763 (11) 8.4474 ( 8) 
8.8383 <19) -8.1247 <W 8.4518 ( 9) 
8.7489 <28) -8.1198 (11) 8.4152 ( 9) 
8.4686 (28) -8.8879 (11) 8.3761 ( 8) 
8.4521 <22> -8.8155 <12> 8.4179 ( 9) 
8.3646 (22) -8.8214 (13) 8.4573 (18) 
8.2854 (24> -8.8888 <17> 8.4578 <18) 
8.3837 (26) -8.1381 <16> 8.4144 <12> 
146 
147 
TABLE 39 <Continuad> 
C36 8.3959 (28) -8.1271 <12> 8.3758 <18) 
C41 6.5829 (18) 8.8249 <W 8.2945 ( 8) 
C42 8.6747 (28) 8.8352 <12) 8.2473 (18) 
C43 8.6443 (16) 8.8854 ( 9) 8.1998 ( ?> 
C44 8.5385 (21) 8.1258 <18) 8.1996 ( 8) 
C45 8.5188 (21) 8.1692 (11) 8.1543 <18) 
C46 8.5929 (25) 8.1734 (12) 8.1893 ( 9) 
C47 8.6984 (21) 8.1345 (13) 8.1189 (18) 
C48 a. 7213 <17> 8.8988 <W 8.16561 < n 
H11 8.4553 -8.8889 8.2358 
H12 8.4644 -8.1786 8.1688 
H13 8.6198 -8.2651 8.1658 
H14 8.7521 -8.2745 8.2386 
H15 8.7464 -8.1859 8.3147 
H21 8.8199 8.8338 8.3525 
H22 8.9898 8.8192 8.4135 
H23 8.9987 -8.8838 8.4721 
H24 8.8482 -8.1646 8.4815 
H25 8.6783 -8.1587 8.4142 
H31 8.5894 8.8286 8.4191 
H32 8.3527 8.8158 8.4891 
H33 8.2163 -8.8849 8.4851 
H34 8.2411 -8.1736 8.4118 
H35 6.4112 -8.1665 8.3459 
148 
TABLE 39 <ContinuacD 
K41 8.4882 8.1216 8.2327 
H42 8.4313 8.1995 8.1537 
H43 8.5761 8.2846 8.8767 
H44 8.1583 8.1388 8.8789 
H45 8.796? 8.8589 8.1555 
H4U 8.49?7 8.8282 8.2177 
























THERJIAL P.A.R.AIIETERS FOR PHDIACYL TRIPHENYL 
PHOSPHONIUM DICHI.OROCUPRATE <D 
uu U22 U33 W2 W3 
89.( 2> 56.( 2) 85.( 2) -14.( 2> 23.( 2) 
88.( 5) 122.( 6) 69.( 4) -31.( 5) -4.( 4) 
188.( 6) 67.( 5) 125.( 6) 3.( 5) -18.( 5) 
35.( 3) 38.( 4) 35.( 3) 4.( 3) 8.( 3) 
47.(11) 68.<12> 45.( 9) 9.<18) 8.( 9) 
15.(11) 43.(14) 43.<13> 8.(11) -15.(11) 
78.(19) 76.(19) 44.<15> 34.<15> -9.(15) 
29.<14> 111.(22) 48.<13> 21.<15> -33.<13> 
9.(11) 134.(23) 68.<14) 24.<13) -2.<12) 
53.<16) 11.<15> 88.<19) 24.(12) -13.(14> 
47.<15> 42.<17> 49.<15> -5.<13) -14.<13) 
55.(18) 19.<17> 36.<13> 4.<13> 8.<13) 
33.<14) 48.<18) 78.<17> -1.<14> 13.<14) 
55.<16) 85.(28) 95.<19) -13.<15) -48.<16) 
48.<14> 96.<18> 29.(12) 23.<12) -15.(11) 
25.(12) 53.<1'1> 54.<15> 8.(12) 2.(13> 
29.<13> 33.<16) 65.<16) -13.(11) -6.<13> 
47.<16) 39.<16) 35.(12) 4.<14) 19.<13) 
39.<15) 68.<19) 36.<13> -27.<14) 5.<14> 
81.<18) 96.(22) 58.<18) -22.(15> 11.<15> 

























T.ABLE 48 <Continu(H() 
C35 59.(22) 135.(29) 68.(28) -35.<19) 1.<18> -21.(28) 
C36 23.(13) 78.(21) 81.<18) -35.(13) 14.<14) 18.<15) 
C41 25.<13> 39.<15> 58.(15) 8.(11> 6.<13> -1 .(12) 
C42 28.<13> 27.<16) 47 .(15) -4.<W -2.<15) -8.<13) 
C43 21.<12> 28.(13) 17.<18) 18.<18) 8.<18) -18.(18) 
C44 16.<16) 39.<14) 47.<14) -21.<13> 22.(14) 21.<12> 
C45 83.<19) 25.<16) 69.<17> 34.<13> 15.<16> -18.<13) 
C46 88.<23> 65.(28) 12.<W 11.<16> -1.<15> 21.(12) 
C47 32.<17> 67.(28) 65.(18) -22.<14) 18.<14) -28.<15) 
C48 37.<14) 78.<18) 31.<12) 1.<12> 7.(12) 14.(12) 
.Anisotropic paramctters are in the for'IR: 
ctXp<-21L2<Uuh2a*2 + u22k2h*2 + U33l2c*2 + 2Ut2hka*b* + 
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CRYSTAl. DATA FOR BIS <PARANITROBENZYLTRIPHEMYL 
PHOSPHONIU!D TETRI\BRO!IODICUPRATE <D 
Foraula C58H42N204P2Cu2Br4 
!I'WT 1243.5 9 waola~1 
a 16.831 (5) A. 
ll 12.684 (2) 
t; 12.887 (3) 
ot. 98.8° 
~ 96.12 (3) 
't 98.8 
v 2443. (1) A. 3 
1"(888) 1232 
Jll'loJCoc 42.28 at-t 
llloJCoc 8.71869" 





Spactt group P211"n <llonoclinic> 
























BOND DIST.ft.MCES <Jl. > AND BOND .ft.NGLES ( 0 ) :FOR BIS 
<P.ARANITROBEMZYL TRIPHENYI.PHOSPHONIUID 
TETR.ft.BROI'IODICUPR.ft.TE <D 
2.382<3) Cll1-~1-c:tal' ?5.4<1) 
2.417(4) Brl-ct~I-Br2 131.4<2) 
2.385<3) Br1-Cll1-Br1' 184.6(1) 
1.81(2) Br2-<:lll-~l' 124.8(1) 
1.81(2)' <:11-Pl-<:21 189.9<8) 
1.88<2) C11-P1-c31 189.7(8) 
1.82<2) C11-P1-c41 189.3(8) 
'1.23(3) C21-P1-c31 U8.9<8) 
1.21(3) C21-P1-C41 186.8(8) 
1.58<3) C31-P1-c41 118.9(8) 
1.41(2) 01-N1-02 121.(2) 
1.38(2) 01-N1-c45 117.(2) 
1.48<3) 02-N1-c45 122.<2> 
,1.35<3) P1-C11-c12 118.(1) 
1.32(3) P1-C11-C16. 119.(1) 
1.48<3) Cl2-cU-C16 124.<2> 
1.36<2) C11-cl2-ct3 114.(2) 
1.39<2) CI2-C13-c14 123.(2) 
1.48<3) C13-C14-C15 128.(2) 
1.39<3) C14-C15-c16 123.(2) 
1.36<2) C11-C16-C15 116.(2) 
153 
154 
TABLE 42 <Cont.inue:cD 
C25-C26 1.36<3) P1-C21-c22 121.(1) 
C31-c32 1.43<2) Pt-c:u-cas 128.<D 
C31-c36 1.38<2) C22-c21-c26 119.(2) 
C32-c33 1.37(2) C21-c22-c23 123.(2> 
C33-c34 1.37(3) C22-c23-c24 115.(2) 
C34-c35 1.39<3) C23-C24-c25 123.(2) 
C35-C36 1.38<3> C24-c25-C26 119.(2) 
C41-c42 1.51(3) C21-C26-C25 121.(2) 
C42-C43 1.48<3> P1-C31-c32 128.(1) 
C42-c4? 1.33<3) PI-C3t-c-36 121.(1) 
C43-c44 1.48<3> C32-c31-c36 119.(1) 
C44-c45 1.34<3) C31-C32-C33 128.(2) 
C45-C46 1.48<3) C32-C33-C34 121.(2) 
C46-c47 1.41<2> C33-c34-C35 121.(2) 









































POSITJOKftl. P.ARI\ME I ERS FOR BIS 
<P~~OB~T~PHENY1PHOSPHO~l 
TETRABROJIODICUPR.ATE <D 
X<SIG<X>> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SJG)) 
8.5516 ( 1) 8.8321' ( 2) 8.1469 ( 2) 
8.2878 ( 1) 8.0859 < 2> 8.8798 ( 2) 
8.4191 ( 2) 8.8361 ( 2) 8.8369 ( 2) 
8.33'16 ( 3) 8.28'15 (4) 8.4355 ( 4) 
8.89'18 ( 9) 8.86'15 (13) 8. 49'19 (13) 
8.8918 ( 9) 8.9898 (13) 8.61'16 (15) 
-8.8633 (18) 8.8911 <16) 8.42'11 un 
8.3144 ( 9) 8.2438 (13) 8.5'144 <13) 
8.2861 <12> 8.3462 (15) 8.598'1 un 
8.2661 (11) 8.3666 (18) 8.6991 (19) 
8.2'162 <15) 8.2949 (24) 8.7821 un 
8.3858 <14> 8.288'1 <18> 8. '1628 (16) 
8.3261 <12> 8.1688 (14) 8 .65'18 (15) 
8.4314 <18> 8.21'59 <12) 8.4825 <14) 
8.4'19'1 (18) 8.3389 (15) 8.4818 (15) 
8.5M8 (12) 8.3889 (16) 8.4628 <16) 
8.5'1'14 (11) 8.368'1 <16) 8.354'1 (18) 
8.5388 (11) 8.3153 (16) 8 .2'131 <16) 
8.4566 (12) 8.2699 (15) 8.2962 (15) 
8.3586 <18> 8.86'13 (12) 8.4266 (13) 
8.2844 <11> -8.8889 (13) 8.4519 (16) 
156 
157 
TABLE 43 <Continu~ 
C33 8.2928 (11) -8.1876 (12) 8.4384 (15) 
C34 8.3623 (11) -8.1494 <14) 8.3995 (13) 
C35 8.4251 (11) -8.8837 (15) 8.3676 (16) 
C36 8.4183 <ID 8.8242 <15) 8.3889 (14) 
C41 8.252? (11) 8.2532 <14) 8.3342 (15) 
C42 8.1678 (18) 8.2185 (15) 8.3518 <14> 
C43 8.1282 <12) 8.2695 (15) 8.4284 (17> 
C44 8.8429 <13) 8.2383 (15) 8.4464 (17) 
C45 8.8168 (18) 8.1396 <16> 8.3983 (15) 
C46 8.8584 (18) 8.8788 (14) 8.3245 (16) 
C47 8.1363 <U> 8.1215 (15) 8.3839 (15) 
H11 8.2793 8.3987 8.5275 
H12 8.2431 8.4393 8.7121 
H13 8.2618 8.3286 8.8574 
H14 8.3185 8.1515 8.8281 
H15 8.3498 8.8959 8.6451 
H21 8.4612 8.3358 8.5587 
H22 8.5895 8.4242 8.5288 
H23 8.6318 8.4884 8.3378 
H24 8.5485 8.3898 8.1914 
H25 8.4196 8.2316 8.2368 
H31 8.2319 8.8291 8.4887 
H32 8.2468 -8.1565 8.4587 
H33 8.3678 -8.2282 8.3928 
158 
T.ABLE 43 <Continuad) 
H34 8.4758 -8.1141 8.3369 
H35 8.4634 8.8736 8.3584 
H41 8.1424 8.3394 8.4589 
H42 8.8874 8.2671 8.4991 
H44 8.8345 8.8132 8.2894 
H45 8.1189 0.8828 8.2538 
H4U 8.2515 8.3326 8.3366 
H412 8.2666 8.2359 8.2583 
T.A.BLE 44 
TJIERilf\L PI\R.A.ME l"ERS FOR DIS <PAR.f\NITROBENZYL TRIPHENYL 
PHOSPHONIUM) TETR.f\BROI'JODICUPR.f\TE <I> 
159 
.ATOll WI U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Br1 48.( 1) 79.( 1) 52.( 1) 6.( 1) 16.( 1> -2.( 1) 
Br2 44.( 1> 73.( 1> 58.< D 12.( 1> 14.( 1> -18.< D 
Cul 52.< 1) 54.( 1) 85.( 2> 7.( 1> 27.( 1> 9.( 1) 
PI 33.( 2) 41.( 3) 32.( 3) -4.( 2) 9.( 2> -2.( 2) 
01 57.<18> 188.<14) 88.<12> -18.('9) 34.( 9) -6.<W 
02 67.(11) 66.(12) 128.<16> -18.( 9) 44.<11> -3.<W 
M1 46.(12) 46.<13) 89.<16> 12.<18) 9.<11> 8.(12) 
Cll 38.<18) 32.<11) 13.< 9> -5.< 8) -14.( 8) 18.( 9) 
C12 55.<13) 36.<13) 58.<15) -5.(11) -12.(11) -18.<13) 
C13 38.<11> 88.<19) 45.<14) 9.(11) -12.<11> -27.<14> 
C14 88.<18> 116.(24) 19.<13> 8.<18) 26.<13) -8.<17) 
C15 89.<17) 55.<16) 24.<13> 18.<14) 13.<12) -6.<12) 
C16 74.<14) 28.<13) 41.<13) 24.<11> 9.(11> 8.<18) 
C21 32.<18> 11.<18) 44.<12> -15.( 8) -6.( 9) 9.( 9) 
C22 31.<11) 51.(14) 48.(12) -7 .<11> 1.( 9) 17.<11> 
C23 63.<15) 61.<17> 52.<15) -9.<12> -15.(12) 5.(12) 
C24 46.<13> 73.<17> 87.<17> -18.(11) 23.<12) 5.<14) 
C25 45.(12) 73.<16) 56.<14> -19.(12) 43.(11) -5.<13> 
C26 78.<14) 61.<15> 26.<11) -15.(12) 22.(11) 18.(11) 
C31 37.<18) 16.<12> 28.<18) 8.( 8) 4.( 8) -17.( 8) 
C32 33.(11) 31.<13) 61.<14) 14.( 9) 4.(18> 21.<18) 
168 
T.A.BLE 44 <ContinufHI> 
C33 '16.<14) 3.(18) 48.(12) -12.< 9) 28.(11) l_( 9) 
C34 57.<12) 49.(13) 11.< 9) 14.(18) 4.( 8) -21.( 9) 
C35 44.<12> 54.<14) 6?.<14) 9.(U> 31.(U) -22.<13> 
C36 45.<11> 53.<13> 23.<18> -1.<11> 16.( 9) -19.<18) 
C41 63.<14) 27.<12) 42.<13> 14.<18) 9.<11> -14.<18) 
C42 27.<18) 31.<13> 28.(11) 6.< 9) 11.( 9) -6.<18) 
C43 58.<13> 33.<14) 6?.<15) 5.<W 5.(12) 9.(12) 
C44 59.<13> 47.<15) 63_(15) 6.<12) 28.(12> 
-12.<12> 
C45 28.( 9) 81.<16) 43.<12> -1.(11) 7.( 9) 17.<13> 
C46 36.(11) 25.<11> 58.<13> -9.( 9) -4.<18) -l'l.<W 
C47 42.<12> 39.<14) 46.<13> 6.<18> 18.<18> -27.<W 
.Anisotropic parameters arcz: in the form: 
exp<-21t2 <Uuh2 a*2 + u22k 2 b*2 + U3312 c*2 + 2U12hka*b* + 
2U13hla*c* + 2U23klb*c*» * 183 
161 





















CRYSTAL D.A.T.A. FOR BENZYL TRIPHEMYL 
PHOSPHONIUII DICHLOROCUPR.ftTE <D 
C25H2aPCuC12 
487.9 9 mola-l 








































BOND DIST.A.NCES <J\ > .A.ND BOND .A.NGLES ( 0 ) FOR 
BDIZYL TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUII DICHLOROCUPR.A.TE <I> 
2.888<3) CU-Cu1-cl2 1.75.4(2) 
2.897(3) C11-P1-c21 112.8<4) 
1.792<9) C11-P1-C31 188.8<4) 
1.776<9) C11-Pt-c48 181.4(4) 
1.882(9) C21-P1-C31 181.6<4) 
1.883<9) C21-P1-c48 W.1(4) 
1.39(1) C31-P1-C48 118.6<4) 
1.37(1) P1-CU-C12 121.2<7> 
1.39<1) P1-c11-C16 118.1(1) 
1.36(2) C12·C11-C16 128.8<9) 
1.39<2) C11-C12-C13 118.5(9) 
1.36(2) C12-ct3-C14 121.(1) 
1.39(1) C13-C14-c15 119.(1) 
1.39(1) C14-C15-C16 128.(1) 
1.37<2> C11-C16-C15 128.6<9) 
1.37(2) P1-c21-C22 119.9<7) 
1.36<2> P1-C21-C26 121.6(1) 
1.38(1> C22-C21-C26 118.3<8) 
1.38(1) C21-C22-C23 128.6(9) 
1.48<1) C22-C23-C24 121.<1> 
1.38<1) C23-C24-c25 128.(1) 
163 
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T.ftBLE 46 <ContinuctcD 
C33-C34 1.36(2) C24-C25-C26 128.(1) 
C34-C35 1.36(2) C21-C26-c25 128.6(9) 
C35-c36 1.39<1) P1-C31-c32 119.1(6) 
C48-C41 1.51(1) P1-C31-c36 121.2<7) 
C41-c42 1.31<1) C32-c31-C36 119.6<8) 
C41-c46 1.48<D C31-C32-C33 119.8(9) 
C42-c43 1.35<2) C32-c33-c34 128.2<9) 
C43-c44 1.39<2) C33-C34-c35 121.<1) 
C44-c45 1.39(2) C34-c35-C36 128.4(9) 


































BENZYLTRIPHDIYL PHOSPHONIUM DICHLOROCUPRATE <D 
X<SIG<X» Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z)) 
8.441'2 ( 1> 8.11'83 ( 1) 8.5385 < D 
8.5242 ( 3) 8.2498 ( 2) 8.6273 ( 2> 
8.3548 ( 3) 8.89'18 ( 2> 8.4338 ( 2) 
8.3872 ( 2> -8.8398 ( 2) 8.7748 < D 
8.3165 ( 9> 8.8355 < n 8.84'12 ( 5) 
8.3569 <18> 8.8245 < n 8.9259 ( 6) 
8.3149 (11) 8.8929 ( 8) 8.9784 ( 6) 
8.2369 (11) 8.1693 ( 8) 8.9542 < n 
8.1963 <12> 8.1188 ( 8) 8.8753 ( 7) 
8.2369 <U> 8.1128 ( 1> 8.8228 ( 5) 
8.4398 ( 8) -8.1525 ( 6) 8 8119 ( 5> 
8.5518 (18) -8.1998 ( '1) 8.7818 ( 6) 
8.5861 <11> -8.2983 ( 8) 8.8862 < n 
8.5185 (13) -8.3359 ( 7) 8.8688 ( 7> 
8.39'19 <12) -8.2915 ( 8) 8.8982 ( 6) 
8.3622 (18) -8.1998 ( '1) 8.8662 ( 5) 
8.2523 (18) -8.8584 ( 6) 8.6977 ( 5) 
8.1234 (18) -8.8925 ( 7) 8.7176 ( 5) 
8.8218 ( 9) -8.1128 ( 7) 8.6598 ( 6) 
8.8474 (12) -8.8991 ( 8) 8.5831 ( '1> 
8.1734 (13) -8 8668 ( 8) 8.5622 ( 5) 
165 
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TABI.E 47 <Continuttd) 
C36 8.2783 (18) -8.8451 ( 7) 8.6188 ( 6) 
C48 8.5334 ( 9) 8.8231' ( 6) 8.7361 ( 5) 
C41 8.6446 (18) 8.8581 ( 7> 8.1985 ( 5) 
C42 8.7644 <lD -8.8824 ( 7) 8.8137 ( 6) 
C43 8.8616 <12) 8.8233 ( 9) 8.8785 ( 8) 
C44 8.8428 (12) 8.1853 (18) 8.9143 ( 6) 
C45 8.1324 (13) 8.1688 ( 9) 8.8993 ( 1) 
C46 8.6256 <18) 8~1338 ( 8) 8.8426 ( 6) 
HU 8.4155 -8.8311 8.9441 
H12 8.3428 8.8849 1.8365 
H13 8.2865 8.2175 8.9922 
H14 8.1378 8.2358 8.8577 
H15 8.2897 8.!286 8.1667 
H21 8.6847 -8.1676 8.7485 
H22 8.6683 -8.3231 8.7831 
H23 8.5368 -8.4812 8.8786 
H24 8.3415 -8.3249 8.9384 
H25 8.2792 -8.1612 8.8882 
H31 8.1842 -8.1814 8.7735 
H32 -8.8117 -8.1364 8.6'149 
H33 -8.8268 -8.1142 8.5412 
H34 8.1925 -8.8585 8.5868 
167 
TABLE 47 <Continuad> 
' H35 8.3696 -8.8285 8.683? 
' ~ ' H41 8.7888 -8.ft6tt2 8.7821 
H42 8.9453 -8.8184 8.8829 
H43 8.9153 8.1257 8.9547 
H44 8.7895 8.2281 8.9387 
H45 8.5382 8.1712 8.8332 
H481 8.5165 -8.8\65 8.6968 




BENZYl. TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUM DICHLOROCUPRA.TE <D 
A. TOM U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Cu1 69.5(9) 79.(1> 70.<1) 9.7(8) 18.1(7) 16.9(8) 
Cl1 95.(2) 82.(:2) 92.(2) -2.<1) 6.<1) 8.<1> 
Cl2 98.(2) 184.(2) 73.(2) 23.(2) 14.(1) -3.<1> 
PI 47.(1) 39.(1) 38.<1) -4.(1) 8.(1) 2.<1) 
C11 39.(5) 49.(6) 42.(5) -7 .(4) -18.(4) 2.(4) 
C12 68.(6) 59.(7) 47 .(6) 15.(5) 8.(5) -5.(5> 
C13 59.(6) 78.(8) 54.<6> 2.(6) 6.(5) -22.<6> 
C14 68.(7> 59.(7) 99.(9) 14.(6) 26.(6) -38.(7) 
C15 78.(8) 48.(6) 84.(8) 15.(6) -8.('1) 2.(6) 
C16 '19.(7) 36.(5) 43.(5) 16.(5) -7 _(5) -3.(5) 
C21 35.(5) 41.(5) 39.(5> -4.<4> -3.(4) -8.(4) 
C22 57.(6) 44.(6) 66.(7> 8.(5> 18.(5) 13.(5) 
C23 72.(7) 57.(7) 77.(8) 8.(6-) 13.(6) -2.(6) 
C24 84.(7) 32.(7) 72.(7) 16.(6) -11.(6) 5.(5) 
C25 81.(8) 49.(6) 49.(6) -18.(6) 1.(5> 14.(5) 
C26 51.(6) 57.(7) 49.(6) 6.(5) 5.(5> 8.(5> 
C31 57.(6) 32.(5) 32.(4) 5.(4) -15.(4) -1.(4) 
C32 51.(6) 69.(7) 44 (6) -15.(5) 7.(4) 2.(5) 
C33 44.(6) 61.<7> 78.<7> -18.(5) -8.(5) -18.(6) 
C34 72.(7) 54.(7) 61.(7) -6.(6) -28.(6) -4.(6) 
C35 93.(9) 78.(8) 32.<5> 13.(7) -13.(5) 8.(5) 
169 
TABLE 48 (Continual> 
C36 63.(6) 39.(5) 48.(5> 8.(5> 5.<5> 2.(4) 
C48 57.(6) 34.(5) 45.(5) -7.(4) 14.(4) -4.(4) 
C41 49.(6) 58.(6) 48.(5) -19.(5) 11.(4) 8.(5> 
C42 52.(6) 47.(6) 89.(8) -6.(5) 11.(6) -28.(6) 
C43 57.(1) 88.(9) 183.(9) -9.(7) -21.(6) -11.(8) 
C44 58.(7) 113.(U) 69.(7) -56.(?> -8.(6) -22.(1) 
C45 69.(7) 76.(9) 96.(9) -7.(1) 5.(1) -28.(7) 
C46 52.(6) 62.(1) 13.(1) -17.(5) -1.(5) -9.(6) 
Anisotropic para-.aters are in the for1D: 
exp<-21t2<Uuh2a*2 + U22k2 b*2 + U3312 c*2 + 2Ut2hka*b* + 
2Ut3hla*c* + 2U23Jclb*c*» * 183 
170 




















CRYSTAL DATA FOR BIS <TRIIIETHYLPHEHYL 
IUUIONIUII> TETRI\CHlOROCUPRATE <ID 
C18H~2cuc14 
471.8 9 mole •1 









































BOND DISTANCES <A.> 1\ND BOND 1\NGLES ( 0 ) FOR 
BIS<~ETHYLPHE~O~U~ 
TETRI\CHlOROCUPRftTE<D> 
2.213(6) Cl1-Cu1-c12 98.1(2) 
2.259<4> cn-cut-c13 99.5<2) 
2.247(3) C11-cut-c14 135.3<3) 
2.298(5) C12-cut-c13 133.9<2) 
1.59<2> C12-cu1-CJ.4 99.1(2) 
1.47(3) C13-cut-cl4 97.6(2) 
1.53(3) CU-Nl-c21 W.<D 
1.58<2) C11-Nl-c31 186.(1) 
1.51(5) CU-N1-C41 187.(1) 
1.48<3) C21-Nl-c31 189.(2) 
1.51(5) C21-Nl-c41 118.(1) 
1.49<3) C31-N1-c41 114.(1) 
1.33<3> C211-N2-c221 118.(3) 
1 45<3) C211-N2-c231 184.(3) 
1.43(2) C211-N2-c241 114.(2) 
1.39<3) C221-N2-c231 183.(3) 
1.37(4) C221-N2-C241 113.(2) 
1.37<2> C231-N2-c241 112.(2) 
1.38<4> Nt-c41-c42 128.(2) 
1.36<2) N1-C41-c46 118.(2) 
1.38<3) C42-c41-c46 122.<1> 
1.32(3) C41-c42-C43 128.(2) 
172 
113 
TABLE 58 <ContinuacD 
C244-c245 1.38(4) C42<43<44 118.(2) 



































POSITION.At PARAMETERS FOR DIS <TRIIIETHYL-
PHENYL .ft:tnfONIUH TETRI\CHLOROCUPR.A.TE <II> 
X<SIGOO> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
8.3219 81438 8.3878 
8.3471 ( 5) -8.8928 ( 5) 8.3348 ( 6) 
8.1694 ( 5) 8.8248 ( 5) -8.8294 ( 5) 
8.5977 ( 5) 8.2986 ( 6) 8.5668 ( 6) 
8.1724 ( 6) 8.3585 ( 6> 8.3532 ( 6) 
8.1636 (15) 8.4483 (15) 8.8626 <I'D 
8.6216 <I'D 8.8973 <18) 8.8646 (28) 
8.8648 <24) 8.2685 (28) 8.6695 (25) 
8.1388 (25) 8.5754 (22) 8.8845 (29) 
8.8837 <28> 8.4588 (23) 8.9751 (21> 
8.3572 (19) 8.4422 <16> 8.9794 (28) 
8.4452 (18) 8.4386 (18) 8.9835 (28) 
8 6315 <23) 8.443'1 (23) 8.8164 (2'1) 
8.7163 (22) 8.4564 (22) 8.2858 (29) 
8.6284 (23) 8.4527 <23) 8.2'152 (25) 
8.4424 (28) 8.4484 <19) 8.1?27 (23) 
8.4592 (46) 8.9694 (51) 8.8115 (58) 
8.5888 (1'2) 8.7446 (3?) 8.1885 (38) 
8.7352 (3?) 1.8158 (38) 8.8789 (48) 
8.7165 <19) 8.8854 <21> 8.8545 <22) 
8.6483 <22) 8.9851' (22) 8.1519 (25) 
8.7312 (25) 8 8968 <2D 8.3284 (26) 
174 
175 
T.f\BLE 51 <Continul!td> 
C244 8.8877 (27) 8.8582 (23) 8.4816 (25) 
C245 8.9668 (24) 8.8329 (38) 8.3843 (38) 
C246 8.8788 (21) 8.8468 (23) 8.1295 (24) 
H41 8 5628 8.4385 1.8838 
H42 8.6888 8.4396 -8.1848 
H43 8.8434 8.4656 8.2854 
H44 8.6889 8.4548 8.4858 
H45 8.3569 8.4472 8.8431 
H241 8.5191 8.9266 8.8938 
H242 8.6792 89152 8.4815 
H243 8.9472 8.8446 8.5239 
H244 1.8846 8.8847 8.3598 























THERHI\L PARAMETERS FOR DIS <TRI-HETHYLPHEHYL 
.AH!IONJUII> TETRA.CHLOROCUPR.ATE <D> 
U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 
39.<1) 49.(1) 37.(1) 12.(1) 22.(1) 
58.(2) 66.(2) 67.(2) 15.(2) 33.(2) 
59.(2) 58.(2) 33.(2) 11.<2> 21.<1> 
42.(2) 73.(2) 48.(2) 2.<1> 19.(1) 
65.(2) 77.(3) 53.(2) 36.(2) 48.(2) 
38.(7) 51.(7) 39.(6) 16.(5) 28.(6) 
45.(7) 78.(9) 56.(8) 12.(6) 33.(6) 
68.<18) 38.(9) 45.(9) 6.(7) 14.(8) 
1'4.<12) 55.(18) 83.<12) 36.(9) 43.<18) 
46 (9) 88.<12) 36.(8) 8.(8) 26.(7) 
52.(8) 33.(7) 39.(9) 5.(6) 31.(7) 
42.(8) 47.(8) 36.(7) 11.(6) 28.(6) 
63.(11) 84.<12) '18.<11> 14.(9) 51.(21) 
42.(9) 59.(11) 69.(12) 19.(8) 25.(9) 
47.<18) 69.(11) 44.(9) 16.(8) 21.(8) 
51.<18) 53.(9) 47.(8) 16.(7) 24.(8) 
156.(38) 358.(58) 163.(32) 176.(36) 125.<28> 
567.(88) 125.(25) 78.<17> 193.(41) 159.(35) 
. 
117.(22) 151.(26) 167.(27) -24.<19> 38.<19) 
























TABLE 52 <Continuad> 
C242 52.<9> 74.(11) 57.<18) 21.(8) 37.(8) 38.(8) 
C243 76.(12) 68.(18) 56.<18) 8.(9) 52.<18) 5.(8) 
C244 65.<12> 63.(11) 42.(9) 5.(9) 32.(9) 7.(8) 
C245 39.<18) 113.<17) 58.(12) 12.(18) 26.(9) 28.<W 
C246 43.(9) 98.<14) 4?.(9) 21.(9) 32.(8) 32.(9) 
Anisotropic paramebtrs ara in th~~t form: 
~~txp<·21t2<Uuh2a*2 + U22:ac2b*2 + U3312 c*2 + 2U12hka*b* + 
(}I 

























CRYSTI\L D.A.T.ft FOR BENZYLTRIPHEKYL 
PHOSPHONIUM IODmE 
C25H22PI 
488.3 g mola -1 






2182. (2) J... 3 
9G8 
































BOND DISTANCES <A> .A.ND BOKD ltNGLES ( 0 ) FOR 
BENZYL TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUM IODmE 
1.71(4) C11-P1-C21 116.(2) 
1.76<4) C11-P1-C31 182.(2) 
2.28<5> C11-P1-c48 128.(2) 
:1.63(5) C21-P1-C31 185.(2) 
1.42<7) C21-P1-C48 123.(3) 
1.35<6) C31-Pl-C48 75.<3> 
1.36(9) P1-c11-C12 124.(4) 
1.4<1) P1-CU-c16 116.(3) 
1.4(1) C12-cU-C16 119.(5> 
1.4(1) CU-ct2-c13 124.(6) 
1.39<6) C12-c13-C14 112.(7) 
1.43(7) ct3-c14-C15 129.(1) 
1.36(5) C14-C15-C16 113.(6) 
1.42(7) C11-C16-C15 122.(5) 
1.41(8) P1-C21-C22 121.<4> 
1.47<6> Pl-C21-c26 116.(3) 
1.48(1) C22-c21-C26 123.<4> 
1.34<6> C21-c22-c23 119.(4) 
1.33(6) C22-C23-C24 128.(4) 
1.34(5) C23-c24-C25 124.(4) 
1.33(5) C24-C25-c26 115.(4) 
188 
181 
TABLE 54 <Continued) 
C35-C36 1.43(6) C21-C26-C25 118.(4) 
C48-C41 1.89<8> P1-c31-c32 118.(3) 
C41-C42 1.38(4) P1-C31-C36 119.(4) 
C42-c46 1.52(5) C32-C31-c36 122.(3) 
C42-c43 1.44(4) . C31-C32-C33 121-<4> 
C43-c44 1.47(5) C32-C33-c34 117.(4) 
C44-C45 1.29<5). C33-c34-C35 122.(4) 



































POSITIONAL PARAMETERS FOR BEMZVL 
TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONJWIIODmE 
X<SIG<X>> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z» 
8.9432 ( 2) 8.1296 ( 3) 8.8162 ( 1> 
8.2351 (14> 8.8532 (17) 8.9697 ( 7> 
8.2758 <27> 8.8846 (38) 8.8886 <22> 
8.2662 (53) 8.7914 (65) 8.8342 (46) 
8.3827 (64> 8. 7977 <111) 8.7762 (33) 
8.3398 <82> 8.9U4 <118) 8.7618 <42> 
8.3648 (83) 1.8122 (68) 8.8167 <66> 
8.3246 <52) 8.9888 (64) 8.8749 (38) 
8.3291 (45) 8.7511 (34) 1.8326 (23) 
8.3887 (38> 6.7868 (31> 1.8966 (21) 
8.3752 (38> 8.6292 (43) 1.1451 (17) 
8.4845 (42> 8.5985 (48) 1.1384 (31) 
6.5162 (46) 8.6358 (55) 1.8688 (32) 
8.4358 (44) 8.7136 <45) 1.0189 <25) 
8.2572 < 65) 1.8398 <44> 1.8266 (24> 
8.3311 (67) 1.8512 <47> 1.8993 (27) 
8.3569 (42) 1.1595 (37) 1.1345 <23> 
8.3284 (33) 1.2628 <31) 1.8968 (22) 
8.2474 (31) 1.2589 (48) 1.8311 (23) 
8.2899 (38) 1.1435 (48) 8. 992'l (25) 
8.1847 <42> 8.8759 (76) 8 .9'131 <29) 
8.8573 (41> 8.7242 (48) 8.9178 (22) 
182 
183 
TABLE 55 <Continued> 
C42 -8.8183 (31> 8.1545 (34) 8.8562 <28) 
C43 -8.8926 (24) 8.6581 <27> 8.8177 <24) 
C44 -8.8643 (35) 8.5279 (36) 8.8381 (21) 
C45 8.8124 (36) 8.4958 (35) 8.8964 <23) 
C46 8.8866 (32) 8.5889 (37) 8.9378 (25) 
H11 8.2214 8.7888 8.8452 
H12 8.2999 8.7186 8.7397 
H13 8.3537 8.9232 8.7115 
H14 8.4898 1.8918 8.8819 
H15 8.3394 1.8642 8.9133 
H21 8.2222 8.7285 1.1856 
H22 8.3525 8.5973 1.1982 
H23 8.5387 8.5453 1.1784 
H24 8.5948 8.6851 1.8595 
H25 8.4557 8.7485 8.9712 
H31 8.3848 8.9748 1.1221 
H32 8.3947 1.1627 1.1989 
H33 8.3526 1.3488 1.1187 
H34 8.2186 1.3448 1.8861 
H35 8.1497 1.1458 8.9433 
H41 -8.8225 8.8441 8.8378 
H42 -8.1638 8.6818 6.7771 
H43 -6.1889 8.4584 6.8845 






































THERK.A.L P.AR.IUIETERS FOR BDIZYL 
TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUM IODmE 
U22 U33 U12 U13 
48.( 1) 53.( 1) 8.( 2> -4.( 1> 
177.<15) 181.<18> 118.(12) 86.( 9) 
17.<19> 128.(33) -2.<19) 22.<19) 
142.(56) 148.(71) -54.<44> 21.(53) 
446.(51) 25.(35) 122.('16) 8.(31> 
312.(36) 127.<62> 149.<87> 136.(59) 
51.(43) 384.(56) -4.(49) 143.( 1> 
92.(48) 164.(62) -12.(39) 95.(44) 
38.(24) 57.(29) 58.<21> -43.(28) 
31.(21) 45.(25) 42.(28) 5.<21> 
38.(28) 44.<21> -28.(38) 1.(22) 
54.(32) 118.(41> 26.(26) -46.(31> 
131.(44) 132.<43) 71.(37) 24.(34) 
89.(33) 98.(34) 24.(31) 1.(29) 
67 .(35) 28.(27> -52.(43) 14.(39) 
69.(38) 46.(33) 114.(49) 5.(43) 
47.(32) 59.(28) 28.(26) -8.(25) 
39.(22) 92.(31) 3.<22> 1.(25) 
188.(34) 84.(31) 47.(23) -12.(21) 
112.(38) 128.(38) -17.<29> -27.(23) 

























TABLE 56 <Continued) 
C41 129.(41> 69.(31) 57.(27> -37.(28) -73.(27) 29.(23> 
C42 62.(27) 56.(24> 48.(23) -57.(22> -5.(28) 15.(28) 
C43 9.(28) 22.(23) 146.(37) 3.<14> -27.(22> 18.(21) 
C44 62.(29) 46.(24) 63.(32) 7.(23) -U.(23) -9.(21) 
C45 73.(31) 35.(21) 78.(32) 1.(21) -23.(25) -13.(22) 
C46 51.(27> 79.<32> U9.(37) -35.(22) -73.(25) 45.(27> 
.Anisotropic paramet~Rrs are in the form: 
exp< -21t2 <Uuh2 a*2 + u22~b*2 + u3312 c*2 + au12hka*b* + 
2U13hla*c* + 2U23klb*c*» * te3 
187 





















CRYSTAL D.A.TA FOR PHENACYLTRIPHEXYL 
PHOSPHONIUM IODIDE 
c26 H22 o PI 
588.3 9 moltt-1 









































BOND DISTANCES <A> 1\ND BOND .ANGLES ( 0 ) 
FOR PHENftCYl TRIPHENYL 
PHOSPHO~ IODIDE 
1. 73<3) . CU-P1-c21 184.9<9) 
1.76<3> C11-P1-c31 189.<1) 
1.82(2) C11-P1-C48 187.(1> 
1.81(3) C21-P1-c31 186.(1) 
1.18<3> C21-P1-c48 115.(1> 
1.44<4> C31-P1-c48 185.(1) 
1.37(4) P1-cU-ct2 :128.(2) 
1.48(5) P1-C11-C16 122.(2) 
1.35<5> C12-CU-C16 118.(3) 
1.39<5) C11-c12-c13 118.(3) 
1.37(5) C12-C13-C14 122.<3> 
1.43(4) C13-C14-C15 119.(3) 
1.39<4) C14-c15-C16 128.<3> 
1.41<4> C11-C16-C15 122.<3> 
1.38<5> P1-c21-c22 123.(2) 
1.32(5) P1-c21-c26 118.(2) 
1.37<5> C22-C21-C26 118.(2) 
1.37(4) C21-C22-c23 118.(2) 
1.37(4) C22-c23-c24 128.(3> 
1.37(4) C23-C24-C25 121.(3) 
1.33<5> C24-C25-c26 122.(3) 
1.31(6) C21-C26-C25 128.(3) 
189 
198 
TABLE 58 <Continued) 
C35-C36 1.48<5> P1-C31-C32 118.(2) 
C48-C41 1.58(3) P1-~1-C36 124.(2) 
C41-C42 1.58(3) C32-C31-c36 118.(2) 
C42-c43 1.36(4) C31-C32-C33 122.(3) 
C42-c47 1.41(4) C32-C33-c34 U8.(3) 
C43-c44 1.39(5) C33-C34-c35 124.(3) 
C44-C45 1.37(5) C34-c35-C36 119.(3) 
C45-C46 1.36(5) C31-C36-c35 119.(3) 




































POSITIONI\J. PARAMETERS FOR PHEKACYL 
TRIPHENYL PHOSPHONIUlt: IODIDE 
X<SIG<X» Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
8.1586 ( 1) 8.1558 ( 2> 8.1869 ( 1) 
8.6173 ( 4) 8.371? ( 6) 8.6?84 ( 3) 
8.6886 (18) 8.2846 (18) 8.?586 ( 9) 
8.5588 <12) 8.3?28 (21) 8. ?238 <12> 
8.4988 (18) 8.2932 (26) 8.7164 (13) 
8.4365 <18) 8.3814 (31> 8.?589 (16) 
8.43?1 <14) 8.3845 <38> 8.8842 <16) 
8.4958 (19) 8.4582 (32) 8.8115 (15) 
8.5498 <1?> 8.4535 (31> 8.??86 <14> 
8.6166 <14) 8.2445 (25) 8.6218 <18) 
8.6?15 <12) 8.1558 (28> 8.6198 <11> 
8.66?1 (15) 8.861? (38> 8.5?62 <14) 
8.6118 <28) 8.8588 (32) 8.-5368 (15) 
8.561? (19) 8.1425 (33) 8.5383 (15) 
8.5616 <1?> 8.2342 <33> 8.5886 (16) 
8.6882 (16) 8.5851 <22> 8.6219 ( 9) 
8.6518 (18) 8.5143 (28) 8.5?32 <12) 
8.64?8 (15) 8.6181 (2?) 8.5334 (11) 
8.5981 (18) 8.6945 (35) 8.5437 (15) ' 
8.5548 (23) 8.6923 (28) 8.5893 (28) 
8.5565 (17) 8.5919 (31) 8.6285 (14) 
8.6989 (14) 8.3949 (22) 8.?188 (18) 
191 
192 
TABLE 59 <Continued) 
C41 8.7181 (11) 8.2995 (23) 8.7588 (11) 
C42 6.1593 (13) 8.3381 (29) 8.8819 (12) 
C43 8.8813 (11) 8.4398 <28) 8.8851 <13) 
C44 8.8455 (19) 8.4666 (21) 8.8531 (15) 
C45 8.8511 (18) 8.3891 (25) 8.9817 (16) 
C46 8.8128 (28) 8.2855 (33) 8.9835 <14) 
C47 8.1684 (14) 8.2581 (27) 8.8574 (13) 
HU 8.4889 8.2343 8.6815 
H12 8.3947 8.2458 8.7558 
H13 8.3961 8.3935 8.8331 
H14 8.4998 8.5151 8.8468 
H15 8.5919 8.5187 8.1751 
H21 8.7125 8.1618 8.6418 
H22 8.7841 -8.8837 8.5161 
H23 8.6113 -8.8859 8.5825 
H24 8.5236 8.1356 .8.5881 
H25 8.5281 8.2984 8.5821 
H31 8.6913 8.4588 8.5663 
H32 8.6115 8.6188 8.4981 
H33 8.5931 8.7681 8.5138 
H34 8.5215 8.1688 8.5962 
H35 8.5285 8.5883 8.6689 
H41 8.8824 8.4935 8.7618 
























n 45.4( 9) 





















THERII.ftL PARAMETERS FOR PHENACYL 
TRIPHE:NYL PHOSPHONIUM IODIDE 
U22 U33 U12 W3 
63.( 1) 47.( 1) -1.( 1) -7.( 1> 
22.( 3) 37.( 4) 6.( 3) -2.( 3) 
25.<18> 54.<13) -5.<18) -15.<11> 
13.<15) 58.<11> 14.(12) 24.(12) 
42.<18> 32.<18) 8.(18) -12.<18) 
36.(28) 78.(26> -31.<19) 48.<23> 
63.(23> 87.(28) -12.<11> 24.<17) 
58.(23) 62.(25> 22.<23> 25.(21) 
68.(22) 52.(22) 27.<28) 15.<11> 
38.<14> 22.<18) -24.<15> 6.(11) 
45.<16> 45.<19> 36.<15) 28.(11) 
64.(22) 57.<19) 14.<16) 34.<15> 
47.(21> 63.(25) -48.(22) -8.(22) 
48.(22) 57.(22) 28.(24> -38.(28) 
75.(26) 79.(26) 1.(28) -4.<18) 
28.<14) 2.<15> 1.(15) -9.<12) 
69.(22) 31.<16) 21.<21> 1.<18) 
79.(21> 19.<13) 5.(28) 11.<15> 
184.(31) 68.(25) 25.(23) 21.(28) 
21.<19> 168.(46) 39.(28> 42.(31) 

























TABLE 68 <ContinuacD 
C48 55.<18) 25.<14) 5.<12) 1.<14) -7.<12) 18.<W 
C41 3.<11) 16.<13) 33.<16> -6.<18) 4.<18) -14.<11> 
C42 36.<16) 39.<16> 48.<17) 37.<17> -7.<13) -15.<17) 
C43 69.(22) 38.<18) 39.<19) 5.<18) -26.(17) -U.<l6> 
C44 68.(21) 48.<19> 81.(24) 
-4.<.21> -28.(22) -1.<18> 
C45 68.<19> 34.<16) 93.(27> -24.<18) -2.(22) -34.<17) 
C46 189.(29) 96.(27> 52.(23) 27.(23) -19.(21) 39.(28) 
C47 49.(21) 47.<17> 35.<15> -23.<16) -28.<16> -7.<16) 
.Anisotropic para'IRQters are in the for•: 
axp<-21t2 <Uuh2 a*2 + U22:tc2b*2 + U3~2c*2 + 2U12hka*b* + 
2Ut3hla*c* + 2U23klb*c*» * 183 
196 
Cl 
Figure 31. Bis(Triphenylphosphoranyl)Ammonium Dichlorocuprate. 
TABLE 61 
CRYSTAL DATA FOR BIS <TRIPHEHYLPHOSPHORI\NYL> 
AMI'IONIUM DICHLOROCUPR.A.TE <I> 
Formula c36H3eJIP2CuCI2 
MWT 673.8 9 mole-1 
il 18.891 (8) A. 
ll 16.91 (1) 
c. 9.773 (2) 
Ct. 84.32 (4)0 
~ 96.78 (5) 
y 78.89 (5) 
v 1662. <2> A 3 
F<888> 692 
J.lMoJCcx. 9.39 cm-1 
AlloKoc. 8.71869 A 
Deale 1.345 9 cm-3 
z 2 
Obs. rtfl. 1895 
R 5.9 
Rw 7.6 
Space group Plbar <Triclinic> 

























BOND DIST.A.NCES <A.) .AND BOND .ANGLES ( 0 ) 
FOR BIS <TRIPHEHYLPHOSPHORJ\MYL> 
.fti'IMOMIUH DICHLOROCUPR.ftTE <D 
2.886(5) CU-Cut-cl2 118.9<6) 
2.884<6) N1-PU-CW 188.6(5) 
1.568(9) N1-P11-C121 189.2<5> 
1.79<1> K1-P11-ct31 114.8<5) 
1.88<2) C111-P11-C121 188.5<6) 
1.79<1> C111-P11-c131 188.6<6) 
1.568<9) C121-PU-ct31 188.6<6) 
1.79(1) N1-P12-C211 114.1(5) 
1. 1'9<9) N1-P12-c221 187.3(5) 
1.78<2) N1-P12-C231 111.1(6) 
1.37(2) C211-P12-c221 187 1(5) 
1.39<2) C211-P12-C231 189.8<5) 
1.39(2) C221-P12-C231 188.8<5) 
1.37(2) P11-N1-P12 137.2(5) 
1 35(2) P11-C111-c112 123 (1) 
1.38<2) P11-ct11-ct16 118.1(8) 
1 38(2) C112-c111-C116 119.<1> 
1.39<2) C111-C112-C113 121.<1> 
1.38<2) C112-Ct13-c114 118.(1) 
1.35<2) C113-C114-c115 122.<1) 
1.36<2) C114-ct15-C116 128.(1) 
1.39<2) C111-CU6-C115 119.(1) 
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T.ABLE 62 <Continu.ad) 
C131-C132 1.38<2) P11-C121-ct22 121.8<9) 
C131-C136 1.39<2) P11-ct21-C126 121.<1) 
C132-c133 1.38<2) C122-C121-C126 118.(1) 
C133-ct34 1.37(3) C121-C122-C123 121.(1) 
C134-C135 1.31(3) C122-C123-C124 119.(1) 
C135-C136 1.35<2) C123-C124-C125 122.<2> 
C211-c212 1.38<1> C124-C125-C126 119.(1) 
C211-c216 1.38<1> C121-C126-c125 128.<1> 
C212-c213 1.35<2> PU-c131-c132 121.3<9) 
C213-c214 1.36(2) P11-ct31-C136 128.(1) 
C214-C215 1.37(2) C132-c131-C136 119.(1) 
C215-C216 1.38<2> C131-C132-C133 119.(1) 
C221-c222 1.41(1) C132-C133-C134 119.(2) 
C221-c226 1.39<2> C133-C134-c135 122.<1) 
C222-c223 1.48<1> C134-C135-C136 128.(2) 
C223-c224 1.37(2) C131-C136-C135 121.<1) 
C224-C225 1 38(2) P12-C311-C312 125.<1> 
C225-C226 1.35<1) P12-C211-C216 117.7(7) 
C231-C232 1.38(2) C212-c211-c216 117.<1) 
C231-C236 1.34(2) C211-C212-C213 121.<1) 
C232-c233 1.37(3) C212-C213-C214 122.<1) 
C233-C234 1.35<3> C213-C214-C215 119.(1) 
C234-C235 1.34(4) C214-C215-c216 119.(1) 
C235-C236 1 37(3) C211-C216-C215 122.<1) 








































POSITION.A.L P.AR.AJIETERS FOR BIS <TRIPHDIYLPHOSPHOR-
.A.MYL> .A.KIIONIUII DICHLOROCUPR.A.TE <D 
X<SIG<X>> Y<SIG<Y» Z<SIG<Z>> 
8.6149 ( 2) 8.2321 ( 1) 1.8233 ( 2) 
8.1821 ( 4) 8 3319 ( 2) 8.9551 ( 4) 
8.5826 ( 5) 8.1314 ( 3) 1.8888 ( 5) 
8.1414 ( 3) 8.2424 ( 2> 8.3288 ( 3) 
-8.8887 ( 3) 8.3858 ( 2) 8.4738 ( 3) 
-8.8851 ( 8) 8.2848 ( 5) 8.3448 (9) 
8.1458 <11> 8.1694 ( 7) 8.1997 <W 
8.2619 <12) 8.1128 ( 7) 8.1743 <12) 
8.2624 <14) 8.9571 ( 8) 8.8775 (13) 
8.1438 <16) 8.8687 ( 8) 8.8898 <13) 
8.8278 <12> 8.1175 ( 8) 8.8312 (13) 
8.8266 (11) 8.1726 ( 7) 8.1266 <12) 
8.1976 <12) 8.3234 ( 8) 8.2469 <12> 
8.3282 (12> 8.3858 ( 7> 8.2322 <13) 
8.3726 <13) 8.3673 ( 9) 8.1798 <14) 
8.2861 (16) 8.4481 <18) 8.1423 <14> 
8.1557 (15) 8.4695 ( 7) 8.1534 (13) 
8.1184 <12) 8.4862 ( 7) 8.2842 <12> 
8.2545 <11> 8.1849 ( 8) 8.4755 <12) 
8.3266 (12) 8.2224 ( 8) 8.5532 (13) 
8.3988 <13) 8.1881 (12) 8.6818 <17) 
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T.ABLE 63 <Continued> 
C134 8.3976 (14) 8.1818 (11) 8.7277 (15) 
C135 8.3389 (19) 8.8642 <18> 8.6525 (17) 
C136 8.2618 (15) 8.1848 ( 8) 8.5265 (14) 
C211 8.8178 (18> 8.3212 ( 6) 8.6219 <18> 
C212 8.8613 (13) 8.2667 ( 8> 8.7469 <12> 
C213 8.1428 (15) 8.2881 ( 9) 8.8494 <12) 
C214 8.1843 (13) 8.3475 ( 9) 8.8351 <12> 
C215 81434 <12) 8.4828 ( 8) 8.7131 <13> 
C216 8.8686 <11> 8.3891 ( 7) 8.6869 <U> 
C221 -8.2185 <18) 8.4834 ( 7) 8.4188 (11) 
C222 -8.2834 (11) 8.4235 ( 8) 8.2791 <12) 
C223 -8.3936 <12> 8.4984 ( 8) 8.2353 <13) 
C224 -8.4348 <12) 8.5512 ( 8) 8.3318 <14) 
C225 -8.3754 <12) 8.5382 ( 8) 8.4'188 (13) 
C226 -8.2688 (11) 8.4582 ( 7) 8.5115 (12) 
C231 -8.1435 <12) 8.2253 ( 8) 8.5257 <12> 
C232 -8.2187 (14) 8.2386 ( 8) 8.6376 <14) 
C233 -8.2572 (16) 8.1683 (11) 8.6796 <16> 
C234 -8.2437 (24) 8.1828 (13) 8.6874 (21) 
C235 -8.1773 <27> 8.8975 <12) 8.4993 (26) 
C236 -8.1277 (19) 8.1585 (18) 8. 4579 <17> 
H111 8.3479 8.1186 8.2275 
H112 8.3463 8.8173 8.8564 
TABLE 63 <Continued) 
H113 8.1436 8.8187 -8.8544 
H114 -8.8591 8.1197 -8.8231 
H115 -8.8581 8.2156 8.1434 
H121 8.3928 8.2454 8.2688 
H122 8.4684 8.3515 8.1186 
H123 8.3192 8.4948 8.1858 
H124 8.8926 8.5289 8.1236 
H125 8.8135 8.4218 8.2121 
H131 8.3254 8.2885 8.5162 
H132 8.4548 8.2852 8.7485 
H133 8.4498 8.8723 8.8218 
H134 8.3314 8.8846 8.6819 
H135 8.2891 8.8145 8.4688 
H211 8.8319 8.2168 8.7615 
H212 8.1165 8.2395 8.9315 
H213 8.2447 8.3569 8.9143 
H214 8.1144 8.4522 8.1887 
H215 8.8293 8.4288 8.5148 
H221 -8.2517 8.3847 8.2896 
H222 8.4378 8.5126 8.1395 
H223 -8.5895 8.6868 8.2977 
H224 -8.4188 8.6598 8.5483 
H225 -8.2247 8.4431 8.6114 










































THERII.A.L PARAMETERS FOR BIS <TRIPHENYLPHOSPHOR-
.A.MYU IUUfONIWf DICHLOROCUPR.A.TE <D 
Ull U22 U33 U12 U13 
76.( 1) 56.< 1) 63.( 1) -5.( 1) 8.( l> 
97.( 3) 68.( 2) 67 ( 2> -21.( 2) -6.( 2) 
127.< 4) 78.( 2> 119.( 3) -31.( 2> 51.( 3) 
35.( 2) 37.( 1) 34.( 1) -12.( 1> 7.( 1) 
42.( 2) 3'1.( 1) 32.( 1> -28.( l> 8.< D 
43.( 6) 44.< 5) 31.( 5) -28.( 5) 9.< 4) 
48.( 7) 44.< n 38.( 6) -25.( 6) 4.< 5) 
39.( 8) 48.( 8) 49.( 8) -5.( 6> 1.( 6) 
83.<18) 48 ( 8) 44.( 8) 15.( 1> 18.( 7> 
118.<12> 48 ( 8) 45.( 8) -26.( 8) 6.( 8) 
57.( 8) 64.( 9) 59.( 8) -35.( 7) 15.( 7) 
44.( 7) 45 ( 1> 52.( '1> -13.( 6> 13.( 6> 
47.< 8) 58 ( 9) 43 ( 7> -29.( 1> 16.( 5) 
58.< 9) 34 ( 7) 62.( 9) -18.( 6) 17 < 7> 
59.( 9) 68 ( 9> 98.(11) -35.( 8) 38.( 8) 
87.<12> 79 (11) 57 ( 9) -55.<18) 42.( 8) 
98.(11) 28.( 7> 53.< 8) -27.( 7) 21.( 8) 
48.( 8) 32 < 7) 68.( 8) -4.( 6) 22.( 6) 
37.( 7) 55.( 8) 41.( 7) -12.( 6) 18.( 6) 
49.( 8) 59.( 9) 49.( 8> -13.< 7) 2.< 7> 
























T.A.BLE 64 <Continued> 
C134 66.<18> 132.<15> 54.<18) 25.<18) -25.( 8) 36.< 9) 
C135 146.<17> 83.<12> 83.<13) -U.<ID -13.<ID 36.< 9) 
C136 97.(11) 58.( 9) 58.( 9) -14.( 8) -18.( 8) 1.< 7) 
C211 27.< 6) 29.( 6) 38.( 6) -1.( 5> 14.( 5) 1.( 4) 
C212 76.( 9) 58.( 8> 38.( 8) -37.( 7) -7.( 7) 14.< 6) 
C213 96.(12) 185.<12> 19.< n -42.<18) -9.( 7) 7.< 7) 
C214 83.<18> 81.<18) 35.( 7) -38.( 8) -15.( 7) -11.( 7) 
C225 65.( 9) 57.( 8) 58.( 8) -41.( 7) t4.< n -38.( 7) 
C216 57.( 8) 34.( 7) 33.( 6) -24.( 6) 11.( 6) 8.( 5) 
C221 29.( 6) 42.( 7) 58.( 7) -28.( 5) 16.( 5) -13.( 5) 
C222 47.( 7) 63.( 8) 44.< 7) -38.( 7) 13.( 6) -23.( 6) 
C223 46.( 8) 54.< 8) 81.<18) -28.( 7) 15.( 7) 2.( 7) 
C224 44.( 8) 58.( 8) 88.<18) 8.( 6) 18.( 7) 2.( 7) 
C225 52.( 8) 51.( 8) 75.( 9) -11.( 7) 16.( 7) -16.( 7) 
C226 35.( 7> 53.( 7) 48.( 8) -8.( 6) 8.( 6) 1.( 6) 
C231 58.( 8) 57.< 8) 48.( 8) -32 ( 7> 34.< 7) -35.( 6) 
C232 81.<18) 65.( 9) 69.<18) -48.( 8) 24.( 8) -28.( 8) 
C233 128.<14> 129.<14) 79.(11) -98.(12) 55.<18) -46.<18) 
C234 287.(28) 152.<18) 141.<17> 189.(28) 145.<19) -78.<15> 
C235 348.(34) 115.<16) 243.(26) 188.<21> 214.(27) 117.<17> 
C236 198.<19) 89.<12) 183 (13) -81.<13> 119.<14> -47.(18) 
TABLE 64 <Continued> 
Anisotropic parametF....,s ara in the fora 
exp<-2n2<Uuh2a*~ + U22~b*2 + U33I2 c*2 + 2Ut2hka*b* + 
2Ut3hla*c* + 2U23':Jc:lb*c*» * te3 
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P.ART 2 
POLYIIERIC CUPRIC FWORIDE COMPLEXES 
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CHAPTER VI 
POLYMERIC CUPRIC FLUORIDE COMPLEXES 
Anionic copper <D halide complexes are known for X= CI. Dr and I, 
but unknown for X = F _ However copper <IID is known to exist 1n 
complexes with fluoride. CsCuF4 <93>, K3Cu.Fs <94>. Cs2NaCuFs <95>, and 
Cs2KCuFs <95) for example. exist WJ.th copper <m> stabilized by 
coordination to fluoride. While copper <ID complexes commonly exist 
with copper octahadrally coordinatad to six fluor1da atoms, and with 
fluorides bridging pairs of coppar atoms. copper <m> complexes display 
' 
isolated Cu<UI>Fs -3 octahadra. Cs2KCuFs <Figura 32> and Cs2NaCuFs 
<Figura 33> cnc:ist with isolatad octahadra of Cui's -3 • ThaSG: matartals 
were reportill:d to form light colorad crystals. 
It was of intarest to observe the properties of coppar fluorida 
complaxas in higher oxidation states. There ara no raports of ~~~:mission 
from copper <III> halida complaxes. Howaver, there are very few 
structural observations of coppar <III> complexes in tha solid state. 
Thus it SG:emed a logical extension of the work with coppar <I> halides to 
axplor12 tha synthesis of mixed copper stata materials with fluoridas, to 
seG: if coppar <IID or mixad coppar <II> coppar <III> systems might ba 
produced under the synthetic conditions used and to ascertain if 
emission exists for copper <III>. 
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Cs2KCuF6 
Cu(III) isolated octahedra 
Cu-F 1.832A 
F~gure 32. D~ces~um Potass~um Hexafluorocuprate (III) 
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Cs2NaCuF6 
Copper(III) isolated octahedra 
Cu-F 1.904A 
Flgure 33. Dlceslum Sodlum Hexafluorocuprate (III). 
21~ 
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Thera are several common 'IIMtthods of synthesizing inorganic 
fluoride complexes. <96> The synthesis of fluoride containing solid 
materials takas placa: more readily under conditions of high pressure 
and temparatura and thereby requires a system that is relatively inert 
to attack by the fluorinating agent undar thasa conditions. 
Fluorine gas may be allowed to react with solid. liquid or gaseous 
reactants. The strongly oxidizing character of F2 gas normally leads to 
high oxidation state products. For copper, these products include 
complexes of copper <UD and <IV>. The usa of fluorine gas requires 
safety measures because of its high reactivity and extreme toxicity. 
(97) 
A. solution of aqueous hydrogen fluoride can serve as the 
. 
fluorinating reagent. (98) .At room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure. this -.athod requires fewer precautions. Howavcu-, its use at 
elevated temparatures and pressures requires gold tubing as a ra:action 
vessel. <99> 
Liquid hydroga:n fluoride has been used as the solvent in the 
preparation of <KrF><.AgF3> from .AgF2 and KrF2- <180) 
Halogen fluorides such as BrF3, BrF5 and IF5 may be used as 
fluorinating agents without added solva:nt. <101. 102, 103> Teflon or other 
inert plastic containers are suitable reaction vessels at room 
ta:mpa:ratura: and atmospha:ric pressura:. 
The compounds synthesized in this study were prepared by the 
fusion of solid fluorides of group 1 or group 2ma:tals with cupric 
213 
fluoride in an atmosphere of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride. The product 
was coole:d slowly in an atmosphere of argon to re:move e:xce:ss absorbe:d 
hydrogen fluoride:. 
synthesis All fluoride: salts use:d we:r2 purchaSRd from .A.e:sar Ch2micals 
and w2ra: use:d without further purification. The: 3.1'4 inch graphite rods 
used for the boats were purchase:d from Poco Graphite Company_ The 
graphite boats were prepared by the Oklahoma State University. 
Chemistry and Physics Machine Shop. 
The graphite boats were placed in an oven to bake: at 126°C 
overnight prior to their use. Tha materials to ba fusad wara mixed. 
than ground to a fina powdar. Tha mixtura was then placad in the dry 
graphite boat. Tha inconal x;aaction tuba in the Linde:burg tube furnace 
was linad with graphite foil. The samples ware then placed in the oven 
as shown in Figure 34. Tha ovan was flushed with anhydrous argon and 
the samples heated to tha dasircz:d raaction tamperatura. Upon raaching 
the reaction temperature anhydrous hydrogen fluoride gas at 
atmospheric pressure was passed through the incone:l reaction tube for 
a specified length of time. The tube furnace was then slowly coolad to 
room temperature befora the samplas we:ra removed. Tamperature 
control for the reaction was achiave:d through the use of an Omega 2611 
programable: tamparature controller. The programming as well as 
oversaaing tha fusion of the samples was dona by Mr. C . .A.. Hunt and Dr. 
J. J. Hartin in the Oklahoma State University. Solid State Materials 
Laboratory. The products of thase raactions were hataroge:neous 













HI' Na~ CO:l 
dry Solution 
E£> On-Off Valve 
@ One Way Valv~r: 
Figure 34. HF Oven. 
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In a few casa:s. the solid mata:rials were found to be suitably crystalline 
for further study_ 
Tgtracctsium fCatgna-Dgcafluoro Trjcupratq <II>:t. 
.A. finely ground mixture of 2.66 g <17.5 mmoD ca:sium fluoride and 
1.34 g <13.2 mmol> cupric fluoride was placRCI in a graphite boat. The boat 
was then placed into the inconel reaction tube of the furnace. The 
reaction tube was flushed with argon gas at room temperature for 166 
minuta:s. The sampla was heata:d to 675° C over an 18 hour period. The 
sample was then exposed to an atmosphere of anhydrous hydrogen 
fluoride for thrae hours. The chamber was flushRCI with argon and tha 
temparature lowered to room temperature ovar a 24 hour period. 
Hgptacgsjum fCatena-Nonadtfcafluoro Hgxacupratg <D>l.. 
.A. findy ground mixtura: of 2.54 g <16.7 mmol> cesium fluorida: and 
1.46 g <14.4 mmol> cupric fluoride was placed in a graphite boat. The boat 
was then placed into tha: inconel reaction tube of the furnaca:. Tha: 
reaction tube was flushRCI with argon gas at room ta:mperatura: for 166 
minuta:s. The sampla: was heated to 675°C over an 18 hour period. Tha: 
sample was tha:n exposed to an atmosphere of anhydrous hydrogen 
fluoride for three hours. The chamber was flushed with argon and the 
temperature lowered to room temperatura: over a 24 hour period. 
Dirubjdjum fCatgna-Tgtrafluorocupratg <IDl.. 
.A finely ground mixture of 2.69 g (21.8 mmoi> rubidium fluoride 
and 1.31g <12.9 mmol> cupric fluoride was placed in a graphite boat. The 
boat was then placed into the incond reaction tube of the furnace. The 
reaction tube was flushed with argon gas at room temperature for 35 
216 
minutes. The sample was heatad to 675°C ovar an 18 hour period. The 
sample was then exposed to an atmosphare of anhydrous hydrogen 
fluoride for two and one half hours. The chamba:r was flushed with 
argon and the temperature lowered to room temparature over a 24 hour 
period. 
Barium ITq:trafluorocuprate <IDl.. 
.A. finely ground mixture of 3.49 g <19.9 mmol> barium fluoride and 
8.51g <5.8 mmol> cupric fluoride was placed in a graphite boat. The boat 
was then placed into the inconel reaction tube of the furnace. The 
reaction tube was flushed with argon gas at room temperature for 28 
minutes. The sample was heated to 778°C over a five hour period. The 
sample was then exposed to an atmosphere of anhydrous hydrogen 
' 
fluoride for three hours. The chambar was flushed with argon and the 
temparature lowered to room temperature over a 24 hour period. 
Discussion 
.All of the compounds prepared in this study exhibit an octahadral 
arrangement of fluoride atoms around copper <II>. fluoride atoms may be 
bridging or terminal. The compounds diffar in the arrange2:me2:nt of 
bridging fluoridG: atoms. 
TG:tracG:Sium catenadecafluorotricuprate <ID crystallized with 
copper <II> atoms in linear groups of thrG:e <Cu-Cu 2. 78(2),2.77<2>A >. 
Each pair of copper atoms is bridgG:d by three fluoridG: atoms. Copper 
atoms at the ands of the linaar group of thrG:e coppar atoms are linkG:d 
by bridging fluorida atoms to four other end copper atoms. <Figure 35> 




Each terminal copper atom is bound to one terminal fluoride atom. These 
puckered layers show a harringbona pattern of alternating linked 
copper trimers. The copper fluoride layers are separated by cesium 
atoms. (Figure 36) This structure is similar to that seen in tetracesium 
catenadecafluorotrinickd and tetraccz:sium catenadecafluorotri-
magnesium. <184, 185, 186) 
Heptacesium catena-nonadecafluorohexacuprate <n> displays a 
silnilar repeat unit of three linear copper atoms (Cu-Cu, 2.82<D,2.83U>X > 
bridged in pairs by three fluoride atoms and with the end most copper 
atoms linked by bridging fluoride atoms to other repeat units. <Figure 
37> However, in this solid material. trima:ric copper units are paralla:l 
and only ona: copper atom bears a tarlDinal fluoride atom. Each copper 
trima:r is thus bridged to fiva: other trimeric units. <Figure 38) Cesium 
atoms lie in tha: inta:rstica:s of tha: three dimensional matrix formed. 
Dirubidium tetrafluorocuprata: <ID displays a structura: similar to 
that of K2NiF4 of the ID-disconnacted perovskite family. The CuF6 
octaha:dra shara: equatorial fluoride atoms to form a sheet. <Figure 39> 
The axial and terminal fluoride atoms project upward and downward 
from this plane. 
BaCuF4 <Figures 48 and 41> shows a seria:s of CuF6 octahedra linked 
by the sharing of ona: fluoride atom between tha:m_ These chains arcz: 
cross linked to other chains by similar sharing. Two of the fluoride 
atoms bound to each coppa:r <U> atom are terminal. 
0 
Cs4Cu3F10 







Figure 37. Packing diagram of Heptacesium Catenanonadeca-
fluorohexacuprate(II). 
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Cs7CU6F 19 monoclinic space group A2/m 
a= 11.731, b = 6.274, c = 15.700 ~ = 99.05e 
Copper(II) on mirror 
one terminal fluoride 
Figure 38. Heptacesium Catenanonadecafluorohexacuprate (II). 
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Rb4Cu2F8 
Cu(I I) on mirror plane 
Cu-F bridging- 2.176A 
2.120 
tenninal - 1. 780 
2.128 




Copper(II)- condensed chain 





1.915 cross linking 
1.952 





Figure 41. Barium Catenatetrafluorocuprate (II). 
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Tha complaxas praparad in this study contained only coppar <ID 
and no coppar <JD> vas obsarvad_ Thara vas no evidanca of mixad 
oxidation statas in tha crystalline matarials studiad_ Tha stoichiomatry 
obsarvad in tha crystallina matarials astablishad tham to contain coppar 
only in oxidation stata <ID- Fluorida axhibits only tarminal or bidantata 
binding capacity unlika iodine which is observad to exhibit tetra, tri, bi 
and monodantata binding to copper <D- Thus variation in anionic CuF 
cluster formation is limited comparad to the range of complexes 
observed in anionic CuX <X= I, Br, Cl> complexes_ Copper <II> exhibits a 
tendency to form bridged. linked copper trimers with all halidas and 
thus the structures observed hera. while praviously unreportad. are 
not unprecedentad_ 
The Cu <ID fluoride cQmplexes preparad display patterns of 
elongation of coppar-fluoride bonds along the trimer that may indicate 
interesting magnetic propertias_ Such magnetic behavior in fluorides 





~Cs1 F1 ~Cs4 
Qcsa 
Figure 42. Tetracesium Catenadecafluorotricuprate. 





















Octants .. as. 
TABLE 68 
CRYSTAL DAT.ft FOR 1"1'1 R.ft CESlUK CC.A.TEN.ft-
DECAnUOROTRICUPR.ftTE (ID) 
Cs4CuP"te 






























BOND DISTANCES <A> IUD) BOJm ANGLES ( 0 ) :FOR TETRft 
CESIUK CC.f\TEM.f\·DEC.f\nUOROTRICUPR.f\TE <IDl 
1.98<4) n-cut-:F2 166.(3> 
1.89<5> Fl-cut-1"3 74.(3) 
2.44<9) n-cut-P4 91.(3> 
1.87<18) n-cut-n ?5.(3) 
2.22<10 F1-Cul-1"41 92.<3> 
2.25<W F2-cut-F3 96.(4) 
2.84<5> F2-Cul·F4 96.(3> 
1.87<12) ' F2-cut-F5 92.(3> 
2.87<9) F2-cut·F41 99.(4) 



















eut2 -F4-cut3 1?3.(6) 
Cul-1'5-Cu2 82.(4) 
1 = sy.-try operaUon 1-x. 8.5+y, 8.5-z 
2 = sy ... try operation 1-x. 1-y. 1-z 












POSITIOK.AJ. P.AR.AKETERS fOR IE I Rl\ CESIUM 
(CI\TENA·DEC.f\FWOROTRICUPR.ftTE <IDl 
X<SIG<X» YCSIG<Y» ZCSIG<Z» 
8.5811 ( 8) 8.3812 (I) 8.1123 ( 15) 
8.9871 ( 9) 8.398&( 5) 1.2285 ( 1'1) 
8.'1443 <14) 8.6!186 ( ?> 8.8198 ( 28) 
8.5888 8.5888 8.5888 
8.4688 (6"l) 8.64128 (36) 8.4695<U4> 
8.9918 ('16) 8.3616 (4'1) 8. n'l9 <14'1> 
8.81'18 (88) 8.6231 (43) 8.6494 (1'1'1) 
8.2687 (86) 8.2485 (49) -8.1481 (149) 
8.8822 (91) 8.6359 (41) 1.8185 (288) 
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T.ftBLE 68 
THER!IAL P.ftR.ftKETERS FOR fE'I R.ft CESIUK 
CC.ftTEKR-DEC.ftrWOR.OTRICUPR.ftTE <IDl 
ATOll U11 U33 U13 
Csl 12.( 2) 8.( 2) 18.( 2> 5.( 2> 5.( 2) 
Cs2 12.( 3) 38.( 3) n.< 3> 7.( 2> 5.( 2) 
Cui 6.( 5) 4.< 8) n.< 5> -2.< 3) 5.( 5) 
Cu2 4.( 6) 4.( 7) 4.( 7) -3.( 5) 2.< 6) 
n 1.(22) 18.<22> 2.(22) 3.(19) 8.(20 
1'2 9.(27) 51.(40 6.(28) 3.(32) -6.(25> 
:F3 32.(36) 39.(41) 38.(42) 34.(38) 26.(37> 
F4 48.(39) 34.(35) . 2.(29) 7.(30 8.(31) 
F5 41.(43) 14.(34) 45.(49) 21.(29) 17.(41) 
.Anisotropic para...t.rs are in tha fora 
axn( -2p2<Ullh2a*2 + U22Jc2b*2 + U33l2c:*2 + 2U12hk-*b* + 












Figure 44. Heptacecium Catenanonadecafluorohexacuprate 
Figure 45. Packing Diagram of 1/eptacesium Catenanonadeca-fluorohexacuprate(II). 
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TABLE 69 
CRYSTAJ.MTA FOR HEPTA CESDWI CCATENI\NOM.A. 
DECI\FLUORO HEXI\CUPRATE <ID ) 
For.ula c..,cuar19 
lfWT 1~.8 gw.Die-1 
jl 11.131 (3) A. 
ll 8.214 (2) 
~ 15.788 (8) 
Ct. 98.8° 
~ 99.85 (3) 
't 98.8 
v 1141.1 (8) A. 3 
F<888> 569 
. 
jllloKcc, 82.U a.·1 
MloKoc, 8.71869 A. 
Deale 1.988 9 C1B -1 
z a 
Obs. ran. 529 
R ?.3 
Rw 8.8 
Spac• Group ~ <llonoeti:nic> 
















BOND DISTANCES <A> .A.ND BOJO) AKGI.ES ( 0 ) I'OR HEPT.ft 
CESIIUII (CATEN.ft·NON.ft DECAI'WORO 
HEXACUPRATE <ID ) 
2.28<3> n--cut·n 96.(1> 
1.84(4) n·eut·F3 91.(1) 
2.28<4) n--cut-rs 78.(1) 
1.94<4) n--cut-n1 15.<1) 
1.98<4) n--cut·F31 163.(1) 
2.U<5> F2-cut-F3 94.<D 
2.12<4> 1'2-cut·FS 1'13.(2) 
2.82<4) n-cut·nt 96.<D 
1.97(2) F2-cut-F31 94.(1) 
2.84<3> F3-Cu1-F8 98.(1) 
1.99(4) F3-cut-nl 163.(1) 
2.88<4) F3-Cu1·F3· 181.(1) 
2.'18<2) rs-eut-n1 'l8.<D 








































1 • SylnMitry operation <x. -y. z> 
2 • sy. .. try operation <x. -8.5+y. 8.5+z> 
3 • Sy...try operation <x. 8.5-y, 8.6+z> 
4 = sy. .. try operation <x. 8.5+y. -8.8+z> 

















I'OSITIONAI. PAJU\JIETERS fOR HEPT.A CESUUK (CI\TEKft-
MONA DEC.Afi.UORO HEXI\CUPRA.TE em ) 
XCSIG<X» YCSICKY» Z<SIG<Z>> 
8.888 8.888 8.888 
8.4462( 4) 8.588 8.1633 ( 3) 
8.8944 ( 3) 8.518 8.2886 ( 3) 
8.3416 ( 4) 8.688 8.4386 ( 3) 
8.2761 ( 6) 8.888 8.1535 ( 6> 
8.18'18 ( 'D 8.888 8.4847 ( 5) 
8.2293 ( 6) 8.888 8.3213 ( !D 
8.316 (2) 8.213 (4) 8.268 (2) 
8.422 (3) 8.888 8.124 (2) 
8.214 (2) 8r281 (8) 8.866 (2) 
8.328 (4) 8.888 8.448 (3) 
8.13'l (2) 8.288 ('D 8.3'l'l (2) 
8.131 (3) 8.888 8.199 (2) 
8.888 8.588 8.818 
TABJ.E 72 
THERJIAL PAR.IUIETERS FOR HEPTA CESmut (CATEKA-
NOJIA DEC.ftFWORO HEXA.CUPR.ftTE <ID ) 
ATO!I uu U33 W3 
Cs1 25.( 3) 44.( 4) 24.( 3) 8. 6.( 8) 
Cs2 25.( 2) 3'f.( 3) 24.( 2) 8. 8.( D 
Cs3 23.( 2) 28.( 2) 23.( 2) 8. 8.( I) 
Cs4 21.( 2) 31.( 3) 14.( 2) 8. 8.( D 
Cu1 18.< 4) 23·.( 5) 18.( 5) 8. U.< 3) 
Cu2 31.( 4) 48.( 8) 6.( 4> 8. 8.( 3) 
Cu3 19.( 3) 22.( 3) 6.( 3) 8. 9.( 2) 
n 33.<14> ?.(18> 
' 
44.(18) -11.(12) -3.(12) 
1'2 53.(25> 28.(28) 16.(18) 8. 29.<1?> 
F3 26.<13> 14?.(48) 15.<12) -18.(28> 6.(18) 
F4 4?.(26) 41.(31) 33.(24) 8. 8.(19) 
F5 19.(13) 113.(3?) 58.(28) 18.<19) -9.<13> 
rs 4.<18) 22.<24) 38.<22> 8. -2.(14) 
F? 31.(28> 38.<48> 18.(28) 8. 6.( 8) 
Anisotropic para .. tars art in th• fora 
.xp(-att2<Uuh3 a*2 + U22~b*2 + U3312 c*2 + 2Utahlca*h* + 




















Figure 46. Dirubidium Catenatetrafluorocuprate 
Rb4Cu2F8 
Cu(II) on mirror plane 
Cu-F bridging- 2.176A 
2.120 
terminal - 1. 780 
2.128 






















CRYSTAL DATA FOR DJR.UBIDIUJI CCATEKA· 
T!'I"RAFWOROCUPRATE (ID) 
~4 
318.5 9 .o~.-l 






241.5 (3) A. 3 
' 218 
239.83 aa ·I 
8.71869A. 






±b. +Jc. +1 
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TABLE74 
BOHD DISTIUICES <A> AMD BOHD IUIGLES ( 0 ) FOR DIRUBIDIUH 
CCATEKA- tE I RAI'WOROCUPRATE <IDl 
eut-n 2.1<1> n-cw.-1'2 172.(6) 
Cul-1'2 1.8<D n-cut-F3 82.(3) 
Cui-F3 2.2<D n-cut-n• 82.(4) 
Cu1-F3· 2.1<D n-eut-n2 82.(3) 
Cu1-f32 2.2<D Fl-Cu1-n3 82.(4) 












TABLE 74 <ConUnuecD 
I • sylDHttry operation (8.5 + x. 8.5 + Y• z> 
2 = sy. .. try optration <x. -y, z> 
3 • sywa-..try operation <8.5 + x. 8.5-y, z> 










POSI HOKAL PAR.f\JIETER.S FOR DIRUBIDIU!I 
CCATEN.ft-TETR..ftFLUOROCUPRATE <ID> 
X<SIGOO> Y<SIG<Y>> Z<SIG<Z» 
8.1281 8.8888 8.3851 
1. 4391' ( 42) 8.8888 -8.2656 <28> 
1.886'7 (41) 8.8888 -8.8811 (48) 
1.224 (28) 8.8888 8.318 (12) 
8.895 (21) 8.8888 -8.268 (18) 
8.832 (19) 8.258 (21) 8.845 <14) 
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ATOll W1 
R.h1 1.( 3) 
R.h2 181.<15) 





THERJIAL PAR.AJU'I ERS FOR DIRUBJDJUJI 
CCATEMA-TETRJU'WOROCUPRI\TE <IDl 
U33 W2 W3 
7.( 6> 3.< 5) 8. 2. 
15.<ID 21.( 9) 8. 22.( 8) 
1.( 6) 2.<18> 8. -6.( 6) 
1.(33) 8.(38> 8. 2.(38) 
29.(63) 14.(50 8. -28.(49) 
54.(32) 15.<48) -18.(28) -18.(25) 
Anisotropic paraWMttars art in the fora 
axp<-an2<u11h 2 a*2 + U~b*2 + u33t 2 c*2 + 2Ut2hka*b* + 











Figure 48. Barium Catenatetrafluorocuprate 
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Octants .. as. 
TABLETl 
CRYSTAL DATA fOR BARJUII (C.A.TEJtii\-
TETR.AFtUOROCUPRATE> 
BaCul'4 
278.9 9 ..,..-1 
























BOND MSTftKCES <A> ANI) BOND ftKGLES <0 > fOR 
BI\RIU!I <CI\TEMATETRI\I'LUOROCUPRI\TE> 
1.95<4) n-cut-ra 92.(2) 
1.91(4) n-cul-1'3 83.(0 
2.23<3> f1-cut-f4 171.(2> 
1.87(4) rt-cut-n1 94.(2) 
1.92<4) n-cut-n2 82.(0 













TABLE 18 <CtmtinuacD 
1 = .y. .. try operation -x. y-8.5. 2.8-z 
2 = sya..try operation x-t. y, z 
a a: syJUMttry operation X. y+8.5. 2.8-z 









POSITIONAL P.A.RAKERTERS POR BARIWI 
<CATENI\TE'J'RMI.UOROCUPRATE> 
X<SIGCX» Y<SIGCY>> Z<SIGCZ» 
8.3638 ( 5) 8.8639 8.125? ( 4) 
-8.8924 (12) -8.4683 (13> 8.8156 < 7) 
8.8288 ('15) -8.256? (73) 1.8428 (47) 
-8.1859 (95) -8.185'1 (62) 8.6516 (51) 
8.4231 (68) -8.4698 ('19) 8.8663 <42) 
-8.18?1 (92) -8.6684 (12) 8.6842 (61) 
TABLE88 
THERJI.RI. PI\RIUIETERS FOR BI\RIUM 
<CATEMATETRAI'J.UOROCUPRATE> 
ATOll uu U33 U12 W3 
h1 1.( I) 1.( I) 24.( I) 8.< I) 4.( I) 
Cui 4.< 2> 8.< 3) 12.( 2) 8.( 2) 1.< D 
n 9.(12) 5.<16) 31.<19> 6.(15> 3.(13> 
F2 6.<17> 5.(17) 16.<18) 8.<W 18.(13> 
F3 4.<11> 4.<17> 29.<14) -2.(12) 18.<18) 
F4 1.<159 4.(14) 24.<18> 8.(12> 5.(13> 
Anisotropic paraJaetctrS are in th• fora 
exp<-2n2<Uuh2 a*2 + u22:rc2h*2 + u~2c*2 + 2Utahka*h* + 









The rtSearch co-.pletecl in this thesis enco.passes the synthesis 
of 15 new co•pounds which contain anionic copper <D halide co•plexes of 
for-.ula ~Xs= and Cu2~ = • X=l. Br. in which copper is tricoordinate. or 
of for-.ula CuX2- , X= Br, Cl in which copper is dicoorc:linata. The 
a18ission spectra of thua .aterials confirM the basic praiBisa that 
copper ato1DS in equivalent anviron .. nts give rise to siMilar emission 
behavior. The substitution ,of 11110ra dectronegativa halides for less 
alectronegative ones leads to e.U.Ssion at longer wavelengths. This 
prasuJRably arises fro• a Iovering of anergy levels of the ewaitting state: 
although eMission fro• halide based exdtttd states cannot be ruled out. 
The prescence of a crystallographic sy•M4ittry ele11Mtnt at copper 
leads to a change in the ctMission wavelength. This -.ay arise from a 
change in available vibration states of the exdted state. 
Exploration of the possibilities of existance of Mixed copper <ID 
copper <DD systeas which Might display solid state 4tlftission resulted in 
the synthesis of four previously unlmown anionic cupric fluoride 
systeMS. These materials displayed co•plex patterns of halide linkage 
and pattctrns of successive .Jahn-T.Uer distortion which -.ay presage 
interesting .agnatic phenomena. 
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